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South Nyack Brook
The historic, spring-fed, federally protected tidal tributary of the Hudson River,
primary conduit of the South Nyack watershed and what it represents:
The South Nyack Brook is the major artery of the hamlet’s entire watershed.
The spring-fed stream - which flows from its “South Mountain” headwaters
eastward and downhill through the entire west-to-east center of the Hamlet of
South Nyack and into the Hudson River - serves as both the primary source of
drainage for the Village of South Nyack; and historically, was a documented
fresh water source for drinking. The brook also was named among the first
colonial land patents in the 1670s, as it formed a natural property line cited
among the first tracks of settled land in Rockland County. Then its flowing
waters also likely supported small mill works for early settlers, including for
descendants of the original patent holder, the Dutch wheelwright, Claes Jansen.
The stream also flowed aside what was the region’s first Sunday school; built in
1813, one can still see remnants of that school’s foundation in the wooded
southeast corner of wetland created by the brook’s confluence with the Hudson
River on the riverside property at 149-157 Piermont Avenue.
The South Nyack Brook is also and always has been a tributary of the Hudson
River, a nearly mile-long (.85 miles) freshwater, aquifer-fed stream which
becomes tidal and partly salty at high tides along a section of its lowest reaches
where it flows into the Hudson.
As a direct perennial (always flowing) tributary of the Hudson River with
identifiable bed and banks and ordinary high-water marks with a tidal lower
section, the South Nyack Brook is considered both a “water of the United
States” and a “navigable water of the United States,” and so is “by rule”
(without doubt) federally regulated and protected - as are its adjacent wetlands
- under the jurisdiction of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the
Army Corps of Engineers under the Clean Water Act and consequent case law,
regulations, their synthesis, interpretations and subsequent guidance.
The South Nyack Brook also acts along its lowest reaches – as it flows east and
downhill from Piermont Avenue to the Hudson River - as a natural boundary
that separates a forested wetland section of the historic Commodore William
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Voorhis riverside property and residence (for decades known as the Olson
Center property, owned by the Living Christ Church) on the north side of the
creek - from the riverfront home and property of Suzanne Hollmann and Shane
Kite, which lies directly across the stream on the creek’s southern side; as well
as the home and property of Mike and Sally Witte, which also abuts the Olson
Center property on the south side of the stream, between Piermont Avenue and
the western property line of the Hollmann-Kites.
Known in the 19th century as “Voorhis’ brook,” the stream’s origin lies further
uphill at a South Mountain spring - which is actually part of a system of natural
springs that originate and lie under the ground of South Nyack’s South
Mountain and its foothills. (“South Mountain” is a colloquial name locals have
long used for the mountain and Hudson River vista that extends from Blauvelt
State Park to Nyack Middle School between which the former Nyack College is
perched in the Hamlet of South Nyack near the top of the mountain’s eastern
slope.) These spring waters meander eastward downhill, sometimes in a
northeastern course, other times in a southeastern direction. The brook runs
mostly below ground in its upland half, and mostly above ground once the
waters reach east of Hillside Avenue and the Thruway, where the lower half of
the spring fed-stream emerges above ground east of South Franklin Street
between Brookside and Clinton Avenues, and continues downhill - coursing
under South Franklin Street, then under South Broadway and under Piermont
Avenue along its natural course, fortified in places by a centuries-old stone
chase and bridge-culvert system, until it drains into the Hudson River. Natural
banks and ordinary high-water marks are evident in multiple places along its
above-ground section east and downhill of South Franklin Street as the stream
flows through the hamlet towards the Hudson. The Brook has been piped
underground and culverted in various places west of South Franklin Street
mainly in its upland half at various times - notably, during turn-of-the-lastcentury roadwork and home building; during roads paving in the 1920s and ‘30s;
and again in the 1950s during construction of the Thruway and Tappan Zee
bridge, when the location of most of Hillside Avenue was moved west of the
Thruway, to allow the thruway to run along much of the original path of Hillside
Avenue. In its original, natural state, however, prior to these man-made
diversions and piping, portions of the brook flowed above ground west of and
above the original Hillside Avenue, while the remainder there on the mountain
mostly flowed underground as part of South Mountain’s aquifer and springs
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watershed. Both longtime residents of South Nyack and newspaper accounts
confirm that South Nyack Brook flowed above-ground above the original
Hillside Avenue. The map linked below this paragraph depicts the path of South
Nyack Brook and all the drainage it collects in its entirety, tracked from its
confluence with the Hudson up to the top of South Mountain at its approximate
headwaters, including the catch basins and pipes that carry water into the brook
and into the Hudson River. (Please use the “satellite” view for Google Maps
when viewing this map linked below, preferably on a computer versus your
phone, as the mobile version is glitchy; and apologies for the straight lines;
Google Maps makes it difficult to draw curved lines in its “layers” editing
process. But this is a decent approximation of the brook’s true paths, both
historically and today. I’ve marked where the brook is above ground and where
it is piped or culverted; please click along its course to see those spots’ labels if
you can’t see them after clicking the link. [There are also photographs of
portions of the South Nyack Brook and the hydrophyte plants thriving in the
brook’s adjacent wetlands on the very last pages of this document]):
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1yulmM_jrdzQNoSOsXILt2YABBqo
dT-_r&usp=sharing
South Nyack Brook is a pre-colonial stream that has a fresh groundwater
(aquifer) source, with a modern drainage purpose, and a tidal, freshwatersaltwater intercourse at its end, where freshwater from the brook and saltwater
from the rising tidal river meet at the mouth of the stream where the
freshwater brook spills into the briny Hudson and the river’s salt front first
enters and mingles with the freshwater of the brook. The front of the river’s salt
tide rises up toward a point upstream in the brook’s channel, reaching
approximately 75 feet upstream during highest tides - usually at about the point
where the brook angles northeast from southeast in its freshwater downhill
course to the river, along the southern property line of the Olson Center and
northern property line of the Hollmann-Kites. The denser saltwater noses
underneath the top layer of lighter freshwater which rides atop the water
column, creating unique cross currents and environments distinct to tidal
streams, adding yet more novel and interesting attributes to this brook, which
again, is spring-fed. And because it is fed by spring waters, the South Nyack
Brook constantly flows, never freezes, and never dries up; and it serves as the
main artery of drainage for the entire Hamlet of South Nyack (note: South
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Nyack became on April 1, 2022, an unincorporated Hamlet of Orangetown after
residents voted overwhelmingly to dissolve the village government in a Dec. 17,
2020 referendum; however, I may refer to South Nyack in places as a “village”
when timeframe or clarity is better served by doing so).
The History of South Nyack Brook
South Nyack Brook was first mentioned in the historical record on Nov. 20, 1671,
cited in a property transaction as being the southern border of a 400-acre piece
of land purchased by a Dutch wheelwright, Claes Jansen, from the Duke of York
and colonial Governor Philip Carteret, at the acquiescence of England’s King
Charles II. The brook flowed along the northern border of Jansen’s first 240-acre
“patent” awarded him April 16 earlier that year by Carteret, who was colonial
governor of what then was considered New Jersey.
Jansen’s patents comprised the first “settled” tracts of land in Rockland County,
in specifically what would become South Nyack and Nyack.
Together, the boundaries of the tracts combined, included what became the
entire Village (now Hamlet) of South Nyack, but whose northern border of the
second tract extended further north into what became the Village of Nyack,
ending by one account “near De Pew’s Brook,” which was later renamed Nyack
Brook. However, more recent histories have corrected that original record to
confirm that the northern border of Jansen’s second tract actually included all
of riverside Nyack. (More on this in a moment.)
Notes:
(A colonial “land patent” was essentially a deed given to an individual by The
Crown often in exchange for settlement of lands and “quit-rent,” a remnant of
feudalism analogous to property tax.)
(Jansen was not the first European to try settling here: An earlier Dutch colonist
named De Vries, who had befriended local Native Americans, gave up hopes of
settling area lands, such as those in what is now present-day Piermont, three
decades earlier. After another Dutch colonist, William Kieft, perpetrated a
brutal massacre of Native Americans, including the mass murders of women and
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children to the south along the Hudson near what is now Edgewater, N.J., a
demoralized De Vries sailed back to Europe in 1643.)
We’ve determined through scrupulous research, confirmation from local
historians and from simply reading, deciphering, measuring, mapping and
drawing out the descriptions as written in the original colonial patents
themselves, that South Nyack Brook was in fact a north and a south border for
the two adjoining properties comprising the first “settled” lands in Rockland
County.
Regarding the mentions of South Nyack Brook as a property line in the patents
(albeit unnamed - typical for brooks cited in land patents in the 17th century):
The following excerpt comes directly from the original colonial patent of Nov.
20, 1671, the second patent that Carteret gave to Jansen, which resides in the
archive of the area’s historical record kept at Columbia University library. This
original second colonial patent describes another brook as the second patent’s
southern border – what we have determined is South Nyack Brook, which is
located precisely today on the same latitudinal line of what was then the north
border (“north side”) of Tappan, just like the following 1671 land patent
describes it:
“…being on the north Side of Tap[p]an [Native American Lenape territory]
adjoining to his [Jansen’s] first plantation [first patent], beginning upon the
Brook at a Red Oak, marked on all four sides running North North East all along
to the River Eighty Chains to a Black Oak marked on all four sides & two notches
from thence Running West North West to the Top of the Mountains fifty Chains
to a stake Planted marked on all four sides thence running South South West on
the Top of the Mountains to another stake marked on all four Sides Eighty
Chains from thence running East South East fifty Chains to the first mentioned
Tree…”
To orient oneself, Carteret used the upland Lenape region called Tappan as a
marker for the start of the southern borders of Jansen’s riverside land. Jansen’s
land lied downhill and east of Tappan, along the Hudson. Jansen’s property
covered what became South Nyack’s riverside lands. Tappan was landlocked
and located further upland over the mountains to the west above what’s now
Piermont, Grand View and part of South Nyack. “Tappan” referred to lands of
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the Native American Lenape tribe. Jansen’s second patent adjoined the
northern border of his first patent, together including essentially what’s now
South Nyack and also what’s now Nyack.
The excerpt below comes directly from the first original colonial patent Carteret
gave to Jansen on April 16, 1671, describing a brook as its southern border what historians have determined was Salisbury Brook, which is located near
“The Bight” at what became the southern border of South Nyack, at what’s now
the western (Rockland County) landing of the Mario M. Cuomo bridge. (The
Salisbury Brook was piped underground sometime near the turn of the last
century and before the early 1950s when construction began on the Thruway):
“Unto Claes Jansen Van Purmarant a Parcell of Land lying upon Hudsons River at
the North end of Tapan. Beginning at a brook running N.N.E forty Chains all
along to the River to a White Oak marked on all four side from thence Running
into the Woods three Skore Chains to the foot of the Mountain to a Red Oak
marked on all four sides from then Running S.S.W. above the Mountain Forty
Chains to a Walnut Tree marked on all four sides with two notches from thence
Running W.N.W. to the first mentioned Tree.”
Converting “chains” to miles, the lengths between Salisbury Brook and South
Nyack Brook of one half a mile (.5 miles) matches the descriptions in the patents
– as does the northern border of the second patent, lying 1 mile north of South
Nyack Brook, or 1.5 miles from Salisbury Brook.
No other streams in the area emptying into the Hudson come close to matching
the distances in concert with the colonial “chains” measurements and the other
border descriptions as they’re described in the original colonial Jansen patents
and the follow-up histories, as do the Salisbury Brook and South Nyack Brook.
For further orientation: This letter to the editor in the July 4, 1891 edition of the
Rockland County Journal describes the Salisbury Brook at the southern border
of South Nyack:
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandctyjournal18910704.2.67&srpos
=81&dliv=none&e=------189-en-20--81-byDA-txt-txIN-Salisbury+------
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And this piece below, researched and written by South Nyack resident and local
historian Win Perry, describes these same borders for the Jansen and other
patents, including that of the Salisbury Brook delineating South Nyack’s
southern border. In separate conversations with Perry, Perry said he agrees that
the South Nyack Brook matches the description of the border and brook in
Jansen’s second patent, and may in fact be said brook. Regardless however of
any uncertainty of the brook being the actual border of one of the patents, it is
an absolute certainty that Salisbury Brook and South Nyack Brook were
included as part of the property within those patents. But there are simply no
other brooks that match so precisely the colonial chains measurements and
landmark descriptions and later analyses in the historical record as do the South
Nyack and Salisbury Brooks: See Perry on the Laroue Patent and "Ould Tappan."

Patents’ word choice: Word choice in the patents was subtle but purposeful,
specifically for understanding where these lands were located. Notably, “north
Side” and “north End” of Tappan, conveyed place; two different places: The
northern (second patent) and southern (first patent) of Jansen’s adjoining
riverside parcels. The reference in the Nov. 20, 1671 (second) patent to the
“north Side of Tapan,” means the southern border of Jansen’s second patent
began latitudinally just over (meaning along or abutting) the northern border of
the Lenape’s native lands (Tappan), if a latitudinal line were drawn down from
the northern tip of those Tappan lands down to the South Nyack riverside.
Whereas the reference in Jansen’s first April 16, 1671 patent to the “north End
of Tapan,” means Jansen’s first riverside property had its southern border along
a latitudinal line that if drawn uphill would intersect within Tappan’s “north
end” at a point on Tappan’s eastern border, south of Tappan’s northern tip or
boundary. So the first patent’s southern border began at a point on a latitudinal
line that intersects with or within Tappan’s “north end” on its eastern border.
All of the aforementioned corresponds neatly to Jansen’s two patents lying
riverside, concurrently, beginning below the north end and north side of
Tappan, along the Hudson River, covering the South Nyack shoreline.
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To further elucidate the location of South Nyack Brook and it’s use as a property
border in the colonial patents, it helps to know that Tappan became a land
patent called the “Tappan Patent,” which Dutch colonists purchased from the
Lenape in a transaction officially finalized in 1686. Historical maps depicting
Tappan and/or the Tappan Patent can, like many maps of the time, be less than
optimally accurate. Nonetheless, some, like those below, can serve as helpful in
orienting oneself, or as general guides. By far, the first one below is the best,
meaning, the most reliably accurate, owing to its age and use of modern map
orientations. Notice how the South Nyack Brook is located precisely on the
same latitudinal line as the north border (“north side”) of Tappan. (Use the
Google map depicting the mouth of the South Nyack Brook in the executive
summary section above to pinpoint the spot on the Hudson River shoreline
where the South Nyack Brook flows into the Hudson [it’s confluence with the
Hudson is at the southernmost part of the second, northernmost bight on the
South Nyack shoreline], and draw a line using your finger up from that shoreline
on the map in the first link below, and you will arrive directly at the north
border of the old colonial region of Tappan.)
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/484e2070-04c2-0134-342b00505686a51c#/?uuid=48c15f50-04c2-0134-813f-00505686a51c
https://untappedcities.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Tappan-Tribe-NYCUntapped-Cities-001.jpg
http://radiantrootsboricuabranches.com/2016/09/
A “History of Rockland County” published in 1886, written and compiled by
Frank Bertangue Green and excerpted below, helps to further orient the
location of South Nyack Brook and it’s use as a property border in the colonial
patents:
Green, F. B. (1886) The history of Rockland County. New York: A.S. Barnes.
[Web.] Retrieved from the Library of Congress, viewed via university consortium
Hathitrust:
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=loc.ark:/13960/t5v69sf17&view=1up&se
q=26&q1=South%20Nyack
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•

•
Page -26In April, 1659, there sailed from Holland in the ship Beaver, a wheelwright,
Claes. Jansen from Purmerend, with his wife, servant and child. For a time
he lived below the present Jersey City, but in 1671, April 16, he obtained
from the Duke of York, to whom Charles II had given the proprietorship of
this with other provinces, a tract of land " lying on the Hudson River at the
north end of Tappan, at a brook, thence northeasterly along the river 40
chains, thence northwesterly 60 chains to the foot of the mountains,
thence south, southwest above the mountains 40 chains, thence south,
southeast to the river at the point of the beginning, containing 240 acres.
Also another tract lying on the north side of the above, running northerly
along the river 80 chains, then west, northwest 50 chains to the top of the
mountains, thence south, southwest over the mountains 80 chains, thence
south, southeast to the river 50 chains, to the place of beginning." This
property, covering largely what is now the corporate limits of South Nyack
from the Bight to near De Pew's brook, was the first settled tract of land in
Rockland County after the departure of De Vries.

Note: The historical record of all places is often sprinkled with a few mistakes,
sometimes minor, sometimes major; owing to confusion of the historian, false
memories or incorrect directions or descriptions from sources entered
mistakenly into the history or narrative. All histories also have some degree of
error owing from nonexistent details in the historical record, which sometimes
leads to faulty assumptions. We found what appears to be a directional
mistake, for instance, from the office of colonial Governor Carteret in the writeup of the first Jansen patent, which no one until now has mentioned: The
governor (or his scribe) writes “W.N.W.” for the last segment of the rectangular
shape of the property, when he assuredly meant to write “E.N.E.” That’s
because when drawing this out, going E.N.E. marries the southern border to the
property’s starting point, whereas going W.N.W. is non-sensical, and would
leave the southern section borderless.
Historians point out that Green seems to have emphasized the South Nyack
location of Jansen’s patents as the primary area the patents covered, while
deemphasizing or not explicitly mentioning the fact Jansen’s northern patent
included a good portion, and likely all, of what became riverside Nyack, as well.
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His description of Jansen’s second patent ending north of but “near De Pew’s
Brook,” now called Nyack Brook, stretches the meaning of “near” to the
breaking point and has been determined by historians to be a mistake, as the
chains measurements place the second patent’s northern reach ending 6 to 11
blocks (over a half a mile to nearly a mile) north of Nyack Brook, near Nyack’s
border with the Village of Upper Nyack, depending on where one is standing
along the lowest, easternmost portion of Nyack Brook’s course near the Hudson
River shoreline.
Other historical accounts make the wholly false mistake of citing only Nyack as
the area the patents comprised. Some historians were less than precise when
describing other patentholders during Jansen’s time (Paulsen; Dows) who held
claim to Nyack lands to the north of Jansen’s, but failed to explain those lands
were mostly not on the riverside, they were west of where Jansen’s Nyack
riverside lands lied, located uphill in what became Nyack’s business district
along South Broadway. But what Green gets correct is that the two Jansen
patents did cover the entire South Nyack riverside; and he was semi-accurate
but incomplete in alluding to the fact the patents also covered at least goodly
portions of Nyack’s riverside.
In actual fact, Jansen’s lands included for 13 years the entirety of both South
Nyack and Nyack’s riverside lands: “It is clear from later deeds that Jansen's
property extended from the Bight to Hook Mountain,” Perry, the South Nyack
historian points out. “His sale of the Tallman farm comprising one-fourth of the
Village of Nyack by "a certain Dutch instrument" is well explained by George
Budke in Old Nyack.”
Budke’s “Old Nyack” – “An Illustrated Historical Sketch of Nyack-on-the-Hudson
- is considered the indispensable gold standard of Nyack history and continues
to be the official source of Nyack’s past, and is still the official account used by
the historical societies of Rockland County. That’s because Budke and his cocontributor, J. Elmer Christie, did an excellent job of expanding upon and
clearing up some of the confusing narratives spun in earlier histories like those
of Green and Arthur S. Tompkins, by precisely laying out the details of land
purchases in clipped short sentences, built from first digging into the accurate
and appropriate sources, then synthesizing those details and thereafter clearly
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explaining them in easy-to-understand, familiar tones in plain-spoken,
unadorned English.
It’s evident for instance from Budke’s history that Jansen’s sale of “one-fourth
of the Village of Nyack,” which was finalized in 1684 to Dowe Tallman - who
may have been the first “true” settler (see note below) in Rockland County comes from well within the mile-long reach north of Jansen’s second patent. So
Jansen’s second patent extended from South Nyack Brook far into Nyack
proper: Taking the chains measurement, the northern border of Jansen’s second
patent ended near Nyack’s northern border: either at today’s Fifth Avenue; or
directly at the border with Upper Nyack, along the southern third of today’s
Congregation Sons of Israel synagogue. This is determined from taking the
“chains” measurement in the original second patent and converting it to
feet/miles: where 80 chains equal 1 mile. The aforementioned range takes into
account post-patent, manmade changes to the shoreline that occurred over the
centuries affecting the current map of the area, and what could have been a
more straight-line assessment taken in the 17th century chains measurements in
which the organic contours of the shoreline were perhaps less than precisely
measured. Tallman’s sliver of Nyack riverfront included what’s now Nyack
Brook, which was then called “Mill Brook,” after Tallman built a mill aside it
some months or years after 1684. Jansen’s son, meanwhile, Cornelius Cooper,
inherited Jansen’s lands after his father’s death in 1688. Over the next few years
- first by purchase of a 150-acre tract from Tunis Van Houten, and second from a
government grant - Cooper ended up owning “all the river frontage from the
Bight to the Hook, except for the farm his father had sold to Dowe Tallman,”
wrote Budke and Christie in “Old Nyack” in 1928.
Note: The words “settled tracts” was a loose phrase used in earlier recorded
histories of these lands. Jansen was in fact largely an absentee landowner; his
children would inherit and later live on some of the properties: Cornelius
Cooper specifically settled in Upper Nyack (near the aforementioned “Hook,”
meaning “Hook Mountain,” the big cliff-sided ridge that juts eastward into the
Hudson along the western shoreline, which the Dutch humorously called
“Tedious Point” - a presumed reference to the mountain being in the constant
sightlines of early rowers or sailors on a windy, tidal Hudson. The elements can
require a lot of effort and time when the goal is to pass, or get around the Hook.
Note the term “settled” also dismissively and pejoratively disregards the fact
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that all “American” lands were solely Native American before the Europeans
arrived.
The Brook Gets a Name:
Two centuries later, throughout at least the late 1800s, the unnamed stream in
Jansen’s patent became known as Voorhis’ Brook, named so for Commodore
William Voorhis, the founding father of all the Nyacks and at the time the owner
of the lands east of Piermont Avenue through which the brook flows and
empties into the Hudson.
Voorhis (1819 – 1890) was a shipbuilder: He built the first modern, doublehulled catamaran, a vanguard prototype of today’s passenger ferry. He was also
a Union-supporting War Democrat; an ally of Abraham Lincoln; and creator of
the first public water works and gas utility for all of the Nyacks. Historian Myra
Starr describes Voorhis as “really a leader in developing Nyack and making civic
improvements. He helped bring the community into the 20th century.”
https://s3.amazonaws.com/nyack-historical-society/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/22214931/Newsletter2015Fall-Winter1.pdf
Voorhis lived and worked in South Nyack, occupying two buildings beginning in
the 1880s with adjoining property lines: an office; and a separate residence
called Riverside. Both are historic, beautiful Queen Anne-style buildings which
still stand today beside one another along the Hudson River on the east side of
Piermont Avenue. Voorhis’ Brook, as it was called in the commodore’s time, still
flows through the property that was Voorhis’ residence at 149-157 Piermont
Avenue. The stream runs eastward along its southern lot line on land now
owned by the Living Christ Church, flowing south of the old Voorhis’ residence,
which the church calls “the Olson Center,” and courses into the Hudson in the
southeast corner of the property there.
Voorhis’ Brook was also known for burbling aside the home of the first Sunday
school in all of the Nyacks: Sally Hart, the enterprising daughter of a
Presbyterian Elder named Robert Hart, pioneered the Sunday school - a new
idea at the time - in the region, according to a 1902 published history of
Rockland County that covers the area up to the end of the 19th century. The
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writer calls the brook by the name it was referred to at the time the book was
published in 1902, saying Hart started her first class “in the little schoolhouse
near the outlet of Voorhis’ brook, Piermont Avenue,… [in about 1813]… and…
the Presbyterian Sunday school has continued until now [1902]… Other Sunday
schools followed and the existence of the churches today is owing to these
nurseries of religious thought.” So it was eloquently written in Editor Arthur S.
Tompkins’ 1902 illustrated history: “Historical Record to the Close of the
Nineteenth Century of Rockland County, New York.”
https://archive.org/details/historicalrecord00tomp/page/n5/mode/2up?q=%22
Voorhis%27+brook%22
Remnants of such endeavors: wood platforms, iron piping and stonework,
whether from the Sunday school, mill works, shipbuilding, well house or a mix
of the four, can still be found around the Olson Center site, particularly near the
southeastern corner of the property.
Directly below is a photograph of the small but intricately built riverside
structure, which occupied the southeast corner of Voorhis’ property (and at the
time the 1927 photograph was taken, Sterling Tompkins’ property) aside
Voorhis’ Brook. This surely is the 1813 Sunday school. Although it may have also
served other streamside endeavors, the building is identical to the typical oneroom schoolhouse of the 1800s: Notice the river-facing second floor (or attic)
windows and what seems a schoolhouse bell tower atop the roof characteristics which replicate in structure and detail the schoolhouses of the
day. The design points to the intentions of the builder regarding the purpose of
the structure as a more reflective space than usually would be rendered for a
typical mill or shipyard shack:
https://nyheritage.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/nyacklib/id/1073/rec/
1
Here is an edit of the digital copy of the photo above focusing on the small
building, which looks similar to the typical one-room schoolhouse of the 1800s,
in the southeast corner of Voorhis’ property where the Voorhis’ Brook meets
the Hudson River:
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It’s uncertain precisely what was meant by the historian who wrote that the
location of the schoolhouse was “near the outlet of Voorhis’ brook, Piermont
Avenue,” as to whether “outlet” referred to the confluence of the brook and the
Hudson River, w/ Piermont Avenue mentioned as the nearest street or place of
orientation; or if “outlet” was intended in a more technical sense, not as the
final outlet of the stream at its confluence with the Hudson River, but at a point
upstream on the east or west side of Piermont Avenue where the “outlet” of
the brook referred to its passing under the road through the stone and brick
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culvert/bridge there. The following maps from 1859 and 1876 respectively
below, however, show no structures that one might reasonably judge as very
near the corners made by the brook and Piermont Avenue. While the 1859 map
does show the brothers “J.&J. Hart” owning land west of Piermont Avenue
along the brook, there is no telltale black square denoting a building aside their
name on the map. Given the use of uphill landmarks used in earlier centuries to
orientate readers; and given the fact “outlet” in these earlier days nearly always
meant at the confluence with a larger body of water; and given the fact that no
culvert was mentioned in the description; and also given that fact that portions
of foundational remnants of what appears a similar-sized structure still lay on
those riverside grounds; and given the photographic evidence below showing a
replicate representation of what was described in the historical record as a 19thcentury schoolhouse, the location of the Sunday school seems nearly certainly
to have been in this southeast corner of the property where the South Nyack
Brook empties into the Hudson River:
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/484e2070-04c2-0134-342b00505686a51c#/?uuid=48c15f50-04c2-0134-813f-00505686a51c
https://cdm16694.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/larc/id/2175
Another Name Change
It’s assumed the stream began to lose its old associations and received its
modern moniker - “South Nyack Brook” - from village residents some years after
Voorhis’ death near the turn of the last century. The switch may have begun at
an earlier point, perhaps after the Village of South Nyack was incorporated in
1878, but it should be noted that historian Tompkins still referred to the stream
in 1902 as “Voorhis’ brook” in his illustrated history.
That said, the first mention of “South Nyack Brook” we found in the historical
record occurred some years later, in 1932, in a newspaper article citing upland
village drainage problems that, according to several property owners and
members of the village board, were manmade, caused by the earlier piping and
redirection of the brook’s watershed upstream near its headwaters on South
Mountain, to make room for houses and roads:
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“South Nyack Brook Ready For Cleanout,” screams the 1932 headline on page 3
of the Rockland County Evening Journal/Nyack Daily News, which is subheaded: “Rooney Estate Stream Gets Attention of Board; Gurnee Solves
Problem.” –
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=ieadbehj19321123.1.3&e=------193-en20--1-byDA.rev-txt-txIN-Rooney+brook----1932-Excerpt:
“Drainage problems in the Brookside-Clinton [A]venue region occupied the
attention of the South Nyack Board of Trustees last night. A.J. Bryant and
Marshall Rooney evinced a desire to work with the village in the project
cleaning out the brook through the John M. Rooney estate, for which Mr. Bryant
spoke. It was agreed to share the burden of preliminary work to determine the
final expense. There was a difference of opinion as to the location of blame for
the clogged condition of the brook, which was enclosed in pipe several years
ago to extend the useful area of the property. The now-covered stream runs
diagonally from Brookside [A]venue a few hundred feet east of Hillside
[A]venue toward the corner of Clinton and Piermont [A]venues [Editor’s note:
this is a confusing and inaccurate description of the brook’s course], passing
under the Rooney barn and a few private garages back of Clinton [A]venue…
“Mr. Bryant contended that the village was partly responsible by reason of
diverting an extra flow of water from Hillside into the brook. Mayor Baldwin
answered that this addition to the brook had been equaled by diversion of
water from the stream into storm sewers above Brookside [A]venue.
“All parties agreed that the ideal solution would be for the property owners to
apply the money they would pay for any extensive cleaning of the
brook channel to the extension of the Brookside [A]venue storm sewer to
Franklin [S]treet. The sewer extension would leave the brook to carry little or no
water and would not be used in the village drainage system at all. This plan,
however, was found to be impracticable at present because of the village's lack
of funds for the $3,000 job.
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“GURNEE SOLVES PROBLEM The suggestion of Trustee Raymond D. Gurnee was
finally adopted as a temporary solution. He will borrow a 150-foot jointed
instrument used by plumbers to locate stoppage and when the obstruction has
been found, a hole can be dug to see how big the clogged area is. One village
man and a privately employed laborer will start work tomorrow morning.
Another conference between the village board and the Rooney estate will be
held to determine the course of action when it is found what work is needed.
Dennis Slade, of Brookside [A]venue, also entered a complaint about the
drainage, directing his attack on the pipe from the north gutter down to the
brook. Children have clogged this duct with bricks. He was told that the pipe
would be cleaned at the same time as work on the brook, and he was also
assured by Trustee Gurnee that children caught clogging the pipe would receive
severe treatment. One youngster has already been collared for stuffing bricks
and rocks into the pipe, which will be equipped with a grating after it Is
cleared.”
The above article does a lot of things: It names the stream; emphasizes its
importance as the village’s main artery of drainage; underlines the negative
consequences of manmade intervention, re: piping, redirecting, adding to, and
constricting the stream’s flow, because doing so causes flooding.
It also, albeit a bit indirectly, points to the fact that the South Nyack Brook
flowed above ground up on South Mountain, uphill and west of the (current
and) original Hillside Avenue, a road which used to run where the Thruway does
now. This confirmation comes specifically from mentions by the board and the
residents of the “north gutter” connection to the brook; the water coming to
the stream from “above Brookside,” and the “extra flow of water from Hillside
into the brook” in the above article.
And the piece also shows how both lack of real expertise and funds for
municipal drainage systems, in combination with landowners’ desires for
optimal square footage, regardless of suitability amid the forces of nature,
exacerbates drainage problems. No one at the time seemed to grasp that the
brook was indeed the main artery of drainage for the whole village, because it
cut a path at lowest elevation into the land over millennia and was spring-fed.
Without such understanding, village decisionmakers failed to realize they were
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often fighting hopelessly against nature and irrevocable facts: For instance,
because it was spring-fed and the main artery of the watershed, the trustees
and residents’ “ideal solution” described in the article - where the brook would
“carry little or no water” via a single sewer extension, was the opposite of
“ideal”: It was fatally flawed, because it was totally wrong.
The article also unfortunately gives an imprecise description of the course of the
brook, describing its piped and above-ground flow inaccurately as heading
toward the intersection of Clinton and Piermont, which both modern GPS and
all the historical maps of the brook make clear it does not and did not. Although
an aquifer did once rise above ground for a short distance until it was piped in
the 1880s much further to the east near the Hudson and formed a streamlet
branch of the South Nyack Brook that flowed northeast and diagonally, and
emerged above ground from near the corner of Clinton and Piermont Avenues:
That groundwater-fed streamlet coursed from the northeast corner property
line of 219 Piermont across what is now the Voorhis Point neighborhood
common area or “green,” and continued through what is now the HollmannKite’s property at 11 Voorhis Point into the main branch of the South Nyack
Brook just west of its confluence with the Hudson. The reporter at the time,
whose description was woefully inaccurate, likely took the word of neighbors
regarding the course of the stream and neither walked its path nor consulted
maps showing its true flow. (Deadlines and over-valuing sources’ memories
over source materials often mar accuracy; although source materials, as we’ve
found out, can also be wrong.)
The piece above also repeats several inaccurate albeit perhaps well-meaning
claims intended to assuage the private landowner, made by South Nyack Mayor
Ralph U. Baldwin at the time: 1.) That diverting drainage from Hillside Avenue
had not increased the drainage burden on the brook, because, he claimed, the
addition of the waters running alongside, across and down Hillside had been
equaled by diversion of water from the stream into storm sewers “above
Brookside Ave.” The accurate part of that statement places the watershed
origins of South Nyack Brook “above Brookside Ave,” meaning further
northwest uphill, which is true (we’ll address that in later paragraphs). But the
mayor’s description of a zero-net result on drainage amounts from various
piped diversions, was wrong. The constricting actions of the piping and
diversions in fact both created and added to the drainage problems in the
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corridor. The problems began when the natural course of the brook was buried
in pipe on what became John M. Rooney’s property because it was viewed then
as a “problem” that prevented buyers/sellers/owners from maximizing the lot’s
size. “The brook… was enclosed in pipe to extend the useful area of the
property,” was how the article put it. Nonetheless, the engineered system
resulted in flooding at the property at 65 Brookside, which was owned in 1932
by the estate of John M. Rooney. (The property is now owned by the Town of
Orangetown but for the last 20 years until April 1, 2022, was owned by the
former Village of South Nyack’s Department of Public Works.) So when it rained
in 1932 in South Nyack, the volume of stormwater, which naturally flowed
downhill from South Mountain into the South Nyack Brook, had less space to
flow through where it was piped. Hence: flooding at Rooney’s.
2.) Plus, the diversions Mayor Baldwin mentioned did in fact increase the
drainage burden of the brook, because the storm sewers he cited directed
waters coming from above Brookside Avenue, as they do now, right back into
the South Nyack Brook, downstream, and partly in constricted, manmade piped
channels versus the natural streambed. Specifically, those waters flow
eventually into a catch basin on the north side of South Franklin Street via the
piped channels; natural contour and graded surfaces; and catch basin drainage
pathways that come downhill from above Brookside: Both stormwater and
spring water flow all the way from Elysian Avenue downhill, zig-zagging south
and east along the street and catch basin grid to course into a catch basin that’s
plugged into the piped brook on the west side of South Franklin Street, just
south of where Brookside Avenue ends and runs into South Franklin, (between
188 and 194 S. Franklin St.; please see map above). So the basins “above
Brookside” fed the brook downstream at the time, as they do now.
And 3.) The full “sewer extension” to Franklin, which would take over five years
and depression-era WPA money and manpower to complete, only added to the
drainage waters the South Nyack Brook carries, due to the building of
impervious road surfaces and piping of runoff on and above and below Hillside
on South Mountain into the brook, as the village changed surfaces from gravel
to more impervious paved roads in the 1930s.
The two key attributes though that the village elders continued to fail to
understand about the village watershed, and many still don’t realize to this day
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is: They’ve failed to grasp the spring-fed nature of the brook; and they have
seemed oblivious to the fact that South Nyack Brook’s streambed cuts through
the hamlet’s land at the lowest elevation.
Nonetheless, the truth is that: 1.) The waters feeding the brook are spring-fed and therefore never freeze and never stop flowing (more on this later in the
hydrology section). So the notion that the emergent stormwater system the
village was slowly constructing at the time could alleviate the brook of all its
waters and drainage was simply wrong; it would not and did not and could not.
Yet to this day, even residents who live or work near the South Nyack Brook
believe it to be dry, even though this is totally untrue: Simply going and looking
at the brook where it flows above ground during dry spells in all seasons makes
clear it is never dry. It is not normally a raging river, true. And one has to get
down sometimes very close to the banks of the brook in dry seasons in various
sections where fallen leaves obscure views and where the streambed cuts deep
crevasses, like near the South Broadway culvert, in order to see it’s constant,
trickling flow. And “trickling” is the standard description for the vast majority of
springs: Aquifers and their springs produce constant trickles or burbles of water.
Most are not pressurized geysers or massive deluges. Geysers are the rarest of
the rare type of sprung groundwater. And the typical trickle of spring-fed
streams is deceiving regarding springs’ production volumes: The trickle one sees
equates with the production of massive amounts of water, very quickly;
generally, gallons per minute. But again, our field work has included checking
the flows of the South Nyack Brook many times in multiple sections and in all
four seasons in varying conditions, both during extended dry condition fire
warnings and otherwise, and it’s clear from our study: The South Nyack Brook
constantly flows and it never freezes: It is a spring-fed brook.
And, 2.) Drainage and spring water from South Mountain flowed naturally, both
before and after human engineering of the watershed, from multiple streams
flowing variously southeastward and northeastward into South Nyack Brook,
coursing downhill and generally southeastward along and across Hillside
Avenue, from as far north as Elysian Avenue and into the White Avenue,
Brookside Avenue, Clinton Street and South Franklin Street drainage corridors;
and from as far south as 130 Hillside/9W. And that’s because those were and
are the downhill contours of lowest elevation of the earth and roads, and hence
the path of least resistance for the water to take. All the trustees had done in
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the 1930s was to engage in what were essentially piecemeal workarounds. In
trying to satisfy one landowner’s desire to bury a stream to get more land, that
piping effort instead constricted its flow to the point it would clog easily and
flood the property; then by diverting even more Hillside waters to its flow,
whether realizing it or not, they exacerbated the problem via further manmade
interventions.
Even so, it’s important to point out, the flooding incidents in the 1930s in the
vicinity of Brookside were isolated and few; that’s how they were in fact
described in the newspaper accounts, and that’s how they remain; they are
nothing compared to the chronic and continuing, property-damaging flooding
which has plagued the highly engineered Village of Nyack’s “Nyack Brook.” To
that point: The clogging and flooding subsided at 65 Brookside and vicinity as
more, and importantly in some cases, larger, pipes were installed – those
carrying the brook’s water specifically, and those in the stormwater channels
between conduits and catch basins in that particular stormwater corridor. And
tellingly, the village stopped piping the brook in its downstream course at a
point between the backyards at 9 and 11 Brookside Ave., where South Nyack
Brook emerges above ground from a huge pipe installed in the 1930s east of
South Franklin Street, at about the center of the residential backyard block of
Brookside, Clinton, South Franklin and South Broadway, because it became
obvious that previous piping had caused more problems than it fixed. The
mayor did well to put a grate over top of the end run of one of the rills uphill
above and west of Hillside Avenue to protect the portals into the underground
stream and stormwater channels there. (A “rill” is an open-topped manmade
cement gutter that sits in the ground; essentially a cement streambed with
concrete banks.) The catch basin grate, while imperfect like all grates, helps to
keep some debris, whether put there by ne’er-do-wells or nature, from clogging
the subterranean stormwater pathways that head downhill from the hillside
into the brook. Yet even without the additions of more waters into the piped
system back then, waters from South Mountain made and still make their
natural way today down and across Hillside through the drainage system and
into South Nyack Brook, because that was and is the path of lowest elevation
and least resistance, both engineered and not. The water goes where it wants to
go, and it has always come down South Mountain alongside Hillside Avenue first over it and since the 1930s, under it – into the brook. And in more recent
times, water still follows that earlier laid, still remaining legacy route, as well as
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through the new pathways, conduits and pipes, flowing downhill and under the
Thruway and into the brook.
Another truth the trustees and the residents apparently could not wholly see
nor understand, given their mentions of “extra flow of water from Hillside,”
were that such flows were all part of the village watershed – the same system of
uphill streams and aquifers emanating from South Mountain that, by the nature
of the steep upland contours and grade of the roads, and streamflow from the
watershed over the millennia, all flowed toward and into the South Nyack
Brook, precisely because its streambed cuts a path into the earth at the lowest
elevation compared to the lands around it, flowing eastward and downhill
through the center of the village.
There are in fact four existing streamways up on South Mountain, the
northernmost three of which still flow constantly above ground and below,
because again, they’re spring-fed, flowing from above South Boulevard down to
Hillside into South Nyack Brook (above-ground portions are pictured in blue on
the map). The two blue lines closest to one another are two branches of South
Nyack Brook that have been piped and channeled into two concrete swales
which are technically called artificial “rills” – the older of which was variously
referred to in the newspaper record as an “aqueduct,” “open pipe,” “north
gutter” or “duct” - which lie below the lands of the former Nyack College, and
act to channel spring and storm water from the rocky eastern slopes of South
Mountain. (There is a third, northernmost rill nearby the two closely placed,
spring-fed rills, which like the others runs downhill from the Longview Court
apartments to Hillside Avenue, but it is dry.) Specifically, the northernmost of
the two wet rills below Longview depicted on the map in blue directs water
down from the south end of the Longview Court apartments, and the
southernmost swale of the side-by-side set directs water down from the north
end of 11 Fern Avenue; both into very deep basins on the west side of Hillside
Avenue. From there, the waters go under and across the Thruway via a large
pipe to Cooper Drive; then down Clinton Avenue; then down the west side of
Piermont Avenue; until the waters spill into the South Nyack Brook from pipes
with outlets on the southwest side inside the culvert bridge over the stream
under Piermont Avenue, near the northeast corner of 200 Piermont.
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Spring waters and drainage flow beneath the cement channel of the
southernmost rill of the close-together set - one can hear the rush or babble of
water underneath the rill. Although the spring-fed water flows below the
cement bottom of the southernmost rill, stormwater courses overtop the rill
bottom when it rains. (Similarly, spring water constantly flows both through but
also under the big cement pipe outfall where the South Nyack Brook emerges
above ground in the residential backyards between 11 and 9 Brookside. [Uphill
rusty cast iron piping can tint the trickle of outfall water orange in dry spells.])
Both rills and a third branch of the South Nyack Brook to the north uphill near
20 Hillside Avenue next to the “Village of South Nyack” sign, spill into deep
underground channels, where some piped connections cross under the Thruway
to Cooper Drive, and some continue flowing downhill southeast under Hillside
Avenue until they turn east at pipes strapped under the Franklin Street
Extension overpass (sometimes called “Road F”) above the Thruway. Some of
that water, which converges from north and south into the Franklin Street
extension catch basin system - flowing north down 9W from 130 9W/Hillside
Avenue; and coming south southeast down Hillside Avenue from a very deep,
underground vertical channel at its intersection with South Highland Avenue,
despite the road grade above the ground of Hillside being uphill in the first feet
near that northern intersection - is purported to be diverted into the Thruway’s
underground trunk line from the southeast corner of Road F/Franklin Avenue
Extension and 9W/Hillside. However, there are no final plans that confirm that
that was actually done. And during dry times, the catch basin positioned to
divert water to the western Thruway trunk line, as depicted in hand-drawn draft
plans, is dry, despite its purported connections to pipes that have constant
flows of spring water going through them during arid weather. And while one of
the pipes under Road F empties into a grassy open swale on the southeastern
side of the extension (which becomes a mosquito-infested, flooded swamp in
times of moderate rain), between the Thruway and the 9W off-ramp where 9W
meets South Franklin Street, at least one drainage pipe strapped under the
Franklin Street overpass and connected to the Franklin Street Extension catch
basin system, empties eventually into the South Nyack Brook via a deep
porthole-style, cavern-like trench below a catch basin on the southeast corner
of South Franklin and Clinton Streets (please see map). The catch basins at the
Hillside/Franklin Avenue Extension on the eastside corners of the intersection,
meanwhile, are also very vertically deep and appear to contain overflow piping
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meant to divert high water through the drainage pipe (or pipes; there appear to
be two) strapped under the overpass which ports water into the South Nyack
Brook system, as well.
The Problem with Municipal Drainage Maps
It's important to understand that most municipal and state drainage maps and
design plans are incomplete and inaccurate, despite the fact the EPA has since
1985 slowly phased-in requirements that force states to require some of their
municipalities to map portions of their Municipal Separate Stormwater Systems
(MS4s). That’s because mapping is required of only the “outfalls” of the
drainage systems: meaning where the open ends of pipes discharge stormwater
directly into Waters of the United States, which are all waters that could be
used for interstate or foreign commerce, including all tributaries of such waters;
or navigable waters of the United States, which are waters merely impacted by
the tide, and/or rivers, streams lakes or the like that were once, are, or could
be, navigable. (The South Nyack Brook is defined as a tidal tributary of the
Hudson River, for instance, and therefore is considered both a water and
navigable water of the United States regulated under the jurisdiction of the
Clean Water Act (CWA) and the federal agencies that regulate and enforce the
Act, which are the EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers. Also: The South Nyack
Brook’s waters and surrounding lands within thousands of square feet of the
brook are also wetlands by definition, according to both federal and state law.
More on that later in the “Regulation of the South Nyack Brook” section.) But
back to the problem with drainage maps:
Besides the outlet exception, the MS4 map requirement is further watered
down (excuse the pun) by the fact that the bulk of the regulation covers
urbanized areas (UAs), defined as municipalities with populations of at least
50,000. While states can designate smaller locales to produce maps - and in our
case, nearly all of Rockland County is under automatic MS4 designation - that’s
only for outfalls, which though obviously important, represent usually about
one-tenth of a municipality’s drainage system.
But the inaccuracy of most maps mainly persists not wholly because of the
outfall exception, but primarily because the first sewer systems, which were
combined stormwater and human waste systems built in the villages in the
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1800s, remain underground, and their pathways and just precisely how they
interact with the modern drainage systems that were built in piecemeal add-ons
since, remain undocumented, and are still not well understood. There is both a
lack of documentation, fieldwork analysis and money to make these systems
more transparent to the public and the powers that be. In fact, every system in
this and all of the state’s villages and across the country began as what’s known
as combined sewer systems (CSOs), where both human waste and stormwater
used the same pipes, and which deposited all of each into our waterways
through piped outfalls to the fairly obvious detriment to human and
environmental health. Yet even when the country got serious about tackling the
CSO issue in the 1960s, the huge expense involved with fully remedying the
situation via completely physically separating the stormwater system from the
sewage system, prevented most municipalities and their leaders - who neither
had enough insight into their existing systems nor the money needed to do the
proper work to both understand the problems and pay for the changes - from
doing the required work. This has resulted in patchwork systems throughout
our villages which persist today: The main reasons rainstorms still cause sewage
overflows, known as Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSOs) in our villages, is because
there are 1.) old combined sewer and stormwater pipes which remain
interconnected with newer, “separate” pipes, and 2.) there are sewer and
stormwater pipes in close proximity that share the same underground conduits.
While all the Nyacks claim they operate separate stormwater and sewer
systems, such claims are essentially unverifiable and, according to the state, not
wholly true, as the link below this paragraph makes clear. Not to single out our
local villages though; this is an endemic municipal challenge that due to expense
and lack of clarity into the systems’ infrastructure and problems, persists
throughout pockets of the country, particularly so in regions like New England
and the Northeast, where legacy systems are among the oldest. Most of what
the state deems in the link below as “illegal” connections between stormwater
and sewer systems represent remnants of legacy combined systems, which
predate the regulations and laws meant to mitigate the problems combined
systems create. Awareness by local leaders of such “illegal” stormwater-sewer
connections can also be limited by a lack of transparency into their particular
subterranean situations, often through incomplete or inaccurate documentation
or inadequate field work. The passage of a century and a half of time can cloud
any picture:
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https://dos.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2019/05/nyacksii.pdf
The point of bringing this up is to illustrate how marked the difference is
between what’s actually going on underground and what’s supposed to be. In
our field work, in which we physically went out and mapped the entire village
watershed that involves South Nyack Brook, where we stuck our head into
every catch basin, culvert, swale, rill, stormwater and stream path from South
Mountain to the Hudson River, both when it rained and then again during dry
spells in the summer, fall, winter and spring: The actuality of what I found in the
field was very different and/or completely missing from the state’s drainage and
stream maps of today and yesteryear. For instance, one of the connections still
carrying waters from South Mountain to the South Nyack Brook from the rills,
down under Hillside Avenue and under the Thruway to Cooper Drive (see map),
predates the beginning of the construction of the Thruway and the old Tappan
Zee Bridge in the early 1950s. Yet this lateral, transverse pipe appears on no
maps nor narratives from either the plans of the original Thruway nor those of
the new Mario M. Cuomo bridge: Yet it’s there, still doing its job. There is also a
similar transverse pipe that crosses under the Thruway at the corner where
Clinton Avenue meets Cooper Drive confirmed by green spray paint (municipal
color code for stormwater) with arrows pointing in both uphill and downhill
directions from a stormwater manhole feet from the sound barrier separating
the Thruway from residential Cooper Drive. These are far from the only
examples: Improvements to highways and municipal stormwater systems nearly
always are add-ons that must include at least portions of legacy drainage
systems because of the otherwise costly and onerous excavation work and
myriad jurisdictional entanglements required with scrapping the old system
entirely. Whereas, it’s much more practical to connect portions of the legacy
system to the newer network.
While remote sensing, non-destructive pipe tracking devices have long existed
that local governments can deploy to find locations and pathways of
underground pipes, using cameras or signal transmitting via pencil-thin probes
or tracer tape, such tools are generally only used piecemeal, for isolated
problems like floods or clogging, as these are expensive services requiring
municipalities to hire third-party providers who execute the specifically
contracted work in the field at taxpayers’ expense. Any initial willingness among
local leaders to map a village’s - much less town’s - entire drainage system
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therefore is often sapped by the expense involved with such a big project,
without the urgency or obvious need of a specific, isolated, identified problem
or emergency. Hence the reliance on inaccurate maps.
Also, it’s important to know that many of the manholes one sees in the streets
represent interconnections or transverse pathways of stormwater drainage
pipes throughout the watershed and this is certainly true of manholes found in
South Nyack at the westernmost ends of Elysian Avenue, Maple Street, Ross
Avenue and Cooper Drive (please see map), where stormwater is received from
Hillside from under the Thruway, via pipes, catch basins and/or conduits that
are accessible from manholes, which are directly in line with preexisting
Thruway and village channels, in which catch basins along the Thruway line up
directly to manholes just east of the Thruway sound barrier on these streets.
Manholes provide access to drainage, sewer and water pipes underground.
“Rules of thumb” for identification of which manholes provide access to which
systems, however, such as diameter, are practically useless without actually
opening the heavy iron lids off and peeking into the darkness, which as civilians
we are not allowed to do. Many portals and conduits were installed pre-code
when there was less standardization and so measuring the diameter of
manholes cannot be used to accurately identify the type of utility pipes that ride
underneath them. And while modern code has all sorts of rule requirements
regarding placements of new pipes with these differing purposes to protect the
health of citizens and health of the system, grandfathered legacy infrastructure
often contradicts modern code and its intentions to distance water from
stormwater from sewer pipes, so many of those old, too close placements
remain in portions of many villages and towns in the Northeast. So often, these
pipes ride the same underground conduits in close proximity, and their
manholes above the asphalt often provide access to them all. (The modern code
for space requirements is full of exceptions too, however.)
But at least two manholes at the western ends of Elysian and White Avenues
make it obvious that the conduit underneath the manhole covers is for
drainage, and that this drainage flows into channels on the avenues that come
downhill under the Thruway from Hillside Avenue. We know this because each
of the old manhole lids were manufactured to have holes in them: a telltale sign
they are for drainage, not human waste. The drainage manholes just east of the
sound barrier that separates South Nyack’s residential avenues from the
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Thruway are also directly in line with the deep catch basins on Hillside and the
catch basins on the Thruway (please see map).
As you can see from the map, portions of spring and stormwater flow into the
South Nyack Brook from as far southwest as 229 South Boulevard and as far
southeast as 275 Piermont Avenue; and as far northwest as 74 South Highland
Avenue (just southeast of the latter address). The main drainage corridors
downhill and east of the Thruway stretch from 91 Elysian Avenue down to 275
Piermont Avenue. These corridors cover Elysian Avenue to the Franklin Avenue
Extension; and 149-157 Piermont Avenue to Washington Avenue; and from 177
South Highland Avenue at the edge of South Mountain to the Hudson River.
South Nyack Brook’s Headwaters
While much of the uphill section near the eastern peaks of South Mountain has
been buried, piped, rilled, swaled and culverted, one can still see evidence of
the South Nyack Brook’s mountain headwaters, namely old springs and
streambeds (well holes and well houses; and organic, meandering indentations
in the ground flanked by stones and boulders) coming downhill from South
Mountain in various places (the following exhaustive list owes to the wide and
productive watershed of the mountainside): Particularly from the wooded
rocky mountains above and behind the south side of former college's Simpson
Hall at 65 South Boulevard; as well as angling east northeast downhill to South
Boulevard both from the front doors and north section of Simpson; and coming
from the mountain downhill to South Boulevard from the south side of the
former Pardington Hall at 45 South Boulevard; coming southwest from South
Mountain downhill all along South Highland; coming from a streambed cut
through the mountains behind the former Christie Hall (at 31 South Boulevard)
down toward South Boulevard aside the south end of Christie to Upland Drive;
coming down from South Mountain behind Christie on its north side to Upland
Drive; coming down from South Mountain to South Highland Avenue on either
side of the former Shuman Hall (186 South Highland) down to Upland Drive;
between Upland Drive and along the south side of Highland Avenue; as well as
angling northeast downhill from just east of the old gazebo toward the corner
of Highland and South Boulevard; and coming from the north end in back of the
apartment building at 8 South Boulevard down to Terrace Drive between 22
and 24 Terrace; and coming from between the back of the 10
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and 12 South Boulevard apartment buildings down to Terrace Drive between 24
and 26 Terrace.
(Again, we apologize for this and other long or exhaustive lists herein, including
directions or addresses, but it’s unfortunately necessary to employ such
specificity and minutiae of detail in order to prove without doubt that our
research and findings are sufficiently valid. Our precise but encompassing
efforts are evidentiary and aimed at uncovering, profiling and certifying this
important and heretofore, never-fully-studied natural resource.)
More old streambed evidence downhill, when looking uphill from the north
ends of Oakwood Drive and Fern Avenue, seems to show how two branches of
the South Nyack Brook connected, converged and/or branched off before they
were piped between Terrace Drive and the south end of Longview Court above
Hillside Avenue, where the two side-by-side rills still take spring and storm
water from South Mountain to South Nyack Brook and into the Hudson River.
Locating the original natural paths of old piped streams, which are sometimes
evident as visible dry streambeds with boulders aside indentations in the earth
is much easier than finding the exact headwaters for a stream. Finding
headwaters for any body of water is extremely difficult. There remains debate,
in fact, over the precise beginnings of many of the world’s largest, most wellknown waters, including the headwaters of the mighty Mississippi River. It’s a
complicated process, hydrogeologists emphasize, because there usually is never
truly “one source” of any flowing water; instead, it’s born of a mosaic: A river or
stream or lake is almost always fed by a whole host of sources comprising the
entire watershed of an area.
Making matters in this case even more difficult is the extensive upland piping of
the stream. So determining the original upland, spring-fed sources and exact
paths of the various branches of South Nyack Brook obviously involve some
approximation.
Newspaper accounts in the historical record and anecdotes from local residents,
however, make clear that the South Nyack Brook flowed above Hillside Avenue
and comprised multiple streams, and we know from those same sources there
were multiple springs on South Mountain that are part and parcel of the aquifer
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system that feeds the brook. But determining exactly where some of the
streams and springs flowed or precisely where they feed the stream is
challenging.
From our extensive research and our field work, however, we have confirmed
with certainty one spring as a contributor to the South Nyack Brook’s
headwaters – Nyack College Spring - and identified four other springs also
named in the historical record, as most likely co-contributors to South Nyack
Brook’s headwaters - all of which are located within two main aquifer
“networks” on South Mountain.
The two South Mountain springs networks that are likely candidates for South
Nyack Brook’s headwaters consist of: 1.) A northwestern spring/aquifer system;
and 2.) a southwestern spring/aquifer system. The “northwestern” and
“southwestern” monikers refer to where the aquifer-spring networks are
approximately located at the northwesternmost and southwesternmost
portions of the Hamlet of South Nyack, along the former Nyack College’s
western border with Blauvelt State Park near the eastern peaks of South
Mountain. Both networks appear to have a mostly northeastward orientation
but both produce eastward flows, sometimes in northeast and at others
southeast directions down the mountain.
Nyack College Spring Confirmed Headwaters of South Nyack Brook
Of the named springs in the historical record, we’ve confirmed that Nyack
College Spring feeds the northernmost branch of South Nyack Brook. Other
springs that are most likely co-contributors or are among South Nyack Brook’s
headwaters are: Perry Spring, Taylor Spring, White Spring and Winterbottom
Spring.
As for the springs network: Spring #1 is an unusually productive aquifer system
on the northwestern edge of the former Nyack College, which is connected with
what’s known as the “Nyack College Spring,” and which still constantly sends a
massive deluge of water into a catch basin system at a high rate even during
weather service-issued fire warnings and dry weather, that feeds the
northernmost, always flowing branch of South Nyack Brook.
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And spring #2 is another always flowing, productive network on the campus’
southwestern edge, which supplies both the southernmost side-by-side rill
above Hillside Avenue with ample flow during dry times, and its closest
northern neighbor with a more trickling yet steady stream in dry conditions.
This southwestern spring also supplies ample flow during fire warnings to a
deep catch basin at the northwest corner of Lowland Drive and 9W.
(“Trickling” as mentioned before actually is a more typical indication of a spring,
meaning: deluge-producing springs are rarer and represent a minority of
springs. A constant, never-freezing flow is the common denominator for springs
of all types).
The constant, massive flows from spring #1, the Nyack College Spring, flow
directly downhill north northeast from the old spring-fed pool located on the
southeast side of the former Sky Island Lodge at 177 South Highland Ave, down
to catch basins on the south side of Highland Avenue above the west side of the
former college’s old Bowman Gymnasium. While some of that flow is ported
north further downhill to eventually empty eastward into Nyack Brook, most of
that water is diverted east into pipes underneath the north sidewalk there aside
Highland Avenue and underneath the ground of the old college sports green, to
empty into catch basins and pipes at the intersection of Highland Avenue and
South Boulevard. From there, the spring #1 waters flow down pipes directed left
(north) downhill along South Highland Avenue. But the piped, catch basin
system at that intersection also picks up spring water flows that emanate uphill
from South Boulevard from the headwaters #2 source, the southwestern spring.
Additionally, downhill on South Highland, lateral pipes carry large flows of #1
spring water eastward, coming directly from the college’s former Mosley Hall in
another eastward diversion of both Nyack College Spring water and surface
drainage: All of these aforementioned source waters flow into and feed the
northernmost stream pictured in blue on the map, which flows above ground
from the east side of South Highland Avenue down to the west side of Hillside
Avenue as a branch of the South Nyack Brook, which gets fed these waters
further downhill and east of Hillside via multiple pipes that cross under the
Thruway. (The catch basin on the west of Hillside next to the green “Village of
South Nyack” sign into which the above-ground portion of the northernmost
branch of South Nyack Brook flows is very deep and carries portions of that
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water south southeast under Hillside, even though it begins the first few feet of
that SSE journey under a section of road that’s graded uphill going SSE.)
The origin and path of spring network #2, meaning the southwestern source,
which runs along the southeastern section of South Mountain and the former
Nyack College campus, is harder to track. While less productive with a majority
of “trickling-” versus “deluge-” type flows, spring water #2 nonetheless always
flows even during dry spells down from South Boulevard through pipes into
catch basins along the switchback stormwater system of the eastern
mountainside. The system picks up spring water from an undetermined uphill
spot on campus or in Blauvelt State Park. Spring waters from #2 then course
underground downhill in a transverse pipe from South Boulevard into Terrace
Drive along the south side back of the apartment building at 10 South
Boulevard under the hillside into catch basins at the north side of 24 Terrace
Drive. Further south down Terrace there are stronger spring water flows from a
transverse pipe feeding into a catch basin at 27 Terrace Drive. (It’s important to
note that some of the downhill legacy piping here is hidden underground; so
not all visible catch basin conduits which may seem like natural links in the
chain for the spring water uphill in this vicinity, although they may be in line
with the catch basins below which do receive a constant flow of spring water:
not all of them are always carriers of said water.)
Tracking the original paths of these branches and #2 springs of the South Nyack
Brook at this point, going east and downhill between Terrace Drive and
Longview Court, also becomes difficult due to a large section of privately
owned land we are unable to access or get close enough to properly search for
evidence like dry streambeds or piped catch basin connections.
What becomes clear from our field work, however, is that several springs, and
at least two above-ground branches of South Nyack Brook flowed from South
Boulevard downhill past what are now apartment buildings at 8, 10 and 12
South Boulevard, down to between or aside 24 and 26 Terrace Drive. The
underground here is still spring-fed: The opposing catch basins on Terrace just
north of 24 Terrace Drive receive a constant albeit humble flow of water even
during fire-warning dry conditions. Going downhill and east of Terrace and
Oakwood Drives, the downhill paths of the springs and old streambeds appear
to have passed by the northern dead-ends of Oakwood Drive and Fern Avenue,
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and then either converged or branched off somewhere between there or
Terrace Drive and the north end of Fern Avenue and the south end of the
Longview Court apartments, where they flow into the two side-by-side rills
down to Hillside Avenue. Both rills flow into their own deep catch basin and
then head south down the west side of Hillside Avenue into a hugely deep catch
basin lined up precisely with the lateral piped connection that goes from Hillside
and under the Thruway to pipes under the intersection of Cooper Drive and
Clinton Avenue.
There is also directly west, opposite the Franklin Avenue Extension, ample
spring water some of which flows from a downward sloping transverse conduit,
piped nearly horizontally into the hillside above Hillside Avenue, which carries
water east and downhill into a deep catch basin and through the drainage pipe
strapped under the overpass during dry times.
Tracking all of these constantly flowing sources and their underground
connections from Hillside under the Thruway and into the hamlet - including but
not limited to paths from Hillside into Elysian Avenue; Hillside to Clinton
Avenue; and Clinton to the outlet pipe extending from the southwest arch
under the bridge/culvert under Piermont Avenue near the northeast corner of
200 Piermont Avenue - is hampered by lack of insight into all the subterranean
pathways that include legacy underground pipes not part of the more modern
catch basin system, and thus hidden from view.
Nonetheless, there is always ample water flowing from the pipe under
Piermont Avenue’s west side into the brook under the bridge even in very dry
times, which leads one to conclude definitively that at least a portion of upland
spring water feeds the Clinton stormwater corridor into South Nyack Brook, in
addition to the always flowing large pipe where South Nyack Brook’s waters
emerge above ground below South Franklin Street between Brookside and
Clinton Avenues. It also leads us to fairly reasonably hypothesize that, at least
some portion of the brook’s mountainside source waters flowing through the
system above Hillside Avenue are making their way down into South Nyack
Brook through legacy pipes as well as through the modern stormwater system,
combining with waters from springs located in the foothills below Hillside:
Backed up, slow-draining old catch basins which stay half-filled with water
during dry times along the corner of Clinton and Piermont near this
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intersection’s southwest corner could be evidence of the receipt of steady
supplies of spring water from both above and below Hillside Avenue. But
determining from exactly where these waters came and/or from which source is
as we’ve said before, difficult due to hidden legacy piping.
We’ve approximated, however, the most likely paths and/or branches of the
South Nyack Brook above Hillside on the map, depicting those hypothesized
courses with white lines. We’ve depicted the rills in blue because they represent
above-ground albeit engineered sections of South Nyack Brook which likely
were once part of the natural streams and streambeds that fed the brook, and
as previously mentioned these waters still flow to the piped and above-ground
sections of the stream directly to the east of the Thruway to the piped and catch
basin system on Cooper Drive.
The northernmost branch represented by the northernmost blue line on the
map shows the tributary of the South Nyack Brook sometimes mistakenly cited
in the historical record as “the other brook.” This constantly flowing
watercourse receives a good portion of the deluge of spring water from Nyack
College Spring from the northern part of South Mountain through the pipes
running underneath the north side of Highland Avenue. That eastward flowing
water from aquifer #1 may meet with the aquifer #2 network of always flowing
spring water (even in fire-warning conditions) flowing north and downhill along
South Boulevard through the pipes and catch basins alongside the road, and
both spill into the northernmost branch of the South Nyack Brook, which
courses east and downhill from South Highland Avenue into Hillside Avenue
(please see map). All of this, including any stormwater the catch basin systems
have collected along the way above Hillside and below then flows into South
Nyack Brook proper, and eventually empties into the Hudson as it has for many
years, as this article below shows from page 2 of the May 17, 1937 edition of the
Journal-News, Nyack: https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?
a=d&d=ieadbehj19370517.1.2&srpos=2&e=-------en-20--1-byDA-txt-txIN-WPA
+storm+sewer+Brookside+brook-----Excerpt:
“STREET WORK IS CONTINUED
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Storm Sewer Connection in South Nyack Gets Under Way as Project.
“Improvement of Brookside [A]venue, South Nyack, is being brought closer to
the present by commencement of a WPA project to complete the storm sewer
connections in the lower half of the Hillside [A]venue-Franklin [S]treet block.
The work is the final section of a drainage project affecting a large part of the
hillside.
“About 50 yards up the hill from Franklin [S]treet, the gutter has been partially
excavated to make way for the concrete pipe which has been lying in short
lengths along the south side of Brookside [A]venue for several months since its
delivery for the WPA. The growing shortage of work relief labor has slowed the
whole storm sewer project in recent months.
“The new section of pipe will extend from the brook halfway up the block,
where the previously built sewer was ended a few years ago, to the Franklin
[S]treet sewer.
“Surface water from Hillside [A]venue has been draining into the brook, which
meanders toward Clinton [A]venue, and residents have had one or two
overflows, which they have blamed on the additional water.
“The WPA force has already laid pipe in South Boulevard and South Highland
[A]venue northward to a brook running into Hillside [A]venue at Elysian
[A]venue. The Hillside [A]venue connections have already been made in past
years, when the pipe was run down Brookside [A]venue temporarily to the
other brook.
“Reconstruction of the surface of Brookside [A]venue between the [s]tate road
and Franklin [S]treet have been held up in the past pending completion of the
drainage system. The street is consequently one of three or four in the village,
which has not been rebuilt in recent years.”
What’s funny about this report is that while it does show the village collecting
runoff into more catch basins to spare 65 Brookside and vicinity from “one or
two overflows” over the years, by connecting more underground channels
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together, all that new pipe and those connections and channels still carry water
into South Nyack Brook, downstream (please see map).
Also notable is that the article confirms the transverse underground piping that
carries waters from the foothills of South Mountain under both Hillside Avenue
and under what would become the Thruway, into South Nyack Brook: “The
WPA force has already laid pipe in South Boulevard and South Highland
[A]venue northward to a brook running into Hillside [A]venue at Elysian
[A]venue. The Hillside [A]venue connections have already been made in past
years, when the pipe was run down Brookside [A]venue temporarily to the
other [South Nyack] brook.”
That “temporary” connection with the northernmost branch of South Nyack
Brook as it was described - as is typical of legacy systems - was never
disconnected, as we confirmed in our field work: The Hillside Avenue-connected,
Elysian-zig-zag channeling of the piped drainage system still empties into the
piped section of South Nyack Brook from a catch basin between 188 and 194 S.
Franklin St.
Some context: As discussed earlier, in this particular historical record, both in the
years before the village was incorporated and after, there persisted a piecemeal,
incomplete, myopic misunderstanding of South Nyack Brook regarding its path,
length, origin and orientation of its headwaters and its confluence with the
Hudson River. This is largely because when it was written about in the
newspapers, only small sections of the brook were focused on or used as
reference points for specific circumstances involving a particular property or
property owner; primarily in this case, the focus was on isolated flooding at 65
Brookside and vicinity. Much of this owes to the fact that the above-ground
portion of the brook runs mostly through private residential properties, versus
better-known brooks such as Nyack Brook, which served as both a commercial
and recreational hub and watershed historically that was much more visible
running along Main Street and open to the public and therefore more in the
public eye of the Village of Nyack, which is South Nyack’s neighbor to the north.
Yet, despite its often stealthy nature, the history, geography, geology, hydrology
and drainage of the South Nyack Brook is considerable, extensive and very
important. And it is just as key to South Nyack’s community as its northern
cousin is to Nyack residents. Yet notably,
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South Nyack Brook, because it’s less engineered and retains more natural
attributes, lacks the centuries-long and extensive flooding problems of Nyack
Brook. Barring the aforementioned isolated incidents, for instance, South Nyack
Brook has done and continues to do its job: drainage, quite well. (But more on
that later.)
To orient oneself with the descriptions in the articles above, John M. Rooney’s
address was at 65 Brookside Avenue, the current address of South Nyack’s
former Department of Public Works, under which the brook had been piped at
the time (and still is now). Remember though that the South Nyack Brook’s
headwaters emanate from underground aquifer networks much further uphill
on South Mountain. It’s also important to note that the brook flowed above
ground – and still does in places - in sections between the mountaintop and
Hillside Avenue, primarily in the two aforementioned rills and through its
northernmost branch, the latter of which still flows through its natural
streambed, into a deep catch basin system near 20 Hillside Avenue next to the
“Village of South Nyack” sign.
The best way to orient oneself regarding at least the historic mapping of the
above-ground path of the South Nyack Brook, however, are via the maps below,
starting with the following Sanborn-Ferris fire insurance map, dated June of
1892:
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g3804nm.g3804nm_g061371892/?sp=1&r=0.31,
0.798,0.414,0.165,0
As one can see above, the South Nyack Brook is depicted as emerging out of the
ground just east of the original Hillside Avenue and south of Perry Place (now
Brookside Avenue), surrounded by the major wellsprings of the day serving
both South Nyack and Nyack. This map of South Nyack from 1890 depicts the
same above-ground course of the brook:
https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/61c6EQ8tplL._AC_SL1000_.jpg
These depictions of the stream suddenly emerging from the ground is at the
very least clearly indicative that the stream is spring-fed and aquifer born.
Further elucidation of South Nyack’s spring headwaters can be found below in
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“The Hydrogeology of the South Nyack Brook” section. But first, let’s consult the
historical record again briefly, this time regarding one of the brook’s main
purposes as prioritized by South Nyack officials in the 1930s:
Drainage Importance
The importance of the South Nyack Brook as the main artery of South Nyack’s
drainage and watershed is emphasized again and again by the village’s
residents and local leaders in the newspapers of the day, in articles both dating
before and after the piece from 1932 which deemed the stream the “South
Nyack Brook.” In an article appearing a month earlier in the same newspaper,
village elders are cited by the reporter as alluding to the stream’s origins uphill
and west of the original path of Hillside Avenue, among the rocks above the
foothills of South Mountain. https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?
a=d&d=ieadbehj19321018.1.2&srpos=15&e=-10-1932--10-1932--en-20--1byDA.rev-txt-txIN-cedar+hill------

Excerpt:
“STREET WORK Discussed by SO. NYACK B’D
Many Improvements Under Way and System of Drainage Is Cause of Concern.
Discussion of the Cedar Hill [A]venue reconstruction marked last, night’s
meeting of the Board of Trustees of South Nyack. The drainage problem in
Brookside [A]venue caused concern and Trustee Raymond Gurnee 'was
authorized to superintend the grading of Prospect and Franklin streets south of
Cedar Hill [A]venue to meet the new grade of the latter street.
“Trustee- Morris Whittaker’s motion to construct two catch-basins on Brookside
[A]venue was tabled until next meeting, when the trustees will have gone over
the ground in question to determine the best system of drainage.
“An open pipe now carries water into the tunnel which carries a brook under
the Rooney property, and dirt and gravel is washed through this opening. The
aqueduct for the brook is now almost completely stopped by accumulated
sediment, but it is considered useless to notify the residents along its course to
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clean it until the village has installed catch basins to prevent further
accumulation of surface water deposits.
“Trustee Whittaker wishes to install catch basins on both sides of Brookside
[A]venue east of Hillside [A]venue, but the board members will inspect the
whole situation first.”
What’s interesting here is that Cedar Hill Avenue, which is the northern border
of South Nyack, had to be regraded, as did the northern sections of Prospect
and Franklin Streets, so they would not empty southward into the South Nyack
Brook drainage corridor and instead flow north and then east down into the
Hudson River from a drainage outlet on the riverside sewer dock at the sewage
pump station at 115 Piermont Ave., also known now as Towt Park, at the
eastern terminus of Cedar Hill Avenue. Otherwise, that Cedar Hill, Prospect and
Franklin stormwater would also have flowed into South Nyack Brook: Because
of the contours of both the natural and paved lands, that’s where water wanted
to go.
What all these accounts make clear is the modern purpose of South Nyack
Brook as the village’s main watershed and artery of drainage, taking water from
the hill and mountain above, to the Hudson River. The original, natural course of
the streambed cut a long, meandering wedge into the ground at a lower
elevation than the surrounding grounds, channeling any nearby rainwater,
snowmelt and spring water from South Mountain at the brook’s aquifer
headwaters, past Hillside Avenue near where it emerged above ground and
coursed through the center of South Nyack until it emptied its waters into the
Hudson.
It still does that, except portions of the brook’s streambed have been guttered
with cement above Hillside Avenue, and piped underground between Hillside
Avenue and South Franklin Street, and culverted under South Broadway and
Piermont Avenue. Nonetheless, the brook continues to maintain its lowestelevation wedge in the earth, and therefore continues to serve that primary
purpose of taking rain and spring water down the mountain and channeling
floodwater through the foothills and into the Hudson, providing along the way
habitat and drinking water for a variety of plants and animals and even us
humans in the latter case, not too long ago.
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South Nyack Brook continues to serve its drainage purpose and subsequent
ecological support very well, particularly in its least-engineered, above-ground
section east and downhill of South Franklin Street.
In fact, all the aforementioned “problems” associated with the brook have been
manmade: Specifically, localized flooding described in the articles above and in
other notable instances occurred in areas only where significant human
diversion of the brook’s natural features occurred, primarily from two actions:
either constricting the brook’s flow through piping or culverting; or adding
exponentially to its volume and thus overwhelming its flow by creating more
impervious road surfaces and concrete guttering uphill or alongside the stream;
and often all of that at once.
The natural soils and organic matter that underlay a streambed and unpaved,
natural ground will absorb a lot of both rainwater and the water flowing
through a watercourse, each of which lessens the chances for flooding and
erosion. Impervious surfaces do the opposite: They leave nowhere for the water
to penetrate the ground, as it did prior to the paving. So rainwater is no longer
absorbed across the entire paved area, resulting in flooding due to the increase
in runoff into the watershed as the rain flows over and across the pavement, all
of which eventually, in our hamlet’s specific case, ends up in the Hudson River.
The building of houses and roads, which are composed of impervious surfaces,
always adds more water to the watershed, resulting in increased flooding in
both flood-prone and heretofore dry areas.
The other main human intervention: constricting flow via piping and culverts
that are tightly enclosed, or made too low or narrow, becomes problematic
because the natural contours of a stream are naturally formed from water flow,
including deluges, over millennia. So tightening, constricting or enclosing a
stream’s contours through piping or culverts means there is less area or room to
handle the volume of water the original larger space allowed for and was
formed to accommodate. Often, even minor changes in contour coupled with
slightly above-average or even normal, expected amounts of rainfall can
overwhelm such engineered systems and lead to flooding. Such spot flooding
problems from constriction are typical of communities built up around streams
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or tributaries, and can cause downhill flooding on either side of the constricted
flow.
In this case, it’s the least engineered portions of the South Nyack Brook - which
comprise the above-ground section that runs from near South Franklin Street
between Clinton and Brookside, down past the Olson Center and Voorhis Point
and into the Hudson – that have proved the best conveyors of rain and
floodwaters. The upper part of the above-ground section of the stream east of
South Franklin Street, beginning just east of the back of 7 Brookside Avenue,
remains mostly in its natural state, and cuts a deep, and in places near South
Broadway, very wide channel in the hillside. The last section further east and
downhill of South Broadway, which flows past Piermont Avenue and into the
Hudson, also retains mostly its natural state: There is a centuries-old stone
chase built along each side of the portion of the brook that runs along the Olson
Center, Witte and Hollmann-Kite properties east of Piermont Avenue in the
stretch that leads to and includes the brook’s confluence with the Hudson River.
However, there are many portions even along this section which retain natural
banks and ordinary high-water marks on both sides of the stream. And there are
antique bridge-like culverts under South Broadway and Piermont Avenue, which
are at least 138 years old. Both are pictured on the 1884 “Nyack on the Hudson”
illustrated “bird’s-eye” view map drawn by L.R. Burleigh; lithographed by Beck
and Pauli; and reprinted by The National Survey for The Historical Society of
Rockland County; but both culverts may be over 150 years old. Both the stone
chase - portions of which also exist in back of 9 and 7 Brookside Avenues - and
the culverts have remained strong for at least over a century and withstood
some of the most severe storms and resulting deluges. While waters rage
through the brook’s channel during these events, the aforementioned natural
banks and stone walls that line the sides of the streambed have largely kept
what would otherwise be floodwaters confined within the brook’s channel.
We know this because we live along the South Nyack Brook east of Piermont
Avenue: The stream abuts the northern boundary of our riverside property, and
separates our property from that of the Olson Center’s land. So we are expert
witnesses to the hydrology and ecology of the brook and the nature within and
around it. My wife and I both witnessed the brook during its highest streamflow
- both highest discharge rate and highest stage height – during the record 1,000year rainfall event that came in the wake of Hurricane Ida on Sept. 1, 2021. The
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brook turned into a raging river for hours, but it carried the surging waters
within its channel and into the river without flooding over the banks or stone
chase or damaging any properties it abuts. We also watched a 30-foot dead
tree, with limbs and branches in places sticking up high above the stream, get
stuck in the channel. But from the force and velocity of the brook’s discharge,
the tree began to dislodge from the brook’s banks and streambed. We
continued to watch in amazement as this massive tree bounced up and down in
the roiling flow, and slowly, us looking out at the scene, we witnessed in
astonishment the brook faithfully do its job, as the tree, bobbing up and down
like some sort of freshwater river monster, got pushed out of the brook and into
the Hudson. (The link below confirms the record rainfall South Nyack and the
region received as a 1,000-year event.)
https://www.foxweather.com/weather-news/historic-nyc-area-ida-rainfalldeemed-as-likely-as-once-in-millennium-event
So it’s not hard to imagine the significant damage to our streamside properties,
if anything structural was done to any of the above-ground portion, or the
eastern-, Hudson confluence-end of the South Nyack Brook, whether after or
before that deluge, including constricting its flow in any way, such as stilting a
house over top of the stream as is planned according to the building envelope in
a proposed subdivision plan of the Living Christ Church over a section of the
stream the Olson Center owns, where the Center’s property line extends over
the stream and abuts significant sections of ours’ and the Witte’s northern
property lines. The dead tree we saw would have not had the headroom and
therefore would have failed to clear the floor of the “stilted” house proposed
there that would hover over and cover the brook. In addition to damaging the
proposed house, the cross-current rapids created from the tree getting stuck
under the proposed building would have likely run over top of the stone chase
and been erosive and structurally destructive in both predictable and
unpredictable ways to all of our properties. It’s why experts recommend and
certain regulations ban such constricting of a village’s main stream, watershed
and drainage system (the brook is all three): to protect life and property.
Just read below the never-ending problems the Village of Nyack has faced with
the Nyack Brook, which has been severely engineered, and over which
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entire rows of buildings have been built atop the brook, covering the stream
along Main Street:
Main Street’s History of Floods
Flash Floods Again
High Priority Must Be Given to “Daylight” Nyack Brook Where it’s Now
Enclosed to Stop Flooding of Main Street Businesses and Residences Alongside
the Stream
“[Nyack B]rook has been greatly altered from the very beginning. Wellintentioned changes over time have added to frequent downtown floods. The
sudden afternoon cloudburst on June 23, 2011 flooded many businesses and
restaurants along the brook, including the Nyack Plaza Mall and Riverspace Arts.
Seven feet of water flooded the performance space which has been shuttered
since that event.”
All of this is why we need to protect the South Nyack Brook from further
manmade diversion and prevent construction of impervious surfaces near the
stream or over it to prevent anything that would constrict or clog its flow: There
is an immediate need to protect the brook from development because doing so
will prevent flooding and erosion and needless property damage and
degradation of this beautiful natural and historic resource and the Hudson River
environment and South Nyack community it supports.
As said previously, the South Nyack Brook continues to serve the purpose it
always has, which is to take rain and spring water down through the town and
into the beloved Hudson. It’s up to us to take care of that precious resource of
spring-fed water, drainage, history, and unique ecology and beauty, to make
sure the stream, our community it flows through, and the Hudson it flows into,
stays beautiful, clean and safe, forever.
The Hydrogeology of the South Nyack Brook:
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According to the 1905 United States Geological Survey of the Underground
Waters of the Eastern United States, the aquifers of the springs that feed the
streams of the Nyacks, including those of South Nyack Brook, are:
“Triassic. The rocks of this system are reddish sandstone and diabase and
outcrop in Rockland County. Water comes to the surface along the line of
contact of these rocks in springs and seeps. At West Nyack and Bardonia the
flows are estimated at 100 gallons an hour. At Nanuet and Orangeburg are
other important springs. Fair supplies of water are obtained at Monsey, Spring
Valley, and Orangeburg, at depths ranging from 40 to 180 feet. Most of the
wells in the diabase or trap rock are shallow and the supply materially
diminishes in dry seasons. In the sandstone the supply is more abundant and
permanent and the water is usually soft.”
https://pubs.usgs.gov/wsp/0114/report.pdf
And “in the sandstone” where spring water “supply is more abundant and
permanent and the water is usually soft” is precisely where the South Nyack
Brook’s headwaters originate and flow through and from. That’s because the
northeastern end of South Mountain within Blauvelt State Park is part of the
Palisades Sill, where “on both sides of the… Sill are reddish brown mudstones
and sandstone,” according to the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC).
A “seep,” by the way, is a shallow pond of water from a productive
underground aquifer that is pushed up by continuous regenerative or increasing
volumes of groundwater, which rises to the surface creating a permanent pond
in basin areas or flats, “hardpans” or “benches” between ridges of mountains.
We can confirm one such seep on South Mountain, located near a peak on its
western side (please see map). The seep, which is typical of waters emanating
from constantly recharging underground aquifers, never dries up and never
freezes, and it lies on a latitudinal line that runs east to an area roughly
between 45 and 65 South Boulevard on the east side of the mountain, on the
former campus of Nyack College, above which three mountainside ridgeways
are situated in a northeastward downhill orientation, which would aim both the
mountain’s groundwater and stormwater toward the northern three branches
of South Nyack Brook.
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The springs that emanate from South Mountain aquifers are part of the
Palisades diabase sill of the Newark basin, best known for the sheer cliffs that
rise from the western shore of the Hudson River, as further described below by
the DEC:
“The Palisades include regionally rare talus slope and traprock communities,
and is an important open space within the urbanized zone along the Hudson
River Estuary. It is used by migratory and resident raptors and songbirds. The
entire Palisades area consists of a 12,000-acre region in Rockland County and
adjacent New Jersey and of this, 8,600 acres fall within New York State. In New
York, the Palisades biodiversity area is about 18 miles long and 1.5 miles wide at
its widest point. The Palisades is a narrow ridge along the western shoreline of
the Hudson River consisting mainly of upland, outcrop, cliff, and talus slope
communities. The matrix communities consist of Appalachian oak hickory forest
and chestnut oak forest. Good quality rocky summit grassland patch
communities have been documented.
“About 195 million years ago, liquid magma pushed into a large fracture
somewhat near the surface of the earth. The magma cooled to form a very
resistant rock called diabase. Because the magma filled a relatively horizontal
fracture at the current ground surface, this “intrusion” is termed a sill. The
Palisades Sill forms an east-facing cliff 120-130 meters thick. The diabase
appears with column-like structures formed when the magma cooled,
contracted and subsequently cracked in the regular column-like Palisades View
of the Hudson River Estuary from the Palisades.
“On both sides of the Palisades Sill are reddish brown mudstones and sandstone
that formed about 200 million years ago, when dinosaurs roamed the land. For
today’s plants, animals, and communities, the diabase offers a very different
rock type than most in the region to grow on. This igneous rock offers cliff
habitats and the potential for communities quite different from the standard,
calcareous substrate common in the region.
“Site Location: The Palisades is a narrow ridge located along the western
shoreline of the Hudson River Estuary in southeastern New York, at the
northern end of the metropolitan New York City region. [Included] Towns [and
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parks]: Clarkstown, Haverstraw, Orangetown, Ramapo Counties: Rockland
Approximate Size: 13.96 mi2 Land Stewardship: Name or Classification Manager
Area Blauvelt State Park NYSOPRHP 0.89 mi2 Haverstraw Beach NYSOPRHP 0.04
mi2 State Park High Tor State Park NYSOPRHP 1.05 mi2 Hook Mountain
NYSOPRHP 1.31 mi2 State Park Rockland Lake State Park NYSOPRHP 0.35 mi2
Nyack Beach State Park NYSOPRHP 0.17 mi2 Tallman Mountain NYSOPRHP 1.06
mi2 State Park Palisades State Park NYSOPRHP 0.03 mi2 Municipal/County
Parks 1.55 mi2”
https://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/remediation_hudson_pdf/hrebcf2sba.pdf
Directly below are more links which further explain the connections between
geology and hydrology that makes the South Nyack Brook what it is today. But
skip ahead to glean the specifics of the ridgeways and brook flows of the South
Nyack Brook (and the Nyack Brook) immediately following the links below if you
prefer:
https://www.newnybridge.com/documents/deis/14-topography.pdf
https://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2010/5245/pdf/sir20105245_heisig_508_03012011.pdf
According to the United States Geological Survey: This Palisades ridge, which
extends north along the Hudson River valley from northeastern New Jersey, up
through South Nyack and the other Nyacks up to Haverstraw before it turns
west, contain the headwaters of the streams that flow down the mountains
from the springs, meandering eastward through the lowlands and into the
Hudson River.
https://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2010/5245/pdf/sir20105245_heisig_508_03012011.pdf
“At Nyack, Newark basin sedimentary bedrock likely trends north-northeast,
and local groundwater flow probably discharges to the Hudson River, the lowest
regional drain (tidewater).
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https://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2010/5245/pdf/sir20105245_heisig_508_03012011.pdf
Specifically, the headwaters of Nyack Brook, for instance, are in the diabase of
the Palisades Ridge in the vicinity of Exit 11 of the New York State Thruway in
West Nyack, according to the New York Department of State.
https://dos.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2019/05/nyacksii.pdf
The headwaters of the South Nyack Brook, likewise originate in the diabase of
the Palisades Ridge, except they do so in the vicinity of the northeastern end of
Blauvelt State Park on what’s known locally as South Mountain, where the
former Nyack College, then the Missionary Training Institute, first tapped the
mountain springs on a northeastern section of its campus like their neighbors
did, just as former “settlers,” property owners and land users had done on the
mountain in the centuries before.
One can still see that large wellspring attributed to Nyack College (although it’s
been piped and capped) on grounds at the easternmost corner of the “Sky
Island” mansion at 179 South Highland Ave., which was known during Nyack
College’s times as Shuman Hall. There is also a small, kidney-shaped spring-fed
pool (filled with rocks and fenced off) just to the north of the spring and just
south of the old Sky Island Lodge at 177 South Highland Ave. Both the spring
and the spring-fed pool are located just east of the northern tip of Blauvelt State
Park. The waters of the aquifer that feed both the spring and under the old pool
always flow, and can be seen and constantly heard coursing into catch basins
located to the east and northeast. The portion of the spring that flows into the
catch basin system which feeds into the South Nyack Brook comes from an
eastward pipe connection that runs under the north side of Highland Avenue. A
diagonal pipe run northeast around Sky Island/Shuman Hall into a catch basin
on the north side of Upland Drive, below Shuman (please see map) appears
capped or blocked by rocks. The Nyack College wellspring is depicted with a red
square on the map in the link below on page 23 of this 2015 “United Water New
York Inc. Report on the Feasibility of Incremental Water Supply Projects and
Conservation Opportunities in Rockland County, New York” -
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https://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7B9
E4914D8-1E48-4407-84B0-14CF520F11ED%7D
There are old wellsprings and antique wellhouses which can still be seen all over
South Nyack, from South Mountain just west of the old gazebo to down near
the river along Piermont Avenue (there’s in fact an antique pump in the front
yard of 282 Piermont Ave.). For centuries, Native Americans and then colonial
“settlers” first took advantage of the bountiful aquifer-fed brooks for drinking
wherever the streams emerged from the ground and later through boring wellholes to reach these clean, naturally filtered, underground waters.
South Nyack Brook is what’s known as a perennial, “gaining stream,” meaning
its water supply is constantly recharged, so it constantly flows, because it
emerges and flows from a constantly recharging underground spring. And
because its headwaters originate underground, it not only constantly flows, but
it also never freezes, because groundwater (the water in an aquifer) is insulated
by the ground, and therefore kept at a fairly constant temperature above
freezing regardless of season or air temperature; typically averaging between 40
and 50 degrees Fahrenheit. In our region that average is generally about 47
degrees Fahrenheit. Therefore, spring waters, because of their underground
origination, stay above freezing in the winter, and are a lot cooler than surface
waters are in the summer.
As we said before, because of the extensive mountainside piping of the stream,
the headwaters of the upland, spring-fed branches in the South Mountain and
South Boulevard sections of South Nyack Brook are difficult to find or confirm,
and thus involve some approximation. However, as methioned prior, we’ve
confirmed that Nyack College Spring feeds the northernmost branch of South
Nyack Brook.
Other likely headwater candidates include source #2 areas to the south on the
mountainside where the old Nyack College campus meats Blauvelt State Park,
specifically along the eastern back ends of the aforementioned former campus
buildings including Simpson Hall and Pardington Hall; and the eastern backends
of Christie Hall, Driscoll College, the Music Education Building, and the Nyack
College Music Annex.
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We can also confirm that South Mountain aquifers supplied drinking water to
the major wellsprings of the day, at least in the five decades which spanned the
last turn of the century, from accounts in the historical record, linked below in
the “Springs” section. And the waters of these aquifers where they emerged as
springs above the original Hillside Avenue comprise the headwaters of the
South Nyack Brook.
So all current physical evidence of the South Nyack Brook’s mountainside
headwaters may remain or may always have been to an extent, underground:
The South Nyack Brook could very well have flowed underground as an
unconfined or semi-confined aquifer, albeit completely subsurface in its highest
section, only to emerge above ground closer to South Boulevard and Highland
Avenue. Yet owing to the myopia showcased in the historical record, and
because the former Nyack College grounds are fully developed to the east of
Blauvelt State Park, and because groundwater seepage occurs in multiple places
across the eastern mountainside and its foothills, pinpointing the brook’s
headwaters over such a large, partly developed and privately-owned expanse is
difficult.
If we choose to trust the accuracy of the earliest maps of the stream’s
pathways, we can say without doubt that the main branch of the South Nyack
Brook’s headwaters was located, at least in its most eastward, downhill,
mapped location, in the northwest corner just below where the original Hillside
Avenue meets the westernmost half of Brookside Avenue (then called “Perry
Place”). And we know the two main, closest-to-the-Hudson-River branches of
the South Nyack brook pictured in these maps were fed by spring water from
aquifers because the branches are both depicted simply emerging from the
ground in places of gently sloped (toward the Hudson) lowlands. For instance,
both the main stem and the streamlet of South Nyack Brook, the latter of which
is depicted emerging from the ground north of the northeast corner of Clinton
and Piermont Avenues: The maps make it clear that they obviously emanated
from aquifer-fed springs as the groundwater naturally rises to the surface in
those places, depicted on the maps as headwaters, as the land flattened in its
descent toward the riverside downhill from both South Mountain and Hillside
Avenue.
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What we can say geologically about the aforementioned addresses involving the
former Nyack College’s old school buildings, is they are places located in an area
where the rocks of the eastern peak and face of South Mountain meet the
mountain’s east-facing sandstone slope, and that area carries all the right
geologic attributes for productive aquifers and springs and groundwater
systems. That’s because these spots at the edge of South Mountain’s eastern
ridges and peaks are where the big, dark, volcano-originated basalt trap rock
and igneous diabase of the forested rocky mountaintop and talus slope of the
Palisades Sill, adjoin the sandstone section of earth downhill and lower to the
east, the latter of which underlays what’s become a very developed upland
section of the mountain, terraced into roadways over the years in switchbacked routes along the grounds of the former Nyack College, down to Hillside
Avenue.
It’s at just such volcanic “meetups” of intrusive sill diabase into layers of
sandstone, where rifts, cracks and holes were created, which are perfect natural
conduits - underground channels - for aquifers to develop as rainwater pools
into, recharges and flows through both the semi-porous volcanic rock section
and the more porous, screen-like sandstone section, as well as into the spaces in
between these geologies. Volcanic basalt rock and sandstone both provide
good, productive conduits for aquifers. The rainwater is screened and cleansed
by these natural filtering systems as the water seeps down vertically into and
through the rock and sandstone until it reaches into underground open
channels (aquifers) within these geologies and/or between the different types
of rocks. These conduits (particularly those upland from rivers) tend to be
diagonal, sloped below the horizontal plain and thus their waters run downhill,
the path taken by all non-pressurized water, although aquifers can also flow
uphill, given the physics and contours of their channels in the rock, such as if
their pathways are limited and mostly vertical. In that latter case, the water
rises as if from a deep well, as the aquifer is further recharged (or filled up) by
rainwater.
It’s also important to know that sandstone aquifers are among the most
productive and “are more widespread than those in all other kinds of
consolidated rocks.”
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https://www.usgs.gov/mission-areas/water-resources/science/sandstoneaquifers
Equally important to understand is that water from aquifers is nearly always
cleaner and more potable than surface water. Underground water is also far
more abundant than water we can see.
So the aquifers that run underground of the former Nyack College - at least
those going east and down-mountain from where the rocky forest of Blauvelt
State Park ends and the westernmost grounds of the former Nyack College
begin – those waters likely run through sandstone, given the previously cited
geologic research and mapping of the area. While studies in this specific South
Mountain area are few, some research focused nearby on the grounds of
Columbia University’s Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory in Palisades, N.Y.,
makes it appear plausible that South Mountain’s aquifers may in fact begin or
originate up top, in the shallow, “leaky,” fractured-rock aquifers that dominate
the peaks and/or edges of the Newark Basin, and/or in those faults, dykes,
fractures and joints created in the meetup of the intrusive Palisades Sill into
those basin rocks, as well as into the sandstone below the sill as described
before, in what’s known as the Stockton formation. But it’s hard for geologists
to nail down the existing hydrogeology here precisely because this northeastern
end of the Palisades sill comprises the most diverse rock types as well as the
most diverse interrelationships between those rocks and the rock formations in
the Newark Basin. Pinning down how all these elements interrelate (or don’t)
from drilling a few selected boreholes deep into the rock in several places over
some acreage on the Lamont campus understandably yields a less than
complete analytical picture. Although where there’s sandstone, there are
usually aquifers:
“Shallow fractured-rock aquifers define the principal groundwater system in the
Newark basin,… The overall hydrologic model for the Newark basin… [is]
described as a leaky, multi-aquifer system. The Stockton is described as the
most hydraulically conductive among Newark basin formations due to its many
fractured beds and weathered arkosic sandstones.”
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/2015GC006240
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But back to what we know for sure from the historical record: The two closest
documented springs to the original, documented and mapped above-ground
portion of the South Nyack Brook are: the White Spring and the Winterbottom
Spring (please see map). The White Spring was located north and just uphill
from where historical maps placed the headwaters - or the westernmost local
above-ground emergence of - the South Nyack Brook. And the Winterbottom
Spring was located above Hillside Avenue just west southwest of and directly in
line with the first major bend of the brook, where the stream heads abruptly
east in an almost right angle from its brief southward pathway from its mapped
headwaters. Winterbottom spring is also directly west of and in line with
Clinton Avenue. Other springs include the Taylor Spring, which was located just
southwest and uphill from the Winterbottom Spring. And the Perry Spring,
which was the northernmost spring, located just east and downhill of the
northernmost branch of the South Nyack Brook, which fed the Perry reservoir
there.
It was in fact the Perry and Winterbottom Springs which continued to provide
drinking water to residents of South Nyack well into the 20th century - some 50
years after the transition had first begun to switch all the Nyacks from taking
drinking water from the springs to taking it from the Hackensack River. The
Hackensack River gradually became the main source of drinking water in the
five decades that spanned the turn of the last century, and it remains our main
source today.
There was also a spring at 90 Clinton Avenue at the northeast corner of Clinton
and South Franklin Street, which directly fed the South Nyack Brook with water
that the Nyack Ice Company tapped in 1921 to freeze into ice to supply the
villages. The water was attractive enough there at the icehouse spring that the
Nyack Ice Company moved its whole operation there:
https://nyacknewsandviews.com/2022/02/nyack-people-places-nyack-skatingpond-2/
It appears that the ice company, which had incorporated coal of all things into
its business and remained in operation until the early 2000s, was the unwitting
recipient of the negative manmade impacts of legacy lead water pipes existing
somewhere upstream in the water supply system, which had by 2005, a few
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years after company shuttered, fouled the deep water well at the site. Typically,
lead piping was used to supply drinking water during the turn of the last century
up until laying new lead pipes for drinking was outlawed in 1986. But legacy
lead pipes were allowed to remain, leading to well-publicized problems in
Detroit and New York City and really everywhere across the nation. Petroleum
leaks from buried heating oil tanks, which many people once used to heat their
homes, had also contaminated the property as well. It’s unclear however
whether the levels of contamination found there predated the shuttering of the
ice company and/or whether those levels represented amounts considered
unsafe or not, as that is not discussed in the piece below:
https://www.weintraubco.com/92-clinton-now
But regardless of the specific geological sources of the watershed, the historical
record indeed confirms that aquifers on South Mountain were the source of the
village’s wellsprings. The following four newspaper accounts, excerpted or
described and linked below, make clear that aquifers on South Mountain were
the conduits for spring water supplying the Winterbottom Spring and the other
major springs from above and west of the original Hillside Avenue.
The first is a snippet from the March 16, 1907 edition of the Rockland County
Journal describing piping extensions for drinking water; the second is a 1920
state report about the status of the Perry and Winterbottom Springs; the third is
an 1867 editorial for a grand vision of bringing piped spring water to every
home in the Nyacks; and the fourth is an 1895 piece describing homesteaders
taking advantage of the many springs found naturally up on South Mountain:
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandctyjournal19070316.1.7&srpo
s=1&e=------190-en-20--1--txt-txIN-%22148+feet%22----1907-The excerpt below from a 1920 report of the New York State Department of
Health describes the locations and conditions of the two springs – Perry and
Winterbottom - which continued to serve South Nyack drinking water into at
least 1920:
“The present inspection… disclosed the fact that two ground water supplies
serve a small section of the [V]illage of [South] Nyack through mains
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independent of filtered water mains. These supplies, namely, the Perry spring
and the Winterbottom spring, are said to have been used by the village since
and for some time before the waterworks system was taken over by the village
in 1897.
The Perry spring is located in the bottom of an abandoned reservoir, now a low
swampy piece of land bounded by Hillside, Elysian, Maple and Cedar Hill
Avenues. Refuse has been dumped into the reservoir from houses along one
side of the reservoir. The spring, which is provided with a wooden platform and
padlocked cover, has a tight stone wall some 4 feet in diameter and six feet
deep. The water from the spring flows directly into the mains and supplies
Elysian and Railroad [now South Franklin Street] Avenues. The Winterbottom
spring is located on the side of a hill on Hillside Avenue. The spring is in reality
an infiltration gallery [piped horizontally into the hillside] about 15 feet wide
and some 70 feet long having a circular arched brick roof and brick sides entirely
underground. The water in the gallery has a depth of over 8 feet. The water
flows directly into the mains supplying Brookside, Franklin, and Clinton Streets.
There were no direct sources of pollution evident at the time of the inspection
in the vicinity of the Winterbottom spring.”
https://books.google.com/books?id=09hHAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA264&lpg=PA264&
dq=%22two+ground+water+supplies+serve+a+small+section+of+the%22&sourc
e=bl&ots=_vbKb8rBM0&sig=ACfU3U2GGzdLSH3PsmswQgZ-H7OiyAzdw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiD8bDHsZH3AhXQpIkEHS1XCdgQ6AF6BA
gDEAM#v=onepage&q=%22two%20ground%20water%20supplies%20serve%20
a%20small%20section%20of%20the%22&f=false
Both springs mentioned in the report above remained productive into at least
1920 (despite the poor treatment by some careless neighbors of the Perry
Spring). (Note: Open unfenced and shallow “impounding” of springs is never a
good idea for the obvious reason it creates standing water exposed to the
elements and people. But more on that later.)
Shift from Springs to Hackensack River for Drinking Water Causes Big Problems
With talk underway of a modern water works among local leaders that would
switch away from the legacy spring-fed systems, John Charlton, Jr., the editor
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and owner of the Rockland County Journal, attempted to convince the villages
of Piermont and Nyack in a March 2, 1867 editorial in the paper he owned, to
take advantage of what he described as the uniquely ample and clean supplies
of spring-fed drinking water which emanate from the South Mountain aquifers.
His frustration with local leadership is palpable.
“WATER WORKS
“In no place that we have ever seen, and we have seen considerable of this
broad earth, are better facilities afforded for the introduction of pure mountain
spring water and for construction of water works than in the towns
of Nyack and Piermont. In the range of hills immediately in the rear of both
places are found perennial springs which for volume and quality cannot be
surpassed and rarely equaled in any country [emphasis added]. For a
comparatively small expenditure, a reservoir of moderate capacity and drawing
its supply either from natural springs or by artificial means, could be
constructed on the hill with at least one hundred feet fall above either town.
From this[,] pipes or mains might be led through the principal streets, and from
there into every house in town, thus affording a good, pure quality of water at
but a trifling expense.
“Fountains, those beautiful embellishments to all suburban villas, could also be
constructed adding to beautiful scenes still more beauty.
“And should we unfortunately be visited by a conflagration, a circumstance that
may happen at any time, what security have we that our beautiful little town
may not be laid in ashes? Our firemen are doubtless as efficient as any other
similar body of men, but in our humble opinion they would be powerless
against the destroying element if it but acquired the least headway.
“It has been intimated to us that a project similar to this has been broached
heretofore but that owing to a "dog-in-the-manger" policy it had to be
abandoned. All we have to say to those who would oppose such necessary work
as this, is that if we could agent for a well-regulated civilized, localized
earthquake or a hundred horse power volcano for half an hour we would try
and frighten such a man or men into a decent sense of propriety for at least
once in their lives.”
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https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandctyjournal18670302.2.13&srp
os=2&e=------186-en-20--1--txt-txIN-water+works+Nyack+Piermont----1867-And here is the June 29, 1895 piece from the Rockland County Journal
describing homesteaders tapping the many springs found naturally on South
Mountain as these new residents slept beside their land in tents while their
homes and new roads were being built along the eastern mountainside:
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandctyjournal18950629.2.18&srp
os=1&e=-------en-20--1--txt-txIN-Ross+Taylor+New+Mountain+Roads-----Clearly, there were naturally occurring and bored wellsprings everywhere
throughout all the Nyacks, as that’s how people obtained their drinking water
from colonial times until at least the 1920s, even though organized public water
works had begun to be created 50 years prior.
While the aforementioned Nyacks founding father, Commodore Voorhis, was
quite accomplished in most of his endeavors, the water works he and other
village elders created in 1873 that served all the Nyacks was the rare exception.
It ended up a disaster; a very public one. The Village of Nyack was forced by
voters via referendum to take over the private water works, which the village
completed doing in 1897, four years after Voorhis’ death. The change came after
decades of complaints about the quality of the drinking water after the private
company had switched the source of its water from the South Mountain springs
to the Hackensack River and its reservoirs.
During the process of formalizing drinking water provision into a centralized
utility, and before the village takeover, the privately held and run Nyack Water
Works Company had been gradually transitioning the source of the community’s
drinking water from the naturally, sandstone-filtered spring waters of South
Mountain aquifers to the surface water of the shallow Hackensack River which
was pooled into shallow reservoirs - the same present-day, shallow local
reservoirs that provide our current drinking water. Elders like Voorhis at the
time had worried through the 1870s and 1880s that the legacy spring-fed
drinking water system held insufficient supply to support the then booming
Nyacks. That, it turns out, was flat wrong. The village elders, it bears noting,
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were not hydrogeologists. Had they been, they would have known that the
amount of freshwater that exists underground that we can’t see, far outweighs
the amount of water we can see on the surface. Plus, nearly all perennial or
constantly flowing watersheds include various spring-fed groundwater sources
with headwaters that emerge from various underground aquifers. Equally
important to understand is that water from aquifers is nearly always cleaner
and more potable and palatable than surface water, especially when sourced
from sandstone at upland or highland elevations.
While a small portion of the historical record seems to defer to the expertise of
the village elders, who never seemed to articulate publicly what exactly the
supposed supply issues actually were, we know today that those worries were
unfounded. For instance, while the current supplier to the Nyacks, Suez Water,
sources the Nyacks’ drinking water from Lake DeForest, two-thirds of the
company’s drinking water supplies in Rockland County still come from
wellfields. (However, most of that Suez wellfield water comes from a manmade
“induced” or pumped infiltration of lowland river water, where wells are bored
next to the Ramapo River, and river water is then pumped through sand and
gravel there, and this essentially manmade aquifer is thus artificially recharged not an ideal site or way to source drinking water. It’s essentially surface water
by any other name. Whereas an optimally sited, natural aquifer collects
rainwater that sinks into the earth from an upland versus lowland location, and
is filtered there through permeable stone such as sandstone on the way down
into the aquifer’s underground channels where it ‘s kept cool. Whereas riverpumped artificial induction and recharge relies upon drawing surface water
through unconsolidated alluvial materials in a lowland river valley, a method
that can lead to quality issues:)
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2
ahUKEwimooG1iLL3AhUwVd8KHc0gAA0QFnoECAUQAQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fd
ocuments.dps.ny.gov%2Fpublic%2FCommon%2FViewDoc.aspx%3FDocRefId%3D
%257BCEFACF60-EA8B-4E21-B3880CCA128C5943%257D&usg=AOvVaw0K7YNbpglmKm5694-AMDJT
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={581C0
CF9-79DA-40E4-B980-B1AFE0FDD47C}
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There were also a significant number of residents who disagreed at the time
with the notion that spring-fed systems lacked the production that the growing
villages required, as the aforementioned accounts from the historical record
make clear. Such dissent was evident prima facie from South Nyack residents
who refused to switch or remained using the spring water for their drinking
water up into the 1920s; as well as from vocal leaders of the day like Charlton
who prior to the transition envisioned a spring-fed water works. Charlton
balked at the recalcitrance and myopia of local leaders whom he called out for
failing to responsibly modernize what he and other residents considered
abundant and high-quality natural resources in a way that benefited everyone.
But it seems that the power structure of the day favored those resources that
they could see versus those visually hidden to them underground. There were
also a lot of false assumptions made and biases assumed based on great fears
caused by what by then had been the fourth and fifth global cholera pandemics.
While cholera spreads through water tainted with poop, it does so regardless of
whether that water is surface water or groundwater. Still, many at the last turn
of the century became unscientifically and wrongly biased against what they
began to refer to as “well water,” even though cholera outbreaks occur at
similar rates in either medium, particularly if either water source is unprotected
from infiltration by human waste. Such bias persisted through our
grandparents’ generation (we’re 51 years old as we write this in Spring 2022, for
reference).
Nonetheless, research shows that surface water, which is by its nature open to
the elements and thus more unprotected from them, can be riskier or a more
likely carrier of diseases such as cholera, than is water from a protected or
covered spring:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6090371/
What slowly becomes clear in the local historical record, however, is that while
the decision to transition from spring water to shallow surface water of the
Hackensack River may have served to quell worries among a subset of village
elders about their hypothesized insufficient spring water supplies, doing so
served up an actual very real problem occurring in “real-time,” immediately
after the switch: A deluge of complaints began to flow into the village boards
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about the “foul” summertime taste, look and smell of the Hackensack River
water. So essentially what happened in the transition, is that the village elders
had exchanged a potential future downside risk (inadequate supply) for an
actual real-time problem (bad taste) directly impacting the public in the then
present. That bad taste was a direct result of the shallowness of the Hackensack
River and its reservoirs, a problem that persists today. That’s because
microorganisms and algae bloom profusely in the shallows in hot weather. So
shallow ponding and impounding led to what village residents said at the time
was foul-tasting, smelly, unsightly water (the same complaints that continue to
this day with our treated water, but more on that later.) And while few held
science degrees, most folks in those olden days had enough sense and wits
about them to glean that when their water tasted, smelled or looked bad it was
probably not good for them to drink.
While it’s underreported and actually distorted by the historian Tompkins, the
problems with the new source of water were well-covered by the newspapers
of the day. Yet, even disregarding that coverage for a moment, suffice it to say
it’s a rare day when villagers band together to vote in a referendum to kick out
the owners and management of a privately run water utility: It’s a decision that
implies strong public dissatisfaction with the state of the drinking water, posttransition.
Still, it took decades of complaints after most of the residents of all the Nyacks
had been switched to the Hackensack River as the source of their drinking water
for the situation to draw in enough of the power structure from the villages,
county, the state and the judicial system to attempt to rectify the foul water
problem by affecting a municipal takeover. Sadly, nothing was fixed, meaning
the source, the Hackensack River, remains the source of drinking water today,
and its shallow reservoirs result in the exact same problems: foul-tasting, badlooking, smelly summertime water; the same problems it had nearly 150 years
ago:
https://www.lohud.com/story/news/local/rockland/2019/11/13/suez-proteststinky-water-algae/2572903001/
In newspaper accounts, the problems with the transition from springs to the
Hackensack River watershed as the main source of the villages’ drinking water
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are well-documented. The already shallow, lowland swamp system was made
worse through human intervention in the form of manmade reservoirs that
were never made deep enough to prevent algal blooms during summertime
storage. While multiple pieces reference those issues, the article linked and
excerpted directly below from the Oct. 11, 1884 edition of the Rockland County
Messenger states it most plainly: The Hackensack’s water turns “putrid” from
too shallow and stagnant storage:
“NYACK WATER UNFIT FOR USE
Caused by the Putrid Waters of Artificial Lake at Congers
“The past summer the water furnished to Nyack by the Nyack Water Works has
been unfit for use and has resulted in many complaints being sent in to the
Water Company. Upon investigation it was found the impure conditions of the
water was caused by the waters of the new artificial lake at Congers which
emptied into the Hackensack Creek from thence conveyed to Nyack by the
water works. The new lake was en[gineered/built] by the Boston Improvement
Construction Co., and receives the overflow from Swartwout’s [P]ond. Its waters
have laid all summer in a stagnant condition and unwholesome water has
emptied into the Hackensack stream. The Boston Land Company have been
notified to stop the flow of water and the State Board of Health has been
notified of the state of affairs.”
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandmessenger18941011.2.10&sr
pos=1&e=-------en-20--1--txt-txIN-Nyack+Water+Unfit+For+Use-----And the article linked below from Dec. 5, 1885, published in the Rockland
County Messenger more than a decade before the village takeover, is another
good representative example. It also has some macabre, comedic elements
sprinkled throughout to boot. Turns out, residents near Nyack’s Oak Hill
Cemetery who had kept their own wellsprings in operation owing to skepticism
or backup, described the piped Hackensack River water that newly supplied
their homes as undrinkable. Instead of focusing on the changed source in
drinking water, the state was summoned to assess potential impacts rotting
corpses might be having on the drinking water. A report compiled by the New
York Department of Health found the residents’ wellspring waters were pure;
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but called the water piped to these homes from the Hackensack River
“disagreeable” and “turbid.” Oddly, however, the state health worker in the
article failed to perform any tests on the Hackensack River-supplied water tests that clearly should have been done; none at least that were mentioned in
his report. But he recommended strongly that Nyack refrain from plans to
expand the cemetery any further to prevent decomposing bodies from
potentially spoiling any sources of drinking water used by nearby residents. So,
in effect, he confirmed a problem attested to by residents in field work but
ignored it. Then he diligently ran down a third problem that local leaders cocked
up to focus on – dead bodies- which left the actual problem: the deleterious
effects of the shallow Hackensack sourcing on drinking water quality, wholly
unaddressed. One has to laugh else cry, or perhaps cry from laughing.
Notwithstanding the perils of living next to a cemetery:
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandctyjournal18851205.1.4&e=-----188-en-20-rocklandctyjournal-21--txt-txIN-%22drinking+water%22-----In this next piece below from Aug. 10, 1889 the Nyack Water Works Company,
four years away from being taken over by the Village of Nyack, admits in the
Rockland County Journal to receiving “constant talk of the impurity of the water
furnished to the people of Nyack by the Nyack Water Works Co.” The firm then
rather blandly tells residents “the Company recognize[s] the necessity of
supplying the purest water that can be found.” And in what’s essentially an
admission that the water supplied from the Hackensack may in fact not be “the
purest,” the company requests the pulling together of a four-man committee
consisting of the “president of the Village of Nyack” and three Nyack physicians
the “president” would choose, to do further testing on the Hackensack supplied
water “by the best chemist in New York City.” However, the firm’s leadership
attempts to essentially rig the process in favor of making no changes
whatsoever by proposing an obviously wholly slanted bakeoff to see which of
only three then existing water company and Hackensack watershed sources –
the Hackensack River, Rockland Lake, and oddly, the company’s own pump
station – would thereafter furnish the Nyacks’ water, depending on which of
these three existing sources tested the “purest.” Spoiler alert: Nothing came of
any of this, it was in essence a non-solution, and so the same problems
remained:
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https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandctyjournal18890810.2.15&srp
os=2&e=------188-en-20--1--txt-txIN-Water+Works-----New York State’s Department of Health confirmed the problems with the
drinking water in South Nyack and Nyack in 1894, declaring it “not satisfactory”
after testing the water from taps in the villages, stating that it appeared
“yellowish,” “green,” “brownish,” became “blackened on ignition,” “left residue
[up]on evaporation” and contained ammonia, chlorine and various solids and
minerals. The state board of health engineer ordered the towns within which
the shallow reservoirs were located to take immediate remedial action
including cleaning the reservoirs and adding more filters. His recommendation
to alternatively source drinking water from the Hackensack Creek above its
confluence with the outlet of Rockland Lake to seek water that was not so foul
in appearance would, as we shall see shortly, turn out to be another bad idea,
because that source was imbued with the same problems endemic to all the
waters in the swampy lowland that is the Hackensack watershed: shallow,
stagnant despoiling.
https://books.google.com/books?id=SpE7AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA344&lpg=PA344&
dq=%22nyack+water+works%22+%22rockland+lake%22&source=bl&ots=lfI9hk_
FKa&sig=ACfU3U0ds4jueUrcy6Nu03XFMX9yczop3Q&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKE
wiIy7qCpLL3AhWjhIkEHYAWD2UQ6AF6BAgJEAM#v=onepage&q=%22nyack%20
water%20works%22%20%22rockland%20lake%22&f=false
Finally in the summer of 1895, 22 years after making the switch in sourcing from
mountain wellsprings to the Hackensack River and two years before the Village
of Nyack would finalize its takeover of the water works, the water commission
that the village had pulled together for the first time publicly highlighted the
essential problem with using the Hackensack system as a source of drinking
water: shallow despoiling. In doing so, they cite a number of causes including
defective reservoir design and recommend that the Nyack’s board of trustees
should acquire the water works for the purposes of finding a quality source of
abundant drinking water other than the surface water of the Hackensack River
valley. From the Aug. 31, 1895 edition of the Rockland County Journal:
“QUESTION OF NYACK WATER
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“THE STATEMENT OF THE WATER COMMISSIONERS.
“The following statement of the Water Commissioners recently published in the
Journal, appears again today at the request of the Commissioners, who are
desirous that all interested may know the facts just as they are and what must
be done in order that they can go on with the work: To the Board of Trustees of
the Village of Nyack: …
“Great complaint has been justly made during the last few years of the quality
of water furnished by the present [Nyack Water Works] [C]ompany, and the
interests of Nyack have suffered from this cause, as owners of real estate and
hotel and boarding house keepers can testify. Whether this be due to the source
of water supply, to defective reservoir construction, or to a combination of both
causes is immaterial; the fact remains obvious to all who are obliged to use
the water of the Nyack Water Works Company and we do not see any special
anxiety on the part of that company to remedy the defects so loudly
complained of.
“We believe that it is perfectly possible to find an abundant supply of
good water in the neighborhood of Nyack, without using the surface drainage of
the Hackensack valley, and that the Village of Nyack through
its Water Commission, will move more speedily and successfully do so than any
private corporation.
Another advantage in the Village ownership of the water works is in the fact
that there would be no danger of the water being cut off from the hydrants in
case of a disagreement regarding compensation, as was done some years ago.
We are of the opinion that should the village acquire the property of existing
companies, extend and improve their system so that hydrants could be erected
upon every block: develop a new source of water supply…”
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandctyjournal18950831.2.2&srpo
s=4&e=-------en-20--1--txt-txIN-water+works+nyack-----Another spoiler alert: No new drinking water source was ever tapped. But
before we get to that: The irony here is that also, the Hackensack River is,
surprise: spring-fed; most perennial freshwater bodies of water are spring-fed at
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least at some point along their courses while also collecting rainwater or
snowmelt depending on local climates. However, the Hackensack River’s
headwaters rise from a swampy, groundwater-fed wetland. Before that water
reaches the river, it has already been filtered to a degree by alluvial sand and
peat. But as that cleansed water flows into the Hackensack riverbed and slows
there in the open, skinny waters and in its shallow reservoirs, impurities
blossom, particularly in the heat. So any of the cleansed water advantages of
the river’s spring-fed, aquifer-filtered source are wiped away, not long after the
spring waters hit the river in the summertime. Marring its quality in particular
are what are known as harmful algal blooms (HABs) :
https://www.wtny.us/watersheds-with-the-flow-sep13-20-report.asp
https://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7BC
EFACF60-EA8B-4E21-B388-0CCA128C5943%7D
Yet, it soon becomes apparent from the historical and scientific record that it
would be difficult to improve the quality of the water taken from this particular
headwater source so as to meet the approval of the people drinking it,
regardless of method. That’s because the old-timers essentially made a bad
choice in siting for drinking water this particular spring-fed river, which they
would later dam into reservoirs. That’s because the Hackensack River and its
headwaters sit at low elevations deep in a valley in a lowland swamp - not an
ideal place to source drinking water: Because there’s no high-elevation
upstream mountain aquifer filtering and feeding this river through sandstone
with fast-moving water. Instead, the source in question bubbles up from the
swamp. And although it is also recharged by rainfall and surface drainage of the
surrounding hills like all watersheds are, the river’s peaty ground is not nearly as
good of a filter as mountain or upland sandstone. Plus, the river’s low-set, near
sea-level elevation, and swampy and nearly flat slope of its streambed in the
portion that feeds drinking water to the Nyacks means the water it conveys
where the river is flowing moves slowly, so it is less oxygenated and more
conducive to algal plant growth and retaining solids than faster-moving or
mountain-shed waters. The shallow reservoirs the waters flow into have similar
but even less palatable characteristics to that as the headwaters: Those shallow
impounded waters naturally have less movement than the headwaters and any
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of the flowing parts of the river, so they are slow-moving to stagnant, and thus
even more conducive to algal plant growth. But back to the history:
The Village of Nyack had by 1897 taken over the water works that had served all
the Nyacks since its incorporation under Commodore Voorhis in 1873. But it was
the village elders who succeeded Voorhis and his heirs after Voorhis’ death in
1890, who hit upon a solution to the foul-tasting, smelly and ugly looking water
the Nyacks had been forced to drink, a solution that ultimately failed. And so
began a string of failures aimed at solving the same problems: getting that bad tasting, smelly, ugly-looking summertime drinking water to taste good, look
good and have no smell; failures which continue to this day. The idea at the
time was to take surface water, which had already been cleansed however
imperfectly by the swampy soils of the Hackensack’s lowland, alluvial
headwaters - spring water that was soon thereafter despoiled of its purity from
flowing and settling into the shallow, slow-moving Hackensack riverbeds and
stagnant reservoirs, burbling or sitting slack below the hot sun - and to try to refilter that water again using a bed of sand pitched up against a hill of a reservoir
built aside the village water company’s newly built (at the time) pumping
station in West Nyack, which soon thereafter began doubling as a water
treatment plant, as the workers there tried everything they could to rid the
water of its smelly, bad-tasting ugliness. In this first attempt at a solution
though, the Hackensack River surface water would run through a sand bed
before it would hit the pipes of the day and run out from residents’ taps. Done
makeshift-style in the form of a manmade sand filter, the system was
nonetheless so expensive to amass and install at the time that it was almost
never completed.
To bring into focus the human folly involved here, it helps to elucidate what
precisely was going on. Essentially, the good folks of the day were taking a
poorly sited source of spring-fed drinking water that had nonetheless already
been filtered - however sub-optimally by peaty lowland soils, due to the poor
siting – and storing it in a place that dirties it up and makes it taste bad, and
then repeating a step nature had already started - which was filtering it - in a
third step using an arguably less adequate material in a laborious, expensive,
manmade simulacrum of nature.
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Our friend Tompkins showcases below a penchant for PR-ish misinformation
when he provides a hagiographic yet business-like summary of the villages’
shaky groundwater-to-surface-water transition in a section of his 1902
illustrated history: “Historical Record to the Close of the Nineteenth Century of
Rockland County, New York.” He begins by telling a complete untruth regarding
the quality of the drinking water provided from the Hackensack River, and
completely leaves out all of the context and the main reason – terrible water –
regarding why the village moved to take over the water works. Nonetheless,
Tompkins does reveal, albeit in passing, the problems with the new water
source. And cheerily and unintentionally he highlights the utter lack
qualifications wielded by the folks leading the charge at the time: Be sure not to
skip over the part where the Village of Nyack leadership decides to search for
clean aquifer sources of drinking water by drilling a well right on the bank of the
Hudson River, only to be later discouraged after “chemical analysis” found the
riverside water contained a hint of salt! Apparently finding salt content in water
aside a tidal brackish river was a shocking counterintuitive result for some at the
time. This could explain a general lack of expertise evident among local leaders
in understanding where the most promising places were to drill to get clean,
abundant (non-salty) spring water. Or perhaps they knew how to and wanted
the effort to fail? The ultimate reason why anyone would decide, even a 19thcentury someone, to drill for freshwater on the bank of the saltwater section of
a river is, we submit, mystifying, even to those perhaps with only a sliver of
rationality. But our untrustworthy narrator below seemed overjoyed by the
whole effort:
“NYACK WATER WORKS.
The present water system of Nyack, while it has been costly and taken time to
establish it, is complete in every detail and affords the people of Nyack, South
Nyack and Upper Nyack as pure water as there is in the State, and with a neverfailing supply. It is taken from the Hackensack [R]iver at West Nyack, passes
through substantial filter beds of sand, so that it is thoroughly filtered and
purified before it comes over the hills to Nyack.
The first definite move toward establishing this water system was taken on July
15, 1895, when the Nyack Village Board appointed a Board of Water
Commissioners consisting of Dr. E. H. Maynard, the Hon. George Dickey and
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Augustus A. Christie. An election was held on September 3rd, 1895, when a
majority of the taxpayers voted to authorize the Commissioners to proceed to
provide some system by which to furnish Nyack with a sufficient supply of pure
water. An investigation was made in several localities to get water. A well was
driven near the river shore at Upper Nyack, and from this came a generous
supply of water. It was found by chemical analysis, however, that this water
contained a slight trace of salt, and that project was abandoned. The Spring
Valley water shed was next inspected, but it was found that it would prove too
expensive to bring the water from that distance, and this project was no longer
considered.
The only feasible plan that appeared to remain was for the village to acquire the
plant of the Nyack Water Works, which had for years been the principal source
of Nyack's water supply. These works were originally established by the late
Commodore William Voorhis, and after his death they were owned and
conducted by members of his family, who comprised the Nyack Water Works
Company. In the early years of this company the supply of water was furnished
from springs in and near the village, but these proving inadequate, mains were
laid on the turnpike to West Nyack, where a pump house was built and the
water was pumped from the Hackensack [R]iver.
The Board of Water Commissioners opened communication - with the Nyack
Water Works Company in 1896 for the purpose of acquiring that company's
plant by purchase if possible. No agreement could be entered into in regard to
price, and it was then decided to institute condemnation proceedings. This was
done and Louis J. Lediger, of Blauvelt; John M. Verdin, of New City, and William
McCauley, of Haverstraw, were appointed by the court a commission to take
testimony and appraise the value of the water plant. This was done and as a
result the company received $107,000 for their property. It was decided to lay
new water pipes in the streets, while the sewer pipes were being put in, so that
they could be put in the same ditches [woops!]. This was done and that part of
the new system was completed. In the summer of 1897 bonds to the amount of
$165,000 were issued to pay for the old company's plant and to complete the
village's plant at West Nyack. Land was acquired at West Nyack, a large new
pump house was built and a system of filtration by filter beds of sand was
adopted by the Commissioners and recommended by the best experts in the
State.
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"Work on the filter beds proceeded until the money ran out, when an additional
appropriation was asked for in 1898. This proposition was voted down, and
nothing was done for nearly a year. In 1899 the matter was submitted to the
people, and they voted an appropriation to complete the work. The filter beds
have proved a gratifying success and the entire plant is now complete and
satisfactory.”
Except that it was not. It was an unmitigated failure, which devolved into a legal
dispute over money owed and the quality of work done on the filter bed by the
contractor the village had hired, work which the village claimed was
substandard and thus set about hiring another contractor of “new and
responsible men” who had to complete the work of the previous crew, given
the “present condition at the filter bed,” as described in this July 22, 1899
edition of the Rockland County Journal:
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandctyjournal18990722.2.2&srpo
s=3&e=-------en-20--1--txt-txIN-“NyAck+water+works”+filter-----This situation further devolved when the acting superintendent for the Nyack
Water Works, John Waters (yes, I know) was arrested in late February of 1911
accused of grand larceny for selling for personal profit equipment owned by the
village water works to a local “junkman.” Waters denied the charges when first
confronted by the water board and the village attorney, but later confessed his
soggy crimes to a judge during his arraignment after spending some time in the
Rockland County Jail:
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=rocklandctyjournal19110304.1.1&srpo
s=2&e=-------en-20--1--txt-txIN%22grand+larceny%22+%22Nyack+Water%22+Sherman-----But let’s fast-forward to Aug. 20, 1938 when columnist Robert Deed describes
the same old problem – too shallow storage of water from the Hackensack
watershed, which Deed describes as smelling like “an open sewer” and decries
as “filthy stuff” – continuing to mar the quality of drinking water supplied to the
Nyacks, despite yet more filter beds, and despite the addition of ammonia to
the mix:
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“If you had wanted to know just how effective the Nyack drinking
water treatment was during the recent heat and high water, you should have
tried swimming in the Hackensack Creek. While the tap water at home was
marred at times by traces of foreign taste and color, the raw water in the creek
was like an open sewer. Decaying vegetation and the consequent loss of oxygen
which usually does its share of purification of the made the creek too foul even
for swimming. The smell was apparent several yards from the bank of the
stream. The improved water treatment plant, with its ammoniator and rebuilt
filter beds, certainly did an amazing job in making that filthy stuff drinkable and,
for the most part, palatable if chilled in the ice box before using. In other years
we’d all have been buying bottled water.”
https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=ieadbehj19380820.1.3&srpos=2&e=------en-20--1--txt-txIN-Drinking+water+Hackensack+filter+beds-----By 1940, the Nyacks’ drinking water supply was besotted with chemical
disinfectants, as workers at the West Nyack pumping station serving all the
Nyacks was throwing everything they could at the problem of putrid summer
water, except anything that truly worked, or anything that didn’t make matters
worse. So much was made clear, again by Deed, in a piece in the July 12, 1940
edition of The Journal News, which was essentially a follow-up to Deed’s
scathing critique of the quality of the local water supply, doubling as a nearterm history of area drinking water via a day-in-the-life profile of the Nyack
water plant’s head of operations at the time, John I. Haring, who had been by
then waging the battle for quality drinking water for the Nyack villages for over
three decades, despite the fact Haring kept his own wellspring at his house:
“Nyack Water Plant Changes Taken in Stride by Haring
“[Photo caption:] John I. Haring, senior operator at the Nyack water department
plant In West Nyack, gazes into flume beside the roof-top aerator. —JournalNews Photo
“Superintendent of Pumping Station Has Seen Many Improvements
By ROBERT DEED
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“From a -two-by-four steam-pumping plant without facilities or demand for
chemical or mechanical treatment of drinking water for most of Nyack, the
Nyack water plant in West Nyack has developed into a full-sized, modern
filtration, treatment and pumping system - within the memory of John I. Haring,
senior operator, who has just completed his 33rd year as an engineer for the
water department.
Mr. Haring, a stalwart man turning three score and ten, still walks to work from
his home in Upper DePew [A]venue, Central Nyack, a matter of a mile and a
half. He has calmly accepted the innovations, which have added laboratory
technical work and detailed recordkeeping to his duties, and looks forward to
more years on the job.
“When he came to work at the plant in 1907, water was pumped out of the
Hackensack Creek, passed through a big filter bed now used as a reserve pool,
and rammed directly to the distribution system. Pumps were steam operated.
The little building, comprising about a sixth of the present structure, was an
inferno in hot weather.
Lime Chloride Used
After years had passed and people became conscious of health matters, the
engineers were required to toss chloride of lime into the water, now and then,
creating a foul taste and odor. Later chlorine was used. Twelve years
ago, when the bulk of the present plant was built, the repertoire of chemical
and mechanical dosage was hurled at the drinking supply.
“Mr. Haring and his co-worker used to be on duty twelve hours each, seven days
a week. When his father died, he recalls, he was only reluctantly granted a day
off. Now the number of hours [is] limited, the reservoir capacity and pumping
rates are sufficient to permit a shutdown of the plant through the evening and
night.
“Steady Walking Diet
“Mr. Haring, born in Tappan, has lived for 18 years in his Central Nyack home,
walking to and from work except when a bus happens along conveniently or
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someone offers him a ride. He has plowed through snow drifts waist-deep and
through the West Nyack Swamp's famous floods. Within recent weeks, finding
no Samaritan to ferry him by car across a pool of three-inch water, he has
removed his shoes and stockings and gone wading to be on the job at 6 a.m.
“Mrs. Haring died last year and Mr. Haring lives alone, but his son James S.
Haring, a fireman of the West Shore Railroad, lives next door. His lone
granddaughter, Firth, often comes to his house for a formal visit. Mr. Haring has
two other sons, George, in the wholesale lumber business, and Ralph, employed
In the Bogota Paper Box Works.
“Gardening takes up much of Mr. Haring’s spare time, with tomatoes his main
crop, and he has a nice little apple orchard. A brook flows through the property.
Characteristically, Mr. Haring has built a little water mill on the stream.
“Prefers Village Water
““I have one of the finest wells in the state," he says, "but I prefer the Village
water. You can’t tell about well water, you know. I sometimes wonder that
more people didn't get sick in the old days."
“The water plant was built in 1897, with James S. Haring, a distant relative If a
relative at all, as engineer. The board of water commissioners then comprised
George Dickey, Frank Comesky and E.H. Maynard. E.H. Cole was clerk. Strangely,
when Mr. Haring first worked for the water department, Nyack used more
water dally than it does today. The Peerless Finishing Company and ice plants
were working at full blast, using hundreds of thousands of gallons. The steam
pumps had to work 24 hours a day.
“One Pump Does Job
“Nowadays one of the two main pumps, running smoothly with electric power,
works at a 1,750,000 gallon-an-hour pace for 10 hours or so and then knocks off.
Two smaller electric pumps keep water moving through the plant processes.
“Between 600,000 and 700,000 gallons is the daily consumption of Nyack,
50,000 lo 150,000 gallons less than when the industries were busy in the village.
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While the pumps are in operation the water goes directly to the mains, the
surplus going to the reservoir west of the junction of Highland and Hillside
[A]venues. The reservoir holds 800,000 gallons, thirteen and a half feet deep.
“Water is checked at all stages of treatment for temperature, carbon and
chlorine content, odor, taste, pH (symbol for a sort of a kind of a hydrogen ion)
and numerous other specifications which keep Mr. Haring and his mates busy
throughout the working day. Data sheets three feet long must be filled out daily
and sent up to the State.
“Route of Water
The modern route of water from the Hackensack Creek (which is, all authorities
aver, a clean, reliable source of supply) to your faucet is through the new intake
south of the plant, through alum and charcoal doses and sometimes chlorine,
into the 300,000-gallon settling basin, to filter beds, under lime and ammonia
treatment, to the clear-water well under the building (also holding 300,000
gallons) and then to the mains under and around West Nyack and to the
distributing mains and the reservoir on the hilltop. "Nuchar,” charcoal, is
automatically fed into the water to aid in purification, chlorine disinfects, alum
controls alkalinity, neutralizing acids which might destroy your plumbing before
Wrench Stilson could say "Sorry!"; aluminum sulphate, which precipates any
solids, thus clarifying the water. Rain affects all stages of the treatment,
particularly requiring more alum.
“The aerator stepped ahead of the filter beds was added two years ago, aiding
greatly in eliminating such tastes and odors as annoyed users and engineers
alike, a few years ago.
“Many of the tastes and odors come from tarring of the roads, followed by rains
which wash the oil into the stream at the various bridges, Mr. Haring states.
“Filters are washed dally by reversing the flow, using 10,000 to 11,000 gallons of
water stored in an elevated tank. If you don’t like the water that flows from
your tap after all this treatment, you’re an ingrate, though Mr. Haring is too
mild to say so.”
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https://news.hrvh.org/veridian/?a=d&d=ieadbehj19400712.1.10&srpos=1&e=------en-20--1--txt-txIN------The problems, though seemingly not adequately comprehended by Deed and
Haring, are nonetheless well elucidated in the piece above. In short, because the
Nyacks were sourcing their drinking water from a swampy lowland, the water
had to be massively treated with myriad filters and chemicals to look, smell and
taste palatable, and be considered by much of the public to be “healthy” to
consume, particularly during summers. But the addition of those chemicals to
the water supply, such as ammonia and chlorine, only brought their own taste
and quality issues, as well as new problems to the local drinking water: The
regime in fact exchanged foul taste and odors of organic but harmful algal
blooms (HABs) for foul taste and odors of ammonia and chlorine, and whatever
other chemicals they variously threw at the water supply at the time to make it
drinkable.
The telling sign that the chemicals being used were added in too excessive
amounts or too great a volume to be considered safe by the public or meet
quality standards is the fact the plant had to install a massive aerator to try to
extinguish the foul taste and smell created by those chemicals. The main red
flag drinking water experts look for today in determining whether chemical
disinfectants have been added to the drinking water supply in excessive
amounts is as old as time and carries a natural logic even a child can
understand: If it tastes or smells bad, there’s too much disinfectant, and/or
disinfectant byproducts, in the water.
https://www.acsh.org/news/2022/01/04/flint-water-dept-failed-its-chemistrytest-16034
That all of this Frankenstein- or Rube Goldberg-esque chemical and filtering
machinery is unnecessary, makes this situation just the more frustrating. If the
water was simply sourced from an upland section of the local watershed (but
NOT from the lowland Hackensack River valley) from groundwater within the
mountainsides or hillsides above the Nyacks, and stored nearby these
headwaters in deep reservoirs, water towers or both; that cooler, cleaner water
would greatly decrease the summertime HABs and therefore would greatly
decrease the need to dump chemicals into our water supply, which only
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requires that chemical-laden water to receive even more treatment to make it
drinkable. Upland or upstream sourcing is precisely what experts recommend to
avoid the risks of disinfection by-products proliferating in drinking water that
result from lowland, downstream supplies requiring chemical treatments:
https://ensia.com/features/drinking-water-disinfection-byproducts-pathogens/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5db053886828611d85d3174f/t/615725
ea40e68e78bc32663b/1633101313139/EarthTec+for+Skaneateles+in+Syracuse+
NY.pdf
But there is actually no upland, upstream option to source cleaner water from
the Hackensack River watershed, because the Hackensack River’s headwaters
emerge from a swamp, a place variously called “The Great Swamp” or “Sweet
Swamp” in a section of lowland about a mile south of West Haverstraw, which
sits at an elevation of just 120 feet above sea level. (Lowlands are technically
considered areas lower than 660 feet above sea level.) This lowland swamp,
which comprised the headwaters and northernmost section of the Hackensack
River, was dammed and flooded to create the Lake DeForest Reservoir, which
sits at an elevation of 79 feet above sea level:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hackensack_River
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2
ahUKEwiPv_ax7H3AhUSZd8KHSF8DuA4ChAWegQIExAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdocuments.dps.
ny.gov%2Fpublic%2FCommon%2FViewDoc.aspx%3FDocRefId%3D%257B26E8D8
FF-C60D-434B-86998347AC27A59B%257D&usg=AOvVaw0ihI0YYZZPLv61qCArRbDr
http://timmillerassociates.com/publicreview/clarkstown/Clarkstown%20DGEIS
%202-13-07%20Report.pdf
https://nyacknewsandviews.com/2020/11/nyack-people-places-the-daylightride-of-major-john-smith/
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http://heritageofwestnyack.org/Revitalization/West%20Nyack%20Local%20Visi
on%203-6-11.pdf
The manmade Lake DeForest Reservoir into which the Hackensack spills soon
after coursing from its alluvial, bottomland swamp headwaters a short distance,
supplies all the Nyacks directly, as well as a good chunk (about 30 percent
overall) of Rockland County with drinking water. Built in 1956, Lake DeForest
has an extremely shallow depth for the purpose of storing drinking water: Its
average depth places our drinking water within the “littoral” zone, which means
where aquatic vegetative and eukaryotic growth is greatest. The scientifically
agreed upon vertical depth of the freshwater littoral zone is 15 feet, because
sunlight can reach the bottom of a lake or reservoir at that depth. We had
trouble finding the exact average depth figure for Lake DeForest, but its
shallowness is undisputed. That shallowness is a well-known and accepted
reason that harmful algal blooms (HABs) befall Lake DeForest Reservoir, and its
surrounding watershed; they are a direct result of Lake DeForest’s shallow
depth and low-elevation seating. This characteristic of shallowness, and a
lowland, swampy, run-off collecting, seating, is shared by most of the surface
waters across the Hackensack watershed. All these local bodies of water are
also interconnected. Nearby Rockland Lake, for instance, which is similarly
shallow, has an average depth of 14.4 feet, and is considered eutrophic,
meaning it supports an abundance of aquatic plant growth. Same goes for
Congers Lake and Swartout Lake. The eutrophication conditions of the former
lake have risen before to such oxygen-sapping levels that it caused large fish dieoffs in numbers in the hundreds even in the winter. The Hackensack River and
its minor tributaries; the minor tributaries to Lake DeForest; as well as Rockland
Lake; Congers Lake; and Swartout Lake all make New York State DEC’s annual
list of impaired waters requiring restoration for these reasons. The United States
Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) lists
Lake DeForest among its water concerns ranking it as a
“threatened” resource due to findings of silt/sediment, salts, pathogens and
nutrients. The NRCS ranks Congers and Swartout as “stressed” due to
silt/sediment, algal/weed growth, vegetation and nutrients:
https://thepressgroup.net/steward-backs-algae-efforts-at-reservoir/
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https://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7B9
7E1B9D5-A696-42CC-B23D-6ECDACFE7B2B%7D
https://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/water_pdf/section303d2018.pdf
New York Rapid Watershed Assessment Profile

https://nyacknewsandviews.com/2017/02/earth-matters-winterkill-congerslake/
It didn’t have to be this way. When the state approved in 1952 the application
of the Spring Valley Water Works and Supply Company, a wholly owned
subsidiary of the New Jersey-based Hackensack Water Company, to build Lake
DeForest, the New York State Department of Conservation’s Division of Water
Power and Control erred by failing to set minimum depth requirements for the
reservoir. First, the state water authority stated plainly in its application
approval that: “The quality of the water derived from the proposed reservoir
depends upon the maintenance of an adequate depth of water therein at all
times.” But instead of specifying any minimum depths, the state water division
only constrained the Spring Valley water company in its construction plans by
setting a volume minimum for the total amount of gallons of water the
reservoir would eventually hold: “It should be required, therefore, that at least
1.4 billion gallons of water at all times be retained in the reservoir. Such a
minimum quantity in storage will prevent the creation of unsightly areas during
dry weather.” Perhaps. But that wouldn’t do anything to prevent quality issues
if that quantity of water was spread out at a shallow level over a large area,
which was exactly what happened. Those circumstances remain unchanged, and
so the quality problems with our drinking water as cited by the public and
documented in the public record continue to this day:
https://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={8D23
5EC0-D2A6-4697-B52E-412D00F8311D}
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https://www.nyack-ny.gov/media/Water/Water.Department.Report.2019%
20(003).pdf
(Currently, Suez Water NY, a subsidiary of the publicly traded, for-profit Parisbased Suez, owns all the water supplied to the Nyacks by what’s now known as
the Nyack Water Department. The Nyack Water Department is a tiny public
utility that has a right to draw a portion from that Suez-owned water and treat
that water at its West Nyack plant, but Nyack Water Department neither owns
nor controls any of the water it distributes to our taps, nor does it own or
control any of the sources of the water we drink. Suez has always maintained
the Nyacks’ water is safe to drink or that contaminant levels or chemical levels
found there fall below EPA standards and are therefore safe. However, many
feel those EPA levels are set too high to protect the public’s health. And, in the
case of levels of PFOA, the levels found in 2020 in Suez's supplied water to the
Nyack Water Department rose above levels the state’s health department
considers safe.)
The adverse effects of the high amounts of chlorine used in our water supply
are readily evident, both in testing and in what the water does to our hands and
hair. The test we performed on our fully flushed kitchen sink found total and
free chlorine levels that ranged between ratings of not optimal/unpleasant at 2
parts per million (ppm); to bad/dangerous at 4+ ppm:
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We say all this regarding the history of the Nyacks’ drinking water because in
many ways the South Nyack Brook is a symbol of our human folly in this regard:
The spring-fed stream is an overlooked beautiful and historical natural resource
that keeps providing us with its bounty, while we continue to source our
drinking water from a swamp.
The South Nyack Brook points to what could have been and what could be, if we
only looked at it and the surrounding watershed more closely, were more
careful with these resources and tried to understand what they truly are and
what they represent.
Uncovering this brook’s spring-fed nature and its role as part of the region’s
larger watershed, aquifer and groundwater network - just like the stream
emerges out of our hamlet’s upland grounds - crystallizes how important it is to
protect and preserve this unique resource.
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But finally, after many millennia, we are happy to report and be a part of this
“re-discovery” of the South Nyack Brook, through research and facts, by
enlightening ourselves and others about exactly what this water is:
The South Nyack Brook is a historic, spring-fed, federally protected tidal
tributary of the Hudson River and the major artery of South Nyack’s entire
watershed.
Regulation of the South Nyack Brook and Adjacent Wetlands
As stated previously, the South Nyack Brook is a direct perennial (always
flowing) tributary of the Hudson River with identifiable bed and banks and
ordinary high-water marks upstream with a tidal lower section. Those
characteristics make the South Nyack Brook both a “water of the United States”
and a “navigable water of the United States.”
Because it’s a direct tributary of the commerce-supporting Hudson River, the
South Nyack Brook is automatically designated legally as a “water of the United
States.” And because it’s impacted by the tides, the South Nyack Brook is
automatically designated legally also as a “navigable water of the United
States” with federal jurisdiction extending “shoreward to the mean high water
line,” which as stated previously is within range of about 75 feet upstream from
its confluence with the Hudson River.
So under the Clean Water Act (CWA) , the South Nyack Brook is “by rule”
(without doubt) federally regulated and protected.
https://www.nae.usace.army.mil/Portals/74/docs/regulatory/JurisdictionalLimi
ts/Jurisdictional_Limits_Brochure.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2021-12/revised-definition-ofwotus_nprm_december2021.pdf
But so are (meaning they are federally protected) the wooded, undeveloped
“adjacent wetlands” directly abutting the South Nyack Brook to the north of the
stream, and directly abutting the Hudson River to the west of the river’s
shoreline, for thousands of square feet inland in both those north and west
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directions, covering what’s essentially the entirety of the undeveloped wooded
wetland space that comprises all of proposed Lot #4 on the Olson Center
property at 149-157 Piermont Avenue. Thus these adjacent wetlands also fall
under the jurisdiction of the EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers, under the
CWA, and consequent case law, regulations, their synthesis, interpretations and
subsequent guidance.
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201602/documents/adjacent_wetlands_or_waters.pdf
All that land north of the South Nyack Brook and west of the Hudson riverside,
covering the entirety of proposed Lot #4 in the subdivision plans of the Living
Christ Church on the Olson Property, is a federally regulated wetland, because
the land there receives direct and immediate infiltration of water from both the
South Nyack Brook and the Hudson River. Those two hydrologic sources are
directly connected to this adjacent wetland and make this adjacent wetland a
very unique and an unusually important natural resource, which triggers
required protection from both our federal and state governments, because this
adjacent wetland comprises, combines and integrates two types of wetlands: a
1.) freshwater wetland with 2.) a tidal wetland.
Specifically, the waters of both the South Nyack Brook and the tidal Hudson
River infiltrate and seep through or over the banks, loose stones and boulders
that make up the streamside and the Hudson River shoreline borders of
proposed Lot #4: Much of the old mortar and concrete has disintegrated and
dissipated completely from the gaps between the boulders and stones, creating
seeps all along each of the aforementioned banks, owing to constant saturation,
seasonal and high tide cycles. And both the stone wall along the northside of
the brook at the southern border of proposed Lot #4 of the Olson Center, and
the seawall along the Hudson River along the property’s western border, is
nonexistent in various places, allowing perennial stream and river water to seep
or flow onto Lot #4, particularly in but not limited to times of high water:
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2021-12/revised-definition-ofwotus_nprm_december2021.pdf -
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“The agency has found that all water retention structures are subject to seepage
through their foundations and abutments. See, e.g., U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers 1992 at 1–1; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1993 at 1–1; U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers 2004 at 6–1.” The buffer zone typically required to prevent degradation to such a unique
natural resource requires at minimum hundreds of feet (meaning thousands of
square feet) of protection in all directions from the borders of the wetland’s
furthest reaches - determinations made by the Army Corps’ field staff. We can
confirm though that nearly the entirety of proposed Lot #4 meets all the
requirements for classification as a wetland and thus demands jurisdictional
protection from both federal agencies, meaning the EPA and the Army Corps of
Engineers, but also from New York State:
Specifically, proposed Lot #4 meets the three main requirements for
classification as a wetland, because: Lot #4 is 1.) replete with hydrophytes
(wetland plants; please see photos at the end of this document); 2.) receives
constant hydrology from two direct infiltrating waters of the United States:
namely the South Nyack Brook and the Hudson River; and 3.) shows all the
perennially wet substrate signs of hydric soil (and the constant hydrologies that
soak the soil) including accumulation of dark organic material, muck, peat, loam
and loamy sand, high water marks, brush piles and many specific species of
wetland plants and animals - many of which are threatened and protected. This
plethora of diverse ecological attributes mark the land as both a wetland and a
unique natural resource - precisely the type which both our federal and state
governments have sought to protect from degradation and development
through laws, regulations, jurisdiction and enforcement for almost 50 years.
In fact, simply by receiving this piece of scholarship and journalism backed up by
the evidence and eyewitness accounts supplied herein, the undeveloped
wooded freshwater wetland which covers nearly the entirety of proposed Lot
#4 on the property of the Olsen Center at 149-157 Piermont Ave., is regulated
and considered under state law a protected wetland by “rebuttable
presumption,” as was codified into law in April as part of a package of
enhancements to the NYS Freshwater Wetlands Act in the last state budget.
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“Rebuttable presumption” means that freshwater wetlands are “subject to
regulation and permitting until proven otherwise,” as Audubon New York
succinctly put it.
And as a smaller wetland, proposed Lot #4 also meets New York State’s criteria
for regulation due to its “unusual importance,” as this adjacent wooded
undeveloped wetland without doubt “attenuate[s] significant flooding,…
provide[s] habitat for rare species, [and is] located in an urban area.”
https://ny.audubon.org/about-us/passed-historic-wetlands-protectionsincluded-new-york-state-budget
As for tidal wetlands, the DEC has mapped tidal wetlands adjacent to the
Hudson River north of the Mario M. Cuomo bridge up to the Troy Dam - a huge
area which also includes proposed Lot #4 - to regulate the tidal wetlands therein
to achieve agency goals of no net-loss of wetlands and “to improve the state’s
regulatory authority over… wetland resources through restoration and
enhancement activities.” So nearly all of proposed Lot #4 is also subject to the
state’s regulatory regime regarding tidal wetlands:
https://www.dec.ny.gov/lands/5118.html
Nearly the entirety of proposed Lot #4 and nearly the whole property of the
Olson Center at 149-157 Piermont Ave., is mapped by the state DEC as a “known
important area for rare aquatic animals” and also a “known important area for
migratory fish.” Proposed Lot #4 contains important rare aquatic (non-fish)
animals, which include species that depend upon land as well as require water,
(and thus use the Olson Center property and that of proposed Lot #4) to survive;
these include rare birds, amphibians, insects, mammals, turtles and snakes
(please see specified and evidentiary lists at the end of this narrative):
https://gisservices.dec.ny.gov/gis/hvnrm/
Specifically, proposed Lot #4 appears to be a Red Maple Sweetgum wetland or
hybrid mixture of just such a wetland with other wetland types according to
plant species. The following photographic evidence directly below this sentence
shows just some of the many mature trees and plants growing on proposed Lot
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#4 that the state considers characteristic of wetlands or Red Maple Sweetgum
wetlands, including pin oaks, swamp oaks, swamp cottonwoods and Viburnum
dentatum.

Pin oak
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swamp oak
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Swamp cottonwood
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Viburnum dentatum
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(Many swamp sparrows can also be found in and around the entire proposed
subdivision and in particular Lot #4, but they are quite hard to get a picture of
due to their rapid flights near vegetated and/or forested, ground-level cover.)
Before much of the riverside lands were cleared in colonial times, it is likely that
all of Piermont, Grandview-on-Hudson, South Nyack, Nyack and Upper Nyack
were one contiguous Red Maple Sweetgum wetland, stretching from Tallman
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Mountain State Park to The Hook. But due to clear-cutting, these environments
are no longer contiguous along the Hudson riverside. Thus proposed Lot #4
represents one of very few of the last remaining vestiges of those pre-colonial
wetlands:
https://guides.nynhp.org/red-maple-sweetgum-swamp/
(Note: Invasive non-native Norway maples have unfortunately become part of
and even semi-dominant in many of New York’s wetlands.)
The record shows that there are numerous species of marine animals and rare
wildlife including plants and animals that grow, inhabit, hunt, roost, perch and
use the area both on and encompassing the applicant’s (Living Christ Church
Olson Center’s) property; particularly prevalent are rare and threatened species
that reside, use, hunt, grow and live on proposed Lot #4 (please see list and
pictures below). The links directly following this sentence are complete
compendiums of specific species which the state lists as among the “rare
aquatic animals” among those that the state DEC map shows, covering the
entirety of proposed Lot #4 and nearly the whole property of the Olson Center
at 149-157 Piermont Ave.:
https://www.nynhp.org/documents/34/Freshwater_Blueprint_2011.pdf
http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/inventories/details.cfm?DSID=1297
It's important to note that even before the state’s enhancement to Article 24 of
New York’s Environmental Conservation Law, this 6.4-acre wooded,
undeveloped freshwater and tidal wetland encompassing the proposed Living
Christ Church subdivision, and particularly nearly all of proposed Lot #4, already
satisfied the specific intentions of the state to protect freshwater wetlands from
development in the wetland portions of its acreage - and within hundreds of
feet (thousands of square feet) of said acreage regarded as “buffers zones” because of this particular wetland’s “unusual local importance.”
While it need only satisfy “one or more” characteristics cited in the legislation,
the freshwater wetland on the Olson Center property and proposed Lot #4
executes and satisfies all nine of the specific benefits set forth in the state’s
subdivision seven of section 24-0105 of the law restricting development on a
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freshwater wetland: Because the “benefits to be derived from” this property
include (a) flood and storm control by the hydrologic absorption and storage
capacity; (b) wildlife habitat by providing breeding, nesting and feeding grounds
and cover for many forms of wildlife, wildfowl and shorebirds, including
migratory wildfowl and rare species such as the bald eagle and osprey (please
see pictures and read eyewitness accounts below); (c) protection of subsurface
water resources and provision for valuable watersheds and recharging ground
water supplies; (d) recreation by providing areas for hunting, fishing, boating,
hiking, bird watching, photography, camping and other uses; (e) pollution
treatment by serving as biological and chemical oxidation basins; (f) erosion
control by serving as sedimentation areas and filtering basins, absorbing silt and
organic matter and protecting channels and harbors; (g) education and scientific
research by providing readily accessible outdoor bio-physical laboratories, living
classrooms and vast training and education resources; and (h) open space and
aesthetic appreciation by providing often the only remaining open areas along
crowded river fronts; and (i) sources of nutrients in freshwater food cycles and
nursery grounds and sanctuaries for freshwater fish.”
https://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/wildlife_pdf/wetart24a.pdf
Until recently, state law largely left such “local importance” determinations up
to villages, towns, cities and counties, and continues to rely on information
provided by the public. The official state record, field work and related DEC
resources like maps are only considered as one source of information. The
recent freshwater wetlands enhancement for instance excised an old piece of
state law based on a judge’s ruling that prohibited the state from regulating
freshwater wetlands unless they were already plotted on legacy and admittedly
incomplete DEC maps. The reasoning for the excision is to base policy on science
and actual fact: Because there are simply too many undocumented but true
wetlands for the DEC to individually investigate or map efficiently, the law has
been transitioned to rebuttable presumption. So the state maps are and have
been missing a lot of wetlands that now fall under the state’s regulation and
land use restrictions.
In the state’s Tidal Wetlands Act, in regards to restricting development, the law
was designed to foster a collaborative and public process: The DEC
commissioner is encouraged to work with the public and local governments in
the process of identifying previously unidentified tidal wetlands, and is to be
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guided in making his final determinations to protect tidal wetlands from
development using that input, but also be driven by four factors listed in the
original legislation - all of which the tidal wetlands located on proposed Olson
Center subdivision and proposed Lot #4 already satisfy. Those are: Land use is to
be restricted in tidal areas showing “present and potential value... for marine
food production; [use] as a wildlife habitat; as an element of flood and storm
control; and as a source of recreation, education and research.”
https://law.justia.com/codes/new-york/2015/env/article-25/title-3/
Directly below, please find the rare and threatened species we’ve documented
living, using, perching, roosting and/or hunting on applicant Living Christ
Church’s proposed subdivision and in particular on proposed Lot #4. The emails
below listing these threatened and/or rare species are part of the official public
record of the former Village of South Nyack and are also, like this entire
document, now part of the official record of the Town of Orangetown, Rockland
County, New York State and relevant federal agencies regarding any historical,
environmental, planning or zoning developments or decisions, including those
regarding the Living Christ Church’s proposed subdivision, including in particular
proposed Lot #4, or regarding any other historical, environmental, planning,
zoning purposes or needs of the Town of Orangetown, Rockland County, et al:
“Begin forwarded message:
From: Shane Kite <skribe00@optimum.net>
Date: November 19, 2021 at 1:03:54 PM EST
To: jerry.ilowite@southnyack.ny.gov
Cc: andrew.goodwillie@southnyack.ny.gov
Subject: Incomplete, inaccurate answers to E.2.O and E.2.P on FEAF Part 1 on Living
Christ Church subdivision of Olson Center…
Hi,
The applicant - Living Christ Church re: subdivision of Olson Center - has failed to
accurately answer questions on the Full Environmental Assessment Form (FEAF Part 1), in
multiple areas, the following being just some of those multiple instances of inaccurate and/
or incomplete answers.
Specifically, in E.2.O and E.2.P on the FEAF Part 1, the applicant has an incomplete answer
in E.2.O and an inaccurate, false claim answer in E.2.P
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My wife and I own the riverfront property (11 Voorhis Point [formerly Ambler’s]) just
south of the forested woodland that is proposed Lot #4 on the Olson Center property.
Proposed Lot #4 is comprised of tidal wetlands and second-growth forest and a
watercourse that is a teeming habitat of rare and threatened plants and animals, as well as
species of flora and fauna that are of special concern.
My wife and/or I have personally seen multiple times (annually, seasonally and quarterly
in all instances) the following rare animals and plants (continuously) that the state lists as
Threatened residing on proposed Lot #4:
Threatened Animals List:
1.) Bald Eagles (Which besides Threatened State, are designated by the State as Species of
Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN), which was developed as part of the state’s wildlife
action plan.)
First 2 photos are from March 11, 2019 and following four of Bald Eagle hunting fish are
from April 4, 2020. All photos show Bald Eagles on proposed Lot #4, perched on
Threatened Swamp Cottonwoods. The eagles stay for months; in winter, spring, summer
and fall.
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2.) Northern Long-Eared Bat (Federally and State Threatened, and coded by the State as
High Priority SGCN) Our eyewitness accounts spring fall and summer. (Photos: page 201)
3.) Henslow’s Sparrow (Also: High Priority SGCN) Eyewitness accounts, mostly summer
and fall.
Threatened Plants list:
1.) Swamp Cottonwoods (the same trees the eagles are pictured perched on and flying from
to hunt). These are all from Nov. 19, 2021:
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2.) Swamp Buttercup
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3.) Swamp lousewort (Taken Aug. 6, 2021; abutting southern lot line of proposed Lot #4):
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Please enter this into the record and include in any and all processes and determinations
regarding this proposed subdivision including but not limited to SEQRA, FEAF Part 1, et al.
Thank you,
Begin forwarded message:
From: Shane Kite <skribe00@optimum.net>
Date: November 19, 2021 at 1:55:32 PM EST
To: jerry.ilowite@southnyack.ny.gov, andrew.goodwillie@southnyack.ny.gov
Subject: Second of several: Incomplete, inaccurate answers to E.2.O and E.2.P on
FEAF Part 1 on Living Christ Church subdivision of Olson Center…
Hi,
[Please skip below to Roman numeral II, if you’ve already read the following background]:
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The applicant - Living Christ Church re: subdivision of Olson Center - has failed to
accurately answer questions on the Full Environmental Assessment Form (FEAF Part 1), in
multiple areas, the following being just some of those multiple instances of inaccurate
and/or incomplete answers.
Specifically, in E.2.O and E.2.P on the FEAF Part 1, the applicant has an incomplete answer
in E.2.O and an inaccurate, false claim answer in E.2.P
My wife and I own the riverfront property (11 Voorhis Point [formerly Ambler’s]) just
south of the forested woodland that is proposed Lot #4 on the Olson Center property.
Proposed Lot #4 is comprised of tidal wetlands and second-growth forest and a
watercourse that is a teeming habitat of rare and threatened plants and animals, as well as
species of flora and fauna that are of special concern.
II. Pertaining to E.2.O, re:
“Does it contain any areas identified as habitat for an endangered or threatened species?…”
The answer is yes but applicant fails to provide an accurate and complete answer.
Proposed Lot #4 contains areas identified as habitat for the following endangered or
threatened species:
1.) Eastern Fence Lizard
2.) Sedge Wren
3.) Loggerhead Shrike
4.) Northern Long-Eared Bat
5.) Swamp birch
6.) Swamp sunflower
7.) Swamp Lousewort
8.) Swamp Cottonwood
9.) Swamp Buttercup [Begin forwarded message:
From: Shane Kite <skribe00@optimum.net>
Date: November 19, 2021 at 2:28:21 PM EST
To: jerry.ilowite@southnyack.ny.gov
Cc: andrew.goodwillie@southnyack.ny.gov
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Subject: Re: Incomplete, inaccurate answers to E.2.O and E.2.P on FEAF Part 1 on
Living Christ Church subdivision of Olson Center…
Addendum: The Swamp Buttercup is “endangered,” I mistakenly put it under the lesser but
still serious listing of “threatened.” Please note the change in my comments on the record.
10.) Swamp Agrimony
11.) Swamp Clubmoss
12.) Swamp Azalea
13.) Swamp Aster
14.) Swamp Smartweed
15.) Estuary Beggar-ticks
16.) Riverbank quillwort
17.) Hudson River water nymph
18.) River weed
19.) River birch
20.) Henslow’s Sparrow
21.) Bald Eagle
State law provides that:
“Specifically, a person may not alter occupied habitat of an endangered or threatened
species
where it “is likely to negatively affect one or more essential behaviors of such species.” Id.
§ 182.2(b).”
Also:
The unique combination and mix of diverse ecologies that exist within proposed Lot #4, a
tidal wetland, second growth forest, a marshy estuary, Hudson riverside, a stone chase
creek freshwater watercourse and drainage, ponding areas, low points that reduce runoff
and do (and/or could) support all these rare, threatened and endangered species, makes it
illegal to disturb and therefore unsuitable for development under the environmental,
planning and zoning laws and codes of the federal, state, county, town and village
governments.
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Thank you,
Shane M. Kite
Reporter/Writer/Editor
skribe00@optimum.net
917-270-3724
https://gob-wire.com/
http://www.shane-kite.com/
https://muckrack.com/shane-kite
Begin forwarded message:
From: Shane Kite <skribe00@optimum.net>
Date: November 19, 2021 at 2:55:06 PM EST
To: jerry.ilowite@southnyack.ny.gov, andrew.goodwillie@southnyack.ny.gov
Subject: Third of several: Incomplete, inaccurate answers to E.2.O and E.2.P on FEAF
Part 1 on Living Christ Church subdivision of Olson Center…
Hi,
[Please skip below to Roman numeral III, if you’ve already read the following background]:
The applicant - Living Christ Church re: subdivision of Olson Center - has failed to
accurately answer questions on the Full Environmental Assessment Form (FEAF Part 1), in
multiple areas, the following being just some of those multiple instances of inaccurate
and/or incomplete answers.
Specifically, in E.2.O and E.2.P on the FEAF Part 1, the applicant has an incomplete answer
in E.2.O and an inaccurate, false claim answer in E.2.P
My wife and I own the riverfront property (11 Voorhis Point [formerly Ambler’s]) just
south of the forested woodland that is proposed Lot #4 on the Olson Center property.
Proposed Lot #4 is comprised of tidal wetlands and second-growth forest and a
watercourse that is a teeming habitat of rare and threatened plants and animals, as well as
species of flora and fauna that are of special concern.
III. Pertaining to E.2.P, re:
“Does the project site contain any species of plant or animal that is listed by NYS as rare, or
as a species of special concern.”
The applicant made an inaccurate, false claim in answering “No” to E.2.P. The accurate
answer is “Yes.”
And all the following species are of Special Concern:
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1.) Osprey
My wife and I have seen so many Ospreys every spring summer and fall including
this year, but particularly several who use proposed Lot #4 trees throughout the
proposed property as perches to fish from and they are very successful at fishing.
(Please see Osprey photos on page 199 and 200.)

2.) Cooper’s Hawk
Hunts and nests in trees throughout proposed Lot #4:
This photo taken Feb. 2 shows one perched low on a small tree on proposed Lot#4 w/
a Mockingbird or Mourning Dove in its talons:
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3.) Sharp-shinned Hawk:
These are, like the Cooper’s, expert rapid fliers and forest dwellers, zigging and
zagging and dodging branches and trees as they go after smaller birds. I’ve seen a
number of these smaller hawks whizzing into and out of proposed Lot#4 over the
last 2 years, mostly in spring and summer.
The rest of these my wife and I have seen in and around Lot#4. Although we have no
pictures, the book known locally as the “Bible of Rockland Birding” specifically titled
“BIRDS OF ROCKLAND COUNTY, NY AND
THE HUDSON HIGHLANDS” (linked below) backs up the presence of these Special
Concern birds on and around the Olson Center and proposed Lot#4 in particular. The
respected birder and author of the book, Robert F. Deed, lived directly south of us
one block at 50 Clinton Ave., directly along the riverside flyway of migrating,
seasonal and year-round birds. The bird sightings below either he or his family
viewed directly from their South Nyack, Clinton Ave. home.
4.) Northern Goshawk
5.) Red-shouldered Hawk
6.) Whip-poor-will
7.) Cerulean Warbler
The Kentucky Warbler and Rusty Blackbird viewed by the Deeds at their family home are
not listed as SC but they are designated by the state as Species of Greatest Conservation
Need (SGCN), which was developed as part of the state’s wildlife action plan. Each of the SC
birds listed above are also designated SGCN.
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a67b75364b05f64afae4c4f/t/5b3a7c532b6a28e
875d28928/1530559577190/DEED%27S+BIRDS+OF+ROCKLAND+COUNTY+compressed.
pdf#page416
The Rockland Audubon Society also backs up these sightings in and/or near our area as
well:
https://www.rocklandaudubon.org/new-page-3
Thank you,
Shane M. Kite
Reporter/Writer/Editor
skribe00@optimum.net
917-270-3724
https://gob-wire.com/
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http://www.shane-kite.com/
https://muckrack.com/shane-kite
“Begin forwarded message:
From: Shane Kite <skribe00@optimum.net>
Date: November 20, 2021 at 9:02:42 AM EST
To: jerry.ilowite@southnyack.ny.gov, andrew.goodwillie@southnyack.ny.gov
Subject: Addendum, re: bald eagles Olson Center property
Re: Incomplete, inaccurate answers to E.2.O and E.2.P on FEAF Part 1 on Living Christ
Church subdivision of Olson Center…
I neglected to mention that our continuous annual sightings of the bald eagles: it should be
noted for the record regarding correcting Levesque/Living Christ Church‘s
inaccurate FEAF, that our sightings of bald eagles hunting and residing on proposed #Lot 4
have occurred annually since 2018 when we moved into our house and include our most
recent sightings in 2021, which occurred from January through the summer and early fall
this year.
-Thank you
Shane M. Kite
Reporter/Writer/Editor
skribe00@optimum.net
917-270-3724
https://gob-wire.com/
http://www.shane-kite.com/
https://muckrack.com/shane-kite
“Begin forwarded message:
From: Shane Kite <skribe00@optimum.net>
Date: November 21, 2021 at 8:25:12 AM EST
To: jerry.ilowite@southnyack.ny.gov, andrew.goodwillie@southnyack.ny.gov
Subject: Incomplete, inaccurate answers to E.2.M on FEAF Part 1 on Living Christ
Church subdivision of Olson Center
Hi,
The applicant - Living Christ Church re: subdivision of Olson Center - has failed to
accurately answer questions on the Full Environmental Assessment Form (FEAF Part 1), in
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multiple areas, the following being just some of those multiple instances of inaccurate
and/or incomplete answers.
Specifically, in E.2.m on the FEAF Part 1, the applicant has an inaccurate and incomplete
answer.
My wife and I own the riverfront property (11 Voorhis Point [formerly Ambler’s]) just
south of the forested woodland that is proposed Lot #4 on the Olson Center property.
Proposed Lot #4 is comprised of tidal wetlands and second-growth forest and a
watercourse that is a teeming habitat of rare and threatened plants and animals, as well as
species of flora and fauna that are of special concern.
My wife and/or I have personally seen many multiple times (annually, seasonally,
quarterly, monthly and day-to-day in all instances) the following “predominant wildlife
species that occupy and use the site” re: proposed Lot #4 [in answer to E.2.m]:
Bald Eagles, Ospreys, Cooper’s Hawks, Sharp-Shinned Hawks, Foxes, White-Tailed Deer,
Raccoons, Skunks, Turkey Vultures, Great Blue Herons, Red-Tailed Hawks, Ground Hogs,
Mockingbirds.
The aforementioned like previous emails is: Public, on the record commentary to correct
inaccuracies, incomplete and false statements on applicant’s (Levesque/Living Christ
Church, re: Olson Center proposed subdivision) FEAF.
Thank you,
Shane M. Kite
Reporter/Writer/Editor
skribe00@optimum.net
917-270-3724
https://gob-wire.com/
http://www.shane-kite.com/
https://muckrack.com/shane-kite
Begin forwarded message:
From: Shane Kite <skribe00@optimum.net>
Date: November 23, 2021 at 10:56:38 AM EST
To: Sokuna Mam <sokuna.mam@southnyack.ny.gov>, "Rob Knoebel (rob@rknoebel.com)"
<rob@rknoebel.com>
Subject: Incomplete, inaccurate answers to E.2.N, E.2.n.i, E.2.n.ii, E.2.n.iii on FEAF Part
1 on Living Christ Church subdivision of Olson Center
Hi,
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The applicant - Living Christ Church re: proposed subdivision of the Olson Center - has
failed to accurately answer questions on the Full Environmental Assessment Form (FEAF
Part 1), in multiple areas, the following being just some of those multiple instances of
inaccurate and/or incomplete answers. (And if I’m somehow misconstruing a need or lack
thereof in saying “Part 1,” please understand the obvious intent and therefore acceptance
of these statements, which are to correct the FEAF so the initial and final and stages in
between - all of the applicant’s FEAF, regardless of “parts” or stages is corrected and made
accurate, and done so reflecting our corrections and statements of fact.)
Specifically, in E.2.n, E.2.n.i, E.2.n.ii, E.2.n.iii on the FEAF Part 1, the applicant has an
inadequate, incomplete answer.
While answering E.2.n.i “Does the project site contain a designated significant
natural community?” “Yes,” but only listing “Tidal River,” the applicant fails to fully
describe the unique combination and mix of diverse ecologies - the many other “designated
significant natural communities“ - that exist within proposed Lot #4, including critically
imperiled Estuarine Intertidal wetlands and critically imperiled Palustrine forested
wetlands -specifically:
The following significant natural communities exist on Lot#4 and must be included in the
answer to E.2.n.i:
Estuarine:
1.) Brackish intertidal mudflats S1; and 2.) Brackish intertidal shore S1
And Palustrine: Critically imperiled and vulnerable Forested mineral soil wetlands,
including:
3.) Floodplain Forest S2S3 - rare and according to the state: “This community is
somewhat limited to the floodplains of large streams and rivers across the state”; and 4.)
Red maple sweet gum swamp S1
(of which Threatened Swamp Cottonwoods are a major marker/identifier):
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The property also includes a stone chase creek, a vulnerable watercourse that contains
both:
5.) a vulnerable freshwater subtidal aquatic bed S3; and 6.) a brackish subtidal aquatic bed
S3S4.
[FYI: Here is the relevant key for NY state conservation status rank of significant natural
communities:
S1 - Critically Imperiled
S2 - Imperiled
S3 - Vulnerable]
Background: My wife and I own the riverfront property (11 Voorhis Point [formerly
Ambler’s]) just south of the forested riverfront woodland that is proposed Lot #4 on the
Olson Center property.
Given that we live on the property that abuts the southern lot line of Lot #4, and we
have full views of the entire forested and tidal wetlands that makeup Lot #4 and we
see every day the wildlife - flora and fauna - of the entirety of Lot #4 from our floor to
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ceiling kitchen windows and the regular windows of our sunroom, my wife and I are
likely the most informed field experts for the land that is Lot #4.
So the answer to E.2.n.ii is:
Sources of description or evaluation must read, as it pertains to our sources: 1.)
eyewitness accounts of Shane Kite and Suzanne Hollmann who live on and own the
property that abuts the southerly lot line of proposed lot #4; and 2.) state databases
and maps of the New York Natural Heritage Program.
Why our eyewitness accounts are required for your informationgathering/intake and deliberations, and why they are equally as important to
consider as the state’s databases, workbooks, etc., in accurately completing the FEAF
and SEQRA processes.
The state is but one source, and a self-admitted incomplete one, at that, of data on
locations of rare plants and animals and significant natural communities.
The state’s workbooks and New York Natural Heritage Program databases have
neither documented every instance of wildlife nor every inch of undeveloped New
York. There are many, many specific area lands in New York lacking state field study
and without state field reports. Many undeveloped lands have not been studied on a
granular nor user-defined level by the state, so the state has either no documented
or incomplete data on such lands. And that is the case w/ Lot #4.
That’s why the state recommends each lead reviewing agency in making regulatory
determinations, that they review the state’s guides as simply “one source” in a factfinding mission, and requires that planning boards encourage multiple sources,
including public accounts and comments, to inform the decision-makers of the
natural facts and features of a specific land or property.
Given that we live on the property that abuts the southern edge of Lot #4, and we
have full views of the forested and tidal wetlands that makeup Lot #4 and we see
everyday the wildlife - flora and fauna - of the entirety of #Lot 4 from our floor to
ceiling kitchen windows and the regular windows of our sunroom, my wife and I are
likely the most informed field reporters for the land that is Lot #4.
What I say above is confirmed by the following statements of New York DEC:
“While the EAF's need to be completed according to the Part 617 regulations,
determination of impacts, or interpretation on the size or significance of an impact is
at the discretion of the reviewing agency. The Workbooks are not required to be
used during a SEQR process. They should be considered as helpful guidance
documents that contain background information, links to data and maps, and
answers to questions that a reviewing agency may have. They should be considered
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source books to assist and guide applicants and reviewers involved in a SEQR
review.”
https://www.dec.ny.gov/permits/90125.html
“Environmental Resource Mapper displays the general areas where rare animals and
rare plants, have been documented by the NY Natural Heritage Program. It also
displays the specific locations where rare and significant natural communities (such
as forests, wetlands, and other habitat types) have been documented. The
Environmental Resource Mapper displays locations of New York State regulated
freshwater wetlands and of protected streams, rivers, and lakes. These maps are
intended as one source of information for landowners, land managers, citizens, local
officials, and project sponsors engaged in land use decision making, conservation
planning, or environmental assessment of proposed projects or actions. One section
of Environmental Resource Mapper provides information to help answer the
question "Do I need a permit?"”
https://www.dec.ny.gov/animals/65148.html
“Disclaimer: The locations reported in New York Nature Explorer are not the only
places in New York with rare animals or rare plants, or with rare or significant
natural communities; they are only the places we know about and have documented
in the New York Natural Heritage Program's Biodiversity Databases. Not all of New
York State has been surveyed, so if your area of interest shows no locations of rare
animals or rare plants, or of significant natural communities, we can't definitively
say there are none there; all we can say is that NY Natural Heritage has no
information about that area.
In addition to locations of rare plants and animals, and of significant natural
communities, there are other types of areas important for biodiversity which are not
included in this application, such as riparian corridors, large forest blocks,
concentrations of more common plants and animals, and areas with local
significance.
NY Natural Heritage is a partnership between the NYS Department of Environmental
Conservation and The Nature Conservancy. NY Natural Heritage is a member of an
international network of analogous programs in North and Latin America, including
one in every U.S. state and Canadian province. With coordination from NatureServe,
the Heritage network has developed standardized methods for gathering, managing,
and analyzing biological and ecological data, referred collectively as Natural
Heritage Methodology.”
https://www.dec.ny.gov/natureexplorer/app/moreinfo/about
Regarding E.2.n.iii:
Extent of community/habitat:
4 acres
Currently:
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Following completion of project as proposed:
0.0 Gain or loss (indicate +or-): -4 acres

Because all of lot# 4 contains a mix of critically imperiled and imperiled significant natural
communities of the Palustrine which depend on hardwood trees that are necessary to the
survival of those communities, and the size of the proposed lot and it’s building envelope
are so large that they cover the entirety of those trees, all of the significant natural
community(ies)
would be lost if the subdivision is approved as planned.
In sum, proposed Lot #4 is comprised of critically imperiled intertidal and forested,
floodplain wetlands and a creek that’s a mix of freshwater drainage and tidal Estuarine
brackish watercourse, all of which comprise a significant natural community - a teeming
habitat of rare and threatened plants and animals, as well as species of flora and fauna that
are of special concern.
The applicant fails to fully describe this unique combination and mix of diverse ecologies
that exist within proposed Lot #4, a tidal and forested wetland, a marshy estuary, Hudson
riverside, a stone chase creek freshwater watercourse and drainage that’s brackish and
tidal in the end, with ponding areas and low points that reduce runoff and support rare,
threatened and endangered species, the latter of which makes it illegal to disturb and all of
which makes it unsuitable for development under the environmental, planning and zoning
laws and codes of the federal, state, county, town and village governments.
The aforementioned, like previous emails, is: Public, on the record commentary to correct
inaccuracies, incomplete and false statements on applicant’s (Levesque/Living Christ
Church, re: Olson Center proposed subdivision) FEAF.
Thank you,
Shane M. Kite
Reporter/Writer/Editor
skribe00@optimum.net
917-270-3724
https://gob-wire.com/
http://www.shane-kite.com/
https://muckrack.com/shane-kite

Here are other pictures of threatened or rare animals and plants using and/or
living on proposed Lot #4 in particular, starting with those taken within the last
year including and up to recent weeks, in order 1.) bald eagle; 2.) juvenile bald
eagle; 3.), 4.) and 5.) Cooper’s hawk; 6.), 7.) and 8.) sharp-shinned hawk
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Note that the ospreys that hunt and fish from proposed Lot #4 are so plentiful
and constant a presence that we’ve failed to take photographs of them,
although we endeavor to do so and thus update the record in this regard. We
also failed to photograph multiple bald eagles – two, an adult and juvenile –
perching, roosting and cavorting together on the swamp cottonwoods located
on proposed Lot #4 in January, because we were on a work call and thus could
not pause to photograph the novel behavior.
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Note also that the undeveloped federally-, state- and locally regulated wetland
on proposed Lot #4 seems to be an important stopover place for bald eagles
migrating north to mate and nest; each year they often perch there for many
daylight hours, seeking it would appear, rest as well as opportunistic hunting.
For all aforementioned reasons, the wetland merits the state's highest "Class I"
ranking.
We have sent this narrative to the local Army Corps of Engineers district office
as well as all the relevant federal, state, local agencies and all stakeholders.
Importantly, an earlier wetland delineation finding/report by the Army Corps
in July of 2012 involving a stream in Westchester that flows into the Hudson
River along the southside of the Tarrytown landing of the Maria M. Cuomo
bridge. This stream was certified as a Water of the United States with adjacent
federally regulated wetlands for thousands of square feet shoreward across the
surrounding lands, and that stream has obviously inferior attributes compared
to the South Nyack Brook. The two streams however share some key
characteristics essential in the Army Corps declaring in this case the Westchester
stream a water of the United States and applying federal jurisdiction to its
adjacent wetlands. The justification therefore of the federal jurisdiction of the
South Nyack Brook is only highlighted and made more clear by the federal
jurisdiction determination of this inferior but nonetheless federally regulated
stream across the river. Their differences, however, are as follows: The South
Nyack Brook is perennial (always flowing); the brook and its adjacent wetlands,
which are the state's highest-rated (Class I), cover a larger, longer distance and
more acreage than the stream across the river; the South Nyack Brook does not
contain any portions defined as a "ditch"; and Proposed Lot #4 merits Army
Corps prior approval and ultimately, Individual Permit denial.
https://www.newnybridge.com/documents/feis/vol2/f-3-wetlanddelineation-report-06292012.pdf
The South Nyack Brook Also Flows Through Several Critical Environmental Areas
(CEAs)
Both the federal government and the State of New York in 2012 officially
recognized as legally established South Nyack’s Critical Environmental Areas
(CEAs) within which the Olson Center, proposed Lot #4, the South Nyack Brook
and adjacent wetlands are located.
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The proposed Olson Center subdivision, proposed Lot #4 and the South Nyack
Brook all lie within the former Village of South Nyack’s CEAs, which were
recognized in 2012 as a fact of settled municipal law by the federal government
and through the state’s official recognitions of the former village’s CEAs in the
building of the Mario Cuomo bridge, in the Tappan Zee Hudson River Crossing
Project Environmental Impact Statement, as well as in New York’s related State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) process:
https://www.newnybridge.com/documents/feis/vol1/05-communitycharacter.pdf
According to the former Village of South Nyack code, “the following areas are
designated as critical environmental areas pursuant to the provisions of the
New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) regulations at 6
NYCRR 617.14(g):
A. CEA 1: Hudson River Area (which encompasses all of the Olson Center
property, proposed Lot #4 and most of the above-ground portion of the South
Nyack Brook):
(1)
The area designated as CEA 1 on the Critical Environmental Area Map of the
Village of South Nyack generally is the part of the Village east of Broadway.
More specifically, it is the area bounded by the entire easterly length of the
Village along the Hudson River, by the northern boundary of the Village, on the
western side by the center line of South Broadway, and by the southern
boundary of the Village of South Nyack.
(2)
CEA 1 possesses specific environmental characteristics which are exceptional
and unique and it is the specific goal of this designation to identify and protect
those characteristics which are set forth below:
(a)
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This area includes unusual proximity to the Hudson River and the protection,
preservation and enhancement of the important aesthetic and scenic qualities
associated with such proximity is a primary goal.
(b)
The historic significance of this area, including its architecture, should be
protected for future generations.
(c)
The Hudson River's ecological, geological and hydrological sensitivity may be
adversely affected by any change, development or disturbance in the area and
must be scrutinized carefully and thoroughly so as to protect and preserve not
only the environmental integrity of the riverfront area, but the appearance of
the shoreline from the river itself.
The Living Christ Church’s proposed subdivision would destroy all the listed
attributes that CEA 1 legally binds the municipality to protect from
development, because in particular proposed Lot #4 of applicant, Living Christ
Church, would require clear-cutting the federally and state-protected wetland
that Lot #4 would replace, thus irreparably harming and certainly destroying the
undeveloped, forested wetland that has existed there for hundreds of years,
where this proposed lot and related building and additional and increased
impervious surfaces are portended to occupy.
The proposed subdivision and in particular the proposed Lot #4 would also
completely destroy all the “important aesthetic and scenic qualities; the historic
significance of this area, including its architecture; the Hudson River's ecological,
geological and hydrological sensitivity; the environmental integrity of the
riverfront area, [and] the appearance of the shoreline from the river itself”
there. This is because the proposed subdivision requires destroying the
freshwater and tidal wetland by clear-cutting its plants and trees and thus
irrevocably harming there the Hudson River’s ecological, geological and
hydrological sensitivity, destroying the environmental integrity of the river itself
and changing forever the appearance of the shoreline as viewed from the river
itself; and tearing down the historic Commodore Voorhis’ Riverside residence
will annihilate one of the most important pieces of the hamlet’s rich history by
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tearing down the home of the hamlet’s founding father, Commodore William
Voorhis.
The second CEA, CEA 2, includes the hamlet’s main artery of drainage: South
Nyack Brook - both where the spring-fed, always flowing brook is piped and
where it flows above ground west of South Broadway. CEA 2 prohibits
development and pollution of the brook upstream in a buffer zone around the
brook, which as the main artery of the hamlet’s drainage, collects and drains
both spring-fed and storm- and surface waters for the entire hamlet:
B.
CEA 2: Run-Off Area.
(1)
The area designated as CEA 2 on the Critical Environmental Area Map of the
Village of South Nyack shall include the area to the west of the center line of
South Broadway and east of the westerly line of Route 9W within the Village of
South Nyack.
(2)
CEA 2 possesses specific environmental characteristics which are exceptional
and unique to this area. Its proximity to the steep hillsides to the west makes it
subject to significant water run-off and drainage concerns. Additionally, this
area is particularly affected by the pollution, noise and traffic generated by the
New York State Thruway and it is the goal of this designation to address the
characteristics which are set forth below:
(a)
In order to benefit and protect human health, this designation should address
the specific issues associated with the noise and air pollution associated with
the area's proximity to the New York State Thruway; and
(b)
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The inherent ecological, geological and hydrological sensitivity of this area due
to its susceptibility to drainage and water run-off problems must be scrutinized
carefully and thoroughly so as to protect against erosion and damage caused by
water and drainage problems.
The third CEA, CEA 3 covers the South Nyack Brook’s South Mountain aquifer
and spring headwaters which are incredibly important to the health of the
hamlet’s entire watershed, the Hudson River and the hamlet’s people, as it may
indeed prove again its extraordinary value as a safe, abundant and quality
source of pure, clean drinking water for future generations as it has for past
generations:
C.
CEA 3: Mountainous Area.
(1)
The area designated as CEA 3 on the Critical Environmental Area Map of the
Village of South Nyack shall include the area to the west of Route 9W to the
western boundary line of the Village.
(2)
CEA 3 possesses specific environmental characteristics which are exceptional
and unique to this area due to the steepness of the slopes on the mountainside
and the area's natural beauty, particularly in light of its importance as the
gateway to Rockland County and the entire Ramapo and Catskill Mountain
regions to the west and north. This designation is intended to address the
characteristics which are set forth below:
(a)
Due to its natural setting, this area possesses unique and important aesthetic
and scenic qualities and value which must be preserved and enhanced for both
the residents of South Nyack and visitors to the area.
(b)
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The historic, archeological and recreational significance of the mountainside can
never be replicated and must be preserved.
(c)
The steepness of this area produces inherent ecological, geological and
hydrological sensitivity to the environment that may be adversely affected by
any change and, consequently, any development or disturbance in this area
must be scrutinized carefully and thoroughly so as to protect and preserve this
area, including but not limited to its visual and aesthetic qualities, its
vegetation, and the control of water drainage and run-off.
§ 330-11CEA Map.
The boundaries of the CEAs are hereby established as shown on the Critical
Environmental Area Map of the Village of South Nyack, which accompanies, and
which, with all explanatory matter thereon, is hereby adopted and made a part
of this chapter. Said map shall be kept updated in the offices of the Building
Inspector and the Village Clerk for the use and benefit of the public.
Former South Nyack Planning Board Attorney Robert Knoebel also confirmed to
us that the village had provided the state with all the materials the state
requires for official recognition of the village’s CEAs, well in advance of the
effective date of the village’s dissolution.
The proposed stilting of a house over a large portion of the lowest aboveground flow and reach of the federally-, state- and locally-protected South
Nyack Brook by the applicant Living Christ Church is illegal and unworkable, as
doing so would constrict the flow of the hamlet’s main artery of drainage during
times of high water or flooding; and it would destroy the wetlands there
through the clear-cutting that proposed Lot #4 would require; and would
permanently shade and thus kill all of the many organisms that require dappled
sunlight to survive, both those living in the stream and those living in the
wetlands surrounding the South Nyack Brook.
The proposed Living Christ Church subdivision and in particular Lot #4 trigger
not just one, not just two, but all of the listed criteria for prohibiting a proposed
development under SEQRA by determining significant harm would occur to the
environment. We list below those criteria triggers that would prohibit Living
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Christ Church from moving ahead with its proposed subdivision development
and in particular, ban proposed Lot #4:
“
1. (c) Criteria for determining significance:
(1) To determine whether a proposed Type I or Unlisted action may have a
significant adverse impact on the environment, the impacts that may be
reasonably expected to result from the proposed action must be compared
against the criteria in this subdivision. The following list is illustrative, not
exhaustive. These criteria are considered indicators of significant adverse
impacts on the environment:
0. (i) a substantial adverse change in existing air quality, ground or
surface water quality or quantity, traffic or noise levels; a
substantial increase in solid waste production; a substantial
increase in potential for erosion, flooding, leaching or drainage
problems;
1. (ii) the removal or destruction of large quantities of vegetation or
fauna; substantial interference with the movement of any resident
or migratory fish or wildlife species; impacts on a significant habitat
area; substantial adverse impacts on a:
threatened or endangered species of animal or plant, or the habitat of such a
species; or other significant adverse impacts to natural resources;
the impairment of the environmental characteristics of a critical environmental
area as designated pursuant to section 617.14(g) of this Part;
the creation of a material conflict with a community's current plans or goals as
officially approved or adopted;
the impairment of the character or quality of important historical, archeological,
architectural, or aesthetic resources or of existing community or neighborhood
character;
a major change in the use of either the quantity or type of energy; the creation
of a hazard to human health;
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a substantial change in the use, or intensity of use, of land including agricultural,
open space or recreational resources, or in its capacity to support existing uses;
the encouraging or attracting of a large number of people to a place or places
for more than a few days, compared to the number of people who would come
to such place absent the action;
the creation of a material demand for other actions that would result in one of
the above consequences;
changes in two or more elements of the environment, no one of which has a
significant impact on the environment, but when considered together result in a
substantial adverse impact on the environment; or
two or more related actions undertaken, funded or approved by an agency,
none of which has or would have a significant impact on the environment, but
when considered cumulatively would meet one or more of the criteria in this
subdivision.”
Below are photos of the South Nyack Brook, hydrophyte plants and hunting
Ospreys in the brook’s adjacent wetlands on proposed Lot #4:
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South Nyack Brook during a typical spring rain event:

Click "play"button below to see video of rain event flow:
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WTSPYI
Summit Environmental Cuyahoga Falls - Win
3310 Win St, Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223
DO NOT CALL FACILITY DIRECTLY
For lab questions contact hello@gosimplelab.com

CLIENT INFORMATION
Client: Shane Kite
Requested On: May 8, 2022
Phone:
Email: skribe00@optimum.net

TESTING PERFORMED

SAMPLE INFORMATION

Testing Requested: Extended: Radiation, HAA5, Chlorate
Matrix: Drinking Water
Testing / Report ID: WTSPYI

Collection Date: May 15, 2022
Collected By: Shane Kite
Received Date: May 18, 2022
Reported On: May 31, 2022
Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Sample Address: 11 Voorhis Pt., Nyack, NY 10960,
United States

TESTING NOTES
There were no problems with analytical events associated with this report unless noted. Quality control data is within laboratory
defined or method specified acceptance limits except where noted. If you have any questions regarding these test results, please
contact hello@gosimplelab.com

TEST RESULTS
ANALYTE

UNIT

RESULT

MDL

METHOD

EVALUATION

Chlorate

mg/L

0.327

0.00307

EPA 300.1

< SLR

Dibromoacetic Acid (DBA)

mg/L

0.00162

0.00043

EPA 552.3

> SLR (3.0E-5)

Dichloroacetic Acid (DCA)

mg/L

0.0168

0.00024

EPA 552.3

> SLR (0)

Gross Alpha Activity

pCi/L

NOT DETECTED

1.14

EPA 900.0

Gross Beta Activity

pCi/L

NOT DETECTED

1.98

EPA 900.0

Haloacetic Acids (Total)

mg/L

0.0302

0.0001

EPA 552.3

Monobromoacetic Acid (MBA)

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.00096

EPA 552.3

Monochloroacetic Acid

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.00033

EPA 552.3

Trichloroacetic Acid (TCA)

mg/L

0.0117

0.00062

EPA 552.3

< SLR

> SLR (0.0001)

How To Read Your SimpleLab PDF Report
Your results are being evaluated with the SimpleLab Recommendation.
This is a health protective, non-enforceable drinking water benchmark. SLR is based on the most protective human health benchmark used
among public health agencies for a contaminant. Drinking water at or near the SLR over the course of your lifetime is thought to be safe.
MDL: Method Detection Limit. MDL is the lowest concentration of an analyte which testing instrumentation and the analysis team is configured
to measure.
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WTSPYI
ETR Labs Leominster - Elm Hill
60 Elm Hill Avenue, Leominster, MA 01453
DO NOT CALL FACILITY DIRECTLY
For lab questions contact hello@gosimplelab.com

CLIENT INFORMATION
Client: Shane Kite
Requested On: May 8, 2022
Phone:
Email: skribe00@optimum.net

TESTING PERFORMED

SAMPLE INFORMATION

Testing Requested: Extended: Advanced City
Matrix: Drinking Water
Testing / Report ID: WTSPYI

Collection Date: May 15, 2022
Collected By: Shane Kite
Received Date: May 18, 2022
Reported On: May 24, 2022
Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Sample Address: 11 Voorhis Pt., Nyack, NY 10960,
United States

TESTING NOTES
There were no problems with analytical events associated with this report unless noted. Quality control data is within laboratory
defined or method specified acceptance limits except where noted. If you have any questions regarding these test results, please
contact hello@gosimplelab.com

SUMMARY ANALYSIS
ANALYTE

UNIT

RESULT

METHOD

EVALUATION

pH

pH

7.73

SM 4500-H+B

OK

Total Dissolved Solids

mg/L

362.9

SM 2540 C

Conductivity

umhos/cm

604.9

SM 2510B

Hardness (Ca,Mg)

mg/L

125.21

2340 B

Hardness (Total)

mg/L

126.24

2340 C

Grains per gallon

Grains

7.39

Conversion

Alkalinity (as CaCO3)

mg/L

125

SM 2320 B

Langelier Saturation Index

0

NORMAL

Sodium Adsorption Ratio

12.72

Equation

TEST RESULTS
ANALYTE

UNIT

RESULT

MDL

METHOD

1,1,1,2 Tetrachloroethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,1,1 Trichloroethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,1,2,2 Tetrachloroethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,1,2 Trichloroethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

EVALUATION
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1,1 Dichloroethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,1 Dichloroethylene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,1 Dichloropropene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,2,3 Trichlorobenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,2,3 Trichloropropane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,2,4 Trichlorobenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,2,4 Trimethylbenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,2 Dichlorobenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,2 Dichloroethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,2 Dichloropropane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,3,5 Trimethylbenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,3 Dichlorobenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,3 Dichloropropane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,3 Dichloropropene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

1,4 Dichlorobenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

2,2 Dichloropropane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Aluminum

mg/L

0.01

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Antimony

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Arsenic

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Barium

mg/L

0.1

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Benzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Beryllium

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Boron

mg/L

0.05

0.001

EPA 200.7

Bromobenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Bromochloromethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Bromodichloromethane

µg/L

16.55

0.5

EPA 524.2

Bromoform

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Bromomethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Cadmium

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Calcium

mg/L

38.75

0.001

EPA 200.7

Carbon Tetrachloride

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Chloride

mg/L

124.71

0.165

EPA 300.0

Chlorobenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Chloroethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Chloroform

µg/L

52.16

0.5

EPA 524.2

Chloromethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Chlorotoluene 2

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Chlorotoluene 4

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Chromium (Total)

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

cis 1,2 Dichloroethylene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

< SLR

< SLR

< SLR

> SLR (0)

> SLR (0.22)
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Cobalt

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Copper

mg/L

0.31

0.0005

EPA 200.8

> SLR (0.3)

Dibromochloromethane

µg/L

3.6

0.5

EPA 524.2

> SLR (0.1)

Dibromochloropropane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Dibromomethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Dichlorodifluoromethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Dichloromethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Ethylbenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Ethylene dibromide

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Fluoride

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.01

EPA 300.0

Hexachlorobutadiene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Iron

mg/L

0.01

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Isopropylbenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Lead

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Lithium

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.001

EPA 200.7

Magnesium

mg/L

6.91

0.001

EPA 200.7

Manganese

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Mercury

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Molybdenum

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

m,p Xylene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Naphthalene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

n Butylbenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Nickel

mg/L

0.01

0.0005

EPA 200.8

< SLR

Nitrate (as N)

mg/L

0.84

0.001

EPA 300.0

< SLR

Nitrite (as N)

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.01

EPA 300.0

n Propylbenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

o Xylene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Phosphorus

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.001

EPA 200.7

p Isopropyltoluene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Potassium

mg/L

1.7

0.001

EPA 200.7

sec Butylbenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Selenium

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Silver

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Sodium

mg/L

60.76

0.001

EPA 200.7

Strontium

mg/L

0.13

0.001

EPA 200.7

Styrene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Sulfate

mg/L

12.9

0.01

EPA 300.0

tert Butylbenzene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Tetrachloroethylene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

< SLR

< SLR

< SLR
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Thallium

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Tin

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.005

EPA 200.8

Titanium

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.005

EPA 200.8

Toluene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

trans 1,3 Dichloropropene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Trichloroethylene

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Trichlorofluoromethane

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Uranium

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Vanadium

mg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.0005

EPA 200.8

Vinyl Chloride

µg/L

NOT DETECTED

0.5

EPA 524.2

Zinc

mg/L

0.16

0.0005

EPA 200.8

< SLR

How To Read Your SimpleLab PDF Report
Your results are being evaluated with the SimpleLab Recommendation.
This is a health protective, non-enforceable drinking water benchmark. SLR is based on the most protective human health benchmark used
among public health agencies for a contaminant. Drinking water at or near the SLR over the course of your lifetime is thought to be safe.
MDL: Method Detection Limit. MDL is the lowest concentration of an analyte which testing instrumentation and the analysis team is configured
to measure.
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Water Quality
Lab Report
Prepared For:
Shane Kite
+19172703724
Nyack, NY 10960

ORDER

SAMPLE

Kit Type: Safe Home® ULTIMATE

Sample Collected: 05.10.22

Order Number: 2022050089

Sample Received: 05.12.22

Report Date: 05.26.22
Notes:

Analysis performed by our EPA-certified laboratory: Environmental Laboratories, Inc., Madison, IN 47250
Certification Numbers: M-39-01, C-39-01

WE ARE ON A MISSION TO IMPACT PEOPLE'S LIVES THROUGH SCIENCE - ONE TEST KIT AT A TIME
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Pg. 1

Report Key
This page is intended to help you gain clarity about the contents of your lab report. If you have further questions
beyond the scope of this report, please contact us and one of our drinking water specialists will gladly assist you.

REPORT TERMINOLOGY & DEFINITIONS
Parameter: Specific element, compound, or condition being measured.
Instrument Limit: Lowest level of a parameter our instrument can detect (Method Detection Limit).
*EPA Limit: Highest level of a parameter allowable by US-EPA standards.
mg/L: Unit of measurement used to describe how many miligrams of a parameter is present in
every liter of your water - also referred to as parts per million (ppm).

ND: Parameter was not detected in your water sample.
Parameter Effect: Illustrates possible effects to your Health, House, or the Aesthetics of your water.
--: No EPA limit or acceptable range associated with the parameter.

LAB RESULT QUALIFIERS
Good: Not detected in your water sample, or the measurement falls within EPA acceptable range.
Fair: Concentration is less than half of the EPA limit, if there is a limit listed. If no EPA limit is
listed, yellow indicates that we simply detected the parameter in your sample.

Poor: Concentration is greater than half of EPA limit.
Bad: Over EPA limit, or the measurement falls outside of EPA acceptable range.
Fail: Your in-lab bacteria sample (not DIY) arrived at our lab more than 24hrs after collection.

PARAMETER EFFECTS
Aesthetics: Concentrations considered higher, or out of range, may affect taste, smell or visual
appearance of your water.

Appliances: Concentrations considered higher, or out of range, may adversely affect your appliances,
plumbing fixtures, etc.

Health: Concentrations considered higher, or out of range, may adversely affect your health.

limits are established for public utilities and treated water supplies. These standards may be referred to as Action Levels,
* EPA
Maximum Contaminant Levels or Acceptable Ranges. Such standards are also valuabe for owners of well water supplies.

Note: Test results within EPA standards do not guarantee the safety of your water supply. Example - Lead has an Action Level of
0.015 ppm. However, no level of Lead is safe to consume. Please refer to the following link to learn more about EPA drinking water
standards https://www.epa.gov/dwreginfo/drinking-water-regulations.

WE ARE ON A MISSION TO IMPACT PEOPLE'S LIVES THROUGH SCIENCE - ONE TEST KIT AT A TIME
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Pg. 2

Test Results
Inorganics
Sample ID: U0522-35
Parameter

Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

Bromide

4

ND

--

mg/L

Chloride

2.0

122

250

mg/L

Fluoride

0.1

ND

2.0

mg/L

Nitrate/Nitrite-N

0.05

0.400

10

mg/L

Orthophosphate

1.0

ND

--

mg/L

Sulfate

1.0

9.37

250

mg/L

Effect

Metals
Sample ID: U0522-35
Parameter

Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

Aluminum

0.016

ND

0.2

mg/L

Antimony

0.006

ND

0.006

mg/L

Arsenic

0.004

ND

0.010

mg/L

Barium

0.08

0.088

2

mg/L

Beryllium

0.004

ND

0.004

mg/L

Boron

0.04

ND

--

mg/L

Cadmium

0.004

ND

0.005

mg/L

0.2

40.7

--

mg/L

Chromium

0.006

ND

0.1

mg/L

Chromium, Hexavalent

0.03

ND

--

mg/L

Cobalt

0.01

ND

--

mg/L

Copper

0.005

0.084

1.0

mg/L

Iron

0.03

ND

0.3

mg/L

Lead

0.006

ND

0.015

mg/L

Lithium

0.01

ND

--

mg/L

Magnesium

0.5

6.82

--

mg/L

Manganese

0.006

ND

0.05

mg/L

Molybdenum

0.006

ND

--

mg/L

Calcium

WE ARE ON A MISSION TO IMPACT PEOPLE'S LIVES THROUGH SCIENCE - ONE TEST KIT AT A TIME
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Effect

Pg. 3

Metals
Sample ID: U0522-35

Sample Location: Kitchen sink

Parameter

Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Phosphorus

1.0

ND

--

mg/L

Potassium

1.0

1.73

--

mg/L

Selenium

0.005

ND

0.05

mg/L

Silica

0.15

1.78

--

mg/L

Silicon

0.07

0.829

--

mg/L

Silver

0.003

ND

0.10

mg/L

Sodium

1.0

63.6

--

mg/L

Strontium

0.01

0.125

--

mg/L

Thallium

0.002

ND

0.002

mg/L

Tin

0.02

ND

--

mg/L

Vanadium

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

Zinc

0.005

ND

5.0

mg/L

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

Nickel

Effect

Physical Properties
Sample ID: U0522-35
Parameter

Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Instrument Limit

Aggressive Index

--

11.7

--

Calculation

Alkalinity as CaCO3

2.0

98.8

--

mg/L as
CaCO3

Bicarbonate

2.0

98.8

--

mg/L as
CaCO3

Carbonate

2.0

ND

--

mg/L as
CaCO3

Conductivity

1.0

576

--

µmhos/cm

Hardness as CaCO3

1.0

130

180

mg/L

--

0.3

--

Calculation

0.1

8.10

6.5-8.5

S.U.

Ryznar Index

--

7.6

--

Calculation

Tannin-Lignin

1

ND

--

mg/LTannic
Acid

TDS

1.0

380

500

mg/L

Turbidity

0.1

ND

--

NTU

Langelier Index
pH

WE ARE ON A MISSION TO IMPACT PEOPLE'S LIVES THROUGH SCIENCE - ONE TEST KIT AT A TIME
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Effect

Pg. 4

Semi-Volatile Organic (Herbicide)
Sample ID: U0522-35
Parameter

Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

Alachlor

0.001

ND

0.002

mg/L

Butachlor

0.002

ND

--

mg/L

Hexachlorobenzene

0.0005

ND

0.001

mg/L

Metolachlor

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Metribuzin

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Propachlor

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Simazine

0.001

ND

0.004

mg/L

Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

Aldrin

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Atrazine

0.001

ND

0.003

mg/L

Benzo(a)pyrene-(PAH)

0.0001

ND

0.0002

mg/L

Chlordane

0.001

ND

0.002

mg/L

Dieldrin

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Endrin

0.001

ND

0.002

mg/L

Heptachlor

0.0002

ND

0.0004

mg/L

Heptachlor Epoxide

0.0001

ND

0.0002

mg/L

Hexachlorocyclopentadiene

0.005

ND

0.05

mg/L

Lindane

0.0001

ND

0.0002

mg/L

Methoxychlor

0.004

ND

0.04

mg/L

Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

Di(2-ethylhexyl)adipate

0.01

ND

0.4

mg/L

Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate

0.002

ND

0.006

mg/L

Effect

Semi-Volatile Organic (Pesticides)
Sample ID: U0522-35
Parameter

Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Effect

Semi-Volatile Organic (Solvent)
Sample ID: U0522-35
Parameter

Sample Location: Kitchen sink

WE ARE ON A MISSION TO IMPACT PEOPLE'S LIVES THROUGH SCIENCE - ONE TEST KIT AT A TIME
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Effect

Pg. 5

THMs
Sample ID: U0522-35

Sample Location: Kitchen sink

Parameter

Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

Bromodichloromethane

0.001

0.0146

--

mg/L

Bromoform

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Chloroform

0.001

0.0348

--

mg/L

Dibromochloromethane

0.001

0.0039

--

mg/L

Total THM

0.001

0.0536

0.080

mg/L

Effect

Volatile Organics
Sample ID: U0522-35
Parameter

Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

1,1,1,2-Tetrachloroethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

1,1,1-Trichloroethane

0.001

ND

0.2

mg/L

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

1,1,2-Trichloroethane

0.001

ND

0.005

mg/L

1,1-Dichloroethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

1,1-Dichloroethylene

0.001

ND

0.007

mg/L

1,1-Dichloropropene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

1,2,3,4-Diepoxybutane

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

1,2,3-Trichloropropane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene

0.001

ND

0.07

mg/L

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.005

ND

--

mg/L

1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB)

0.005

ND

--

mg/L

1,2-Dichloroethane

0.001

ND

0.005

mg/L

1,2-Dichloropropane

0.001

ND

0.005

mg/L

1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

1,3-Dichloro-2-propanol

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

1,3-Dichlorobenzene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

1,3-Dichloropropane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

1,4-Dioxane

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

1-Chlorobutane

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane
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Volatile Organics
Sample ID: U0522-35
Parameter

Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

1-Chlorohexane

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

1-Propanol

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

2,2- Dichloropropane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

2-Butanone (MEK)

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

2-Chloroethanol

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

2-Chlorotoluene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

2-Hexanone

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

2-Hydroxypropionitrile

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

2-methyl-Napthalene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

2-Nitropropane

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

2-Pentanone

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

2-Picoline

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

2-Propanol

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

3-Chloropropionitrile

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

4-Methyl-2-pentanone (MIBK)

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

Acetone

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

Acetonitrile

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

Acrolein (Propenal)

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

Acrylonitrile

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

Allyl alcohol

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Allyl chloride

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

0.005

mg/L

Benzyl Chloride

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Bis(2-chloroethyl)sulfide

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Bromoacetone

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Bromobenzene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Bromochloromethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Bromomethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Butyl Acetate

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

4-Chlorotoluene

Benzene
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Volatile Organics
Sample ID: U0522-35

Sample Location: Kitchen sink

Parameter

Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

Carbon disulfide

0.005

ND

--

mg/L

Carbon tetrachloride

0.001

ND

0.005

mg/L

Chloral hydrate

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Chloroacetonitrile

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Chlorobenzene

0.001

ND

0.1

mg/L

Chloroethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Chloromethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Chloroprene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene

0.001

ND

0.07

mg/L

cis-1,3-Dichloropropene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Dibromomethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Dichlorodifluoromethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

0.005

mg/L

Diethyl ether

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Diisopropyl ether

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Epichlorohydrin

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Ethanol

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Ethyl acetate

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Ethyl methacrylate

0.05

ND

--

mg/L

Ethylbenzene

0.001

ND

0.7

mg/L

Ethylene oxide

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Isopropyl Acetate

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Isopropylbenzene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

m,p-Xylene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Malononitrile

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Methacrylonitrile

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Crotonaldehyde

Dichloromethane (Methylene Chloride )

Hexachlorobutadiene
Hexachloroethane
Iodomethane
Isobutyl alcohol
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Volatile Organics
Sample ID: U0522-35

Sample Location: Kitchen sink

Parameter

Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Methyl Acetate

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Methyl acrylate

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Methyl methacrylate

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Nitrobenzene

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

N-Nitroso-di-n-butylamine

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

n-Propylamine

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

0.6

mg/L

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

0.075

mg/L

Pentachloroethane

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Pentafluorobenzene

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

p-Isopropyltoluene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Propargyl alcohol

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

Propionitrile (ethyl cyanide)

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

0.1

mg/L

t-Butyl alcohol

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

tert-Amyl methyl ether

0.1

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Methanol

Methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE)
n-Amyl acetate
Naphthalene
n-Butanol
n-Butylbenzene

n-Propylbenzene
o-Dichlorobenzene (1,2-Dichlorobenzene)
o-Toluidine
o-Xylene
Paraldehyde
p-Dichlorobenzene (1,4-Dichlorobenzene)

Propyl Acetate
Pyridine
Sec-Butylbenzene
ß-Propiolactone
Styrene

Tert-Butylbenzene
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Volatile Organics
Sample ID: U0522-35
Parameter

Sample Location: Kitchen sink
Instrument Limit

Your Water

EPA
Limit

Units

Tetrachloroethylene

0.001

ND

0.005

mg/L

Toluene

0.001

ND

1

mg/L

Total Xylenes

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene

0.001

ND

0.1

mg/L

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Trichloroethylene

0.001

ND

0.005

mg/L

Trichlorofluoromethane

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Vinyl acetate

0.001

ND

--

mg/L

Vinyl chloride

0.001

ND

0.002

mg/L

Trans-1,4-Dichloro-2-butene
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Next Steps
After receiving your lab report, you¶re probably asking
yourself, ³Now what!?´
1. Safe Home provides details about each parameter listed in your report at our Learning
Center - https://envirotestkits.com/ContaminantList12_29_17_v2.htm. This webpage
makes it easy to begin your research on each parameter: where it comes from, what
problems it may cause, how you might reduce or eliminate it.

2. If you would like assistance interpreting your lab results, please navigate to our
contact form https://envirotestkits.com/contact to request a call with one of our drinking
water specialists.

3. If you have concerns about the safety of your water supply and wish to consider
corrective action, share this lab report with a water treatment professional. They will be
able to design a water treatment solution for most any water contaminant problem.
You can also visit our Featured Vendors page to find a water treatment dealer https://envirotestkits.com/contaminants/#featured-vendors
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